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ABSTRACT
The dynamic combination of the unique characteristics of man and woman have
been described by author Carolyn Custis James as The Blessed Alliance.1 Yet power
struggles, misunderstandings, and unmet expectations often plague the particular
struggles of modern marriages therefore creating a demand for marriage therapists and
psychological modalities that seek to rectify the conflictive divide among the genders.
Marriage therapy has provided tools and methods for marriages to resolve their
differences, strive for a relationship of equity, and develop a culture of mutuality. These
new and improved marriages attend egalitarian churches, only to discover the gender
wars are still being perpetuated due to masked patriarchy, hierarchical values, and
misconstrued theology, thus fostering a culturally delayed and confusing ethos for
modern marriages. Like marriages, church leadership can also benefit from the
psychological principles of equity in order to establish harmony between the genders and
compliment the values of modern marriages.
This dissertation highlights the symbiotic relationship between marriages and
churches and offers psychological solutions used in marriage therapy applied to church
leadership to create a culture of equity. Section one introduces the problem egalitarian
marriages, or Peer Marriages, are experiencing with churches claiming egalitarian values
but not operating in practice, entitled Near Peer Churches. This church ethos provided for
modern marriages perpetuates confusion and frustration for both institutions of marriage
and church, insinuating their symbiotic relationship. Section two describes four past

1

Carolyn Custis James, Half the Church: Recapturing God's Global Vision for Women (Grand
Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2011), 19, Kindle.

vi

solutions to this problem: patriarchalism, feminism, complementarianism, and
egalitarianism. The effects, barriers, and implications of patriarchalism is thoroughly
explored as the current church is still experiencing its significant and lasting impact.
Section three explores and offers solutions of psychological modalities used in marriage
therapy to achieve equity that can be similarly applied to church leadership. Section four
briefly describes the artifact, or the book entitled Peer Church. Section five details and
articulately outlines the genre, goals, strategies, and description of the book artifact.
Section six offers a postscript, summary, and personal discovery of the dissertation.

vii
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SECTION 1:
THE PROBLEM

Introduction
When man and woman came together in the Garden, they were described as one
body and offered a foretelling of the church-to-come that would also be described as one
body.2 The United Church of God describes the marriage metaphor as a prophetic picture
of the church with the statement: “human marriage is intended to represent the ultimate
marriage relationship. The joining as one flesh on the physical level has a spiritual
parallel in the special and intimate relationship Christ shares with His people.”3 As
marriage is to exemplify one body operating in unity, collaboration, and respect for one
another, so too the church is called to operate as one body, with many parts, in unity and
love.4
If both genders can lead unified as one body, whether in marriage or the church,
both institutions become eligible for the blessing of a divine design as patriarchal values
replace egalitarian beliefs. When church leaders offer gender-balanced leadership and
operate in roles of equity as seen in the original marriage of Adam and Eve,5 all become

2

Eph. 4.

3
United Church of God, “The Church as the Bride of Christ,” https://www.ucg.org/bible-studytools/booklets/the-church-jesus-built/the-church-as-the-bride-of-christ.
4

I Cor. 12:12.

5

Gen. 1:28.
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recipients of the blessing of gender unity. This Blessed Alliance6, as described by author
Carolyn Custis James, can be a harmonious melody of mutuality as men and women lead
together within the church, empowering modern egalitarian marriages to lead within their
desired principles of equity and mutuality. When US Protestant churches claim
egalitarian principles yet operate without principles of equity in their leadership, they
frustrate and confuse marriages and they offer culturally delayed leadership models for
contemporary, egalitarian marriages. Just as therapeutic and psychological techniques are
used to provide equity in marriages, churches can also benefit from these modalities to
operate authentically with their stated egalitarian beliefs.
Unfortunately, when church leadership claims egalitarian principles but does not
operate within these principles in practice, they complicate the issue for contemporary
marriages and perpetuate double-binds for marriage partners. There is a lack of
intellectual and spiritual integrity when US Protestant churches teach egalitarian values,
such as women are equal and worthy contributing members of society, but do not allow
them to pastor or grant them authority, mentoring, and titles to lead with equity. These
mixed messages create confusion and frustration for marriages when egalitarian churches
covertly reinforce male superiority by exclusively promoting and empowering male
leaders and avoid empowering women leaders. This incongruency has been differentiated
by one author as cognitive and behavioral egalitarianism, where egalitarian values are
believed but not acted out.7 It is an unreasonable expectation for churches to offer

6

James, Half the Church, 19, Kindle.

7
Brian G. Ogolsky, Renée Peltz Dennison, and James Kale Monk, “The Role of Couple
Discrepancies in Cognitive and Behavioral Egalitarianism in Marital Quality,” Sex Roles 70, no. 7-8 (April
2014): 330, http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s11199-014-0365-9.
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culturally relevant spiritual support to contemporary marriages when they lack structural
integrity with egalitarian values.
In contrast, when marriages attend a church that demonstrates proclaimed
egalitarian beliefs, as evidenced by gender-balanced leadership and gender equity, then
the couple experiences a supportive spiritual community congruent to their egalitarian
values.8 Instead of fostering a culture that provokes barriers for equity, the alignment of
these values in marriage and church, produces a stable, and peaceful environment that
can buoy and better support both institutions as beliefs and practices are congruent.9
This paper will attempt to first, identify the cultural contrast of contemporary
marriages and the egalitarian churches faltering in offering cultures of equity. Second,
explore past response and reactive solutions to the culture clash of church and marriage.
Third, offer innovative and evolving therapeutic interventions used for struggling,
egalitarian marriages as possible solutions for churches struggling to operate in practices
in equity. This paper will compare and contrast the struggles of egalitarian contemporary
marriages and compare and contrast the struggles of the contemporary church. The
symbiotic relationship between churches and marriages and the interdependence of each
institution on the other will become evident.
Specifically, this paper will also explore two types of egalitarian, Protestant,
evangelical churches and the impact they are having on contemporary marriages and
churches. The impact of these two church cultures, Peer Church and Near Peer Church
will be defined and contrasted to understand the implications they have on contemporary

8

Mimi Haddad,”Ideas Have Consequences,” Journal of Christians for Biblical Equality (2010):

9

Ogolsky, Dennison, and Monk, “The Role of Couple Discrepancies...," 330.

10.
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marriages. Finally, this paper will describe an artifact designed for churches that desire to
cultivate an authentic, egalitarian Peer Church culture to better support contemporary
marriages.

The Problem
Most Protestants hold egalitarian principles as evidenced by 71 percent
comfortable with women holding a pastoral position, and despite some variance among
religious groups the general religious population at 79 percent is comfortable with female
pastors or priests.10 Yet, there is a significant discrepancy between the cognitive values
and behavioral practices of churches and leadership. According to research experts at The
Barna Group, only 9 percent of all senior pastors in the USA are women and often
experience gender discrimination and mistreatment in church leadership.11 Based on these
statistics, many churches operate in conflict of their prescribed egalitarian values by not
elevating women to lead pastoral positions, or offering them equal treatment. When an
individual says one thing but does another, this creates cognitive dissonance and
instability for the individual. The same can be said for an organization. When an
organization subscribes to a set of principles and values but leads in a way that does not
reflect those principles, this creates confusion and instability for the organization and its
participants.

10

Barna Group, “What Americans Think About Women in Power,” Research Releases in Leaders
and Pastors, March 8, 2017, https://www.barna.com/research/americans-think-women-power/.
11
Ibid.; Cindy Jacobs, “Responding to the Patriarchal Spirit,” Charisma Magazine, September 30,
2000, https://www.charismamag.com/site-archives/24-uncategorised/9506-responding-to-the-patriarchalspirit.
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Today’s American couples prefer an egalitarian relationship: “90% of women and
87% of men agree that in relationships both partners should have “exactly equal say”
regarding decision making.”12 Equitable marriages is the general consensus of US couples
and has a significant impact on the marital satisfaction and contentment.13 Due to the
growing contribution of women in the workforce, and as their “education, employment,
income, and status have risen, so has their overall share of decision making, leading to
more egalitarian, less patriarchal relationships.”14 One study out of the University of
Texas and the University of California involving 329 unmarried men and women
between the ages of 18-32, revealed that 94 percent desired an egalitarian relationship.15
“Power Couples,” where both partners are educated and have careers, is on the rise from
two decades ago and couples have more egalitarian views and have less stereotypical
gender roles in the home.16
Conflict and confusion arise when these couples attend church and discover a
counter-culture environment in the leadership and practice to that of their egalitarian
marriages. Further confusion and cultural instability are generated when churches claim
to have egalitarian principles but do not operate in practices of equity. This not only

12

Brittni J. Glenwright, and Darren M. Fowler, “Implications of Egalitarianism and Religiosity on
Relationship Satisfaction,” Interpersona 7, no. 2 (2013): 217.
13

Ogolsky, Dennison, and Monk, “The Role of Couple Discrepancies...," 330.

14

Glenwright and Fowler, “Implications of Egalitarianism,” 217.

15

Rebecca Adams, “Men And Women Prefer Egalitarian Relationships - If Workplace Policies
Support Them,” Huffpost, January 23, 2015, https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/01/23/egalitarianrelationshipspolicies_n_6523998.html.
16

Claire Cain Miller and Quoctrung Bui, “Modern Families: Equality in Marriages grows, and So
Does Class Divide,” New York Times, February 27, 2016,
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/23/upshot/rise-in-marriages-of-equals-and-in-division-by-class.html.
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provides mixed messages and double-binds for couples, but it also cultivates a culturally
delayed environment for contemporary couples and for the younger generation that desire
an egalitarian relationship. Chronic marital instability can lead to divorce which
negatively affects the emotional and financial resources available for a non-profit
organization dependent on the generosity of its participants.
Despite the stated egalitarian beliefs and ideology of many evangelical churches,
analysts indicate many churches are still consistently operating under patriarchal
practices. Research reveals that most Christian churches operate under patriarchal
structures and reinforce this due to their fundamental doctrine that men and women are
created different and designed for different roles.17 Studies reveal that women who belong
to religious groups are more likely to operate in traditional gender roles and less likely to
function in egalitarian roles than those in non-religious communities.18 While women are
allowed to lead in some evangelical churches, the opportunities for female leadership,
mentoring, and development is quite different from contemporary cultural values.19
Similar to the current practice in dynamic marriages, the contemporary church is facing
challenges in implementing principles of equity to mirror their egalitarian beliefs. This
tension creates a cultural delay and poor support for the evolving contemporary marriage.

17

Glenwright and Fowler, “Implications of Egalitarianism...,” 218.

18

Glenwright and Fowler, “Implications of Egalitarianism...,” 218.

19

Adrienne Wassink, “Women in Leadership in the Vineyard, USA” (PhD diss., Fuller
Theological Seminary, 2012), 4.
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The Story
Ken and Cami were on the brink of divorce. The perpetual conflict, low marital
satisfaction, and inadequate partnership with parenting and household duties were
destroying their love and intimacy. As college sweethearts with individual career
aspirations, they both valued equity and partnership in their marriage. But two demanding
careers later, with 3 kids and an active community life, they struggled to partner together
with loving respect. In their desperation, they attended a church promoting egalitarian
values even though it was pastored exclusively by men and leadership was divided by
gender. The women held traditional female positions such as domestic tasks, helping
professions, and emotional support, and were seen but not heard from in the main service
or in church leadership meetings. The men held titles, leadership positions, administered
the church and held all instructional positions.
To resolve marital conflict, they sought pastoral counseling. During this
counseling, Ken was advised to lead with authority and Cami was advised to follow his
leadership. The counseling offered no support or services in how to partner or lead
together. The church leadership, segregated by gender and lacking in mutuality, provided
conflicting messages for their egalitarian marriage. Despite the fact that the church
claimed egalitarian values, only patriarchal, hierarchical concepts were offered for
improving their relationship, and only men served as leaders and pastors, making it
challenging for Cami to get the female modeling and marital support. This confused them
and conflicted with their current marital values, which further increased the pressure on
their already strained marriage. Sadly, the church did not positively influence marital
mutuality through resources, leadership modeling, or mentoring for developing the loving

8
partnership they desired. They left the church, hurt and frustrated, seeking culturally
relevant marital therapy for their egalitarian marriage that could assist them in developing
the healthy partnership they longed for.

Contemporary Culture for Women and Marriages
Women outnumber men in colleges and their presence in predominantly maledominated professions, such as the legal and medical professions, is growing.2 0 In US,
women’s status, education, income, and employment have all increased over the past
several decades, which has also had a significant impact on marriages, shifting them from
patriarchal to egalitarian values.2 1 Women are more involved in the decision making and
overall household management, and US marriages are much less inclined to operate by
patriarchal concepts but rather by egalitarian principles.22
Globally, our world is also experiencing a shift in family systems and gender roles
in industrialized nations. In 1965, men’s roles within the home were less than one-fifth in
family contribution regarding household chores, shopping, and childcare, and have
increased to one-third by 2003.23 Female leadership in the corporate sector is
demonstrating significant respect and value. In the Athena research project involving
over 64,000 participant responders, “65% of people around the world believe that more

20

John Gerzema and Michael D’Antonio, The Athena Doctrine: How Women (and the Men Who
Think Like Them) Will Rule the Future (San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass 2013), 23.
21

Glenwright and Fowler, “Implications of Egalitarianism...,” 217.

22

Glenwright and Fowler, “Implications of Egalitarianism...,” 2.

23

Sabino Kornrich, Julie Brines, and Katrina Leupp, “Egalitarianism, Housework, and Sexual
Frequency in Marriage,” American Sociological Review 78, no. 1 (2012): 27.

9
female leadership in government would prompt a rise in trust and fairness and a decline
in wars and scandal.”24
Women working outside of the home has also significantly increased. Only 20
percent of US women are stay-at-home mothers, while 80 percent of women work
outside of the home.25 The increase of opportunities for women outside the home has
enabled men to stay at home, attending to childcare and household needs, thus furthering
the shift in family dynamics.26 Simply stated, “In the United States, a new narrative is
emerging to describe contemporary marriage. Challenging the notion of marriage as an
institution ensnared in a stalled gender revolution, this new perspective asserts that
today’s marriages are more egalitarian, flexible, and fair than those of the past.”27
Marriage is an evolving entity: from Polygamy (and virtual slavery) in ancient
times, to the blended families, common-law unions, and gay marriages of today.
Historically, marriage has experienced dramatic changes in the last 50 years, with “the
most significant change [being] the achievement of much greater equality for women.”28
Equity for women has shifted the family system to include more freedom for men and
women to step outside of gender roles and to choose whether they want to be household
providers, financial providers, or both. The evolution of marriage does not mean that
24

Gerzema and D'Antonio, The Athena Doctrine, 21.

25

Sreedhari D. Desai, Dolly Chugh, and Authur P. Brief, “The Implications of Marriage Structure
for Men’s Workplace Attitudes, Beliefs, and Behaviors toward Women,” Administrative Science Quarterly
59, no. 2 (December 2014): 2.
26
W. Bradford Wilcox and Jeffrey Dew, “The Social and Cultural Predictors of Generosity in
Marriage: Gender Egalitarianism, Religiosity, and Familism,” Journal of Family Issues 37, no. 1 (2016): 2.
27

28

Kornrich, Brines, and Leupp, “Egalitarianism, Housework, ....,” 26.

Adrian Thatcher, God, Sex, and Gender: An Introduction (Chichester, UK: Wiley-Blackwell,
2011), 85, Kindle.
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marriage has been disregarded but rather reveals that “marriage has shown itself to be
highly adaptable and developmental and is clearly capable of changing further.”29
The emerging trend for marriages in industrial, Western societies is egalitarian
marriages, and these heterosexual, contemporary marriages will be the focus of this
paper. The following section will describe two types of marriages and how they interface
with the church.
Peer Marriages
Marriages that embody equity values and practices are called Peer Marriages,
where: “…couples have successfully reconstructed gender roles on a genuinely equitable
basis.”30 Another name for these emerging couples is Relational Reciprocity marriages
where they “…make continued efforts to demonstrate care in terms of looking out for
each other, communicating about each other’s thoughts and opinions, and an overall
commitment to the longevity of the relationship despite all odds.”31 They reflect a
connected companionship comprised of equality, value, and deep friendship.32
Author and professor at the University of Washington, Dr. Pepper Schwartz,
developed the term “Peer Marriage,” to describe relationships where both partners work
collaboratively to provide for their family needs, financially, emotionally, and

29

Thatcher, God, Sex, and Gender, 84, Kindle.

30

Schwartz, “Modernizing Marriages," 1.

31

Lena Lopez Bradley, “Negotiating Marital Care: Co-Creating the Connected Egalitarian
Relationship” (PhD diss., Loma Linda University School of Behavioral Health, 2013), 72.
32

Schwartz, “Modernizing Marriages,” 2-3.
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physically.33 When the marriage is a top priority, both partners are active contributors to
nurturing the marriage. Relational reciprocity is built as tasks are shared and a
partnership, rather than a hierarchical relationship, is emphasized.3 4 Flexibility is a key
component to establishing equality in these relationships,35 as on-going negotiations are
necessary in order to navigate the needs and expectations of both partners.36
There is a shared balance of power as Peer Marriages experience a “power-with”
instead of a “power-over” as they partner and lead together to grow and stabilize their
marriage.3 7 In contrast, patriarchalism defines a “power-over” relationship, which is
historically common in marriages and societies.3 8 Peer Marriages recognize a decrease in
marital conflict, divisive issues, and lower likelihood of divorce.39 Women in peer
marriages claim greater happiness, more stability, health, open communication, and
greater sexual satisfaction.40 Men describe a value of being more relational and have a
greater understanding of maintaining a healthy relational connection.41 Ironically, Peer
Marriages mirror the original design of marriage, because God designed men and women

33

Pepper Schwartz, Peer Marriage: How Love Between Equals Really Works (New York: The
Free Press, 1994), 13-16.
34

Bradley, “Negotiating Marital Care...,” 72; Schwartz, “Modernizing Marriages...,” 70-75.

35

Ibid., 72; Ibid., 5.

36

Ibid., Ibid., 5.

37

Ibid., 71; Ibid., 26.

38

Ibid.; Ibid.

39

Glenwright and Fowler, “Implications of Egalitarianism...,” 217.

40

Ibid.

41

Bradley, “Negotiating Marital Care...,” 72.
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to rule together: in Genesis, God commanded men and women to rule over all He had
created, together.42
Despite their obvious strengths, Peer Marriages do exhibit some challenges and
weaknesses. Partners in Peer Marriages struggle with not having a map or “blueprint” for
their contemporary marriage,43 and often wonder if they are doing marriage correctly.44
Because they lack an understanding of the design for their egalitarian marriage, they
create it as they go along.45 There can be confusion and power struggles for control and
getting needs met if the couple’s negotiation skills are underdeveloped or undisclosed
gender stereotypes emotionally hijack the partnership.46
Many couples strive to design contemporary relational models, such as the Peer
Marriage model, but wrestle with the implementation process.47 Where love in marriage
used to be enough, now contemporary couples long for equality.48 Unfortunately, gender
stereotypes often perpetuate poor marital partnerships, causing partners to adapt to
society’s values versus developing characteristics that help them connect fairly with the

42

Gen. 1:28.

43

Schwartz, “Modernizing Marriages...,” 6.

44

Bradley, “Negotiating Marital Care...,” 72.

45

Schwartz, “Modernizing Marriages,” 7.

46

Bradley, “Negotiating Marital Care...,” 73.

47

Ibid., xi.

48

Ibid., 1.
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opposite gender.49 These struggling marriages have another term to describe their
perpetually conflictive and confused state, Near Peer.
Near Peer Marriages
Couples who hold egalitarian values and beliefs, but struggle to operate in these
behaviors in practice, are called Near Peer Marriages by author and professor, Dr.
Pepper Schwartz.50 Even though couples agree to egalitarian principles, studies show they
have challenges practicing equality, and that they hold conflicting beliefs regarding
gender roles.51 Instead of making the marriage partnership a top priority, they exhibit low
deference to each other, often make the man’s job the top priority, and follow gender
stereotypical roles in the home.52 Partnership is ideal, yet elusive as conflict resolution
often consists of passive aggressive and manipulative behaviors instead of negotiation
and compromising strategies which could establish mutuality in the marriage. Even
though they claim egalitarian beliefs, they become stuck in rigid gender roles, creating a
relationship of pseudo-mutuality.53 Because they lack the skills to foster a culture of
connection and equity independently, couples frequently seek assistance through
therapeutic interventions.54

49

Trudy Bourgeois, The Hybrid Leader: Blending the Best of the Male & Female Leadership
Styles, (Winchester, VA: Oakhill Press, 2006), 59.
50

Schwartz, “Modernizing Marriages,” 4.

51
Lena Lopez Bradley, “Negotiating Marital Care: Co-Creating the Connected Egalitarian
Relationship”(PhD diss. Loma Linda University School of Behavioral Health, 2013), x.
52

Schwartz, “Modernizing Marriages...,” 3-4.

53

Bradley, “Negotiating Marital Care...,” 24.

54

Ibid., 2.
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Max and Sandra55 were operating in a Near Peer Marriage. Even though they both
were called to pastor a church plant, Max was the designated Lead Pastor, and Sandra
continued her teaching position, parenting their children, and assisting Max. Both became
overwhelmed trying to pursue their ministry calling while also provide for their family,
and the strain of their double-bind became evident. A church leader who noticed their
predicament suggested a Peer Marriage model where they could both pursue their
pastoral calling, parent, and financially provide for their family. It would require Max to
co-pastor with Sandra, increase his parenting time, and overcome stereotypes of not being
the male solo lead. Sandra would have to quit her teaching job in order to pursue copastoring, share parenting time, and overcome stereotypes preventing her from being a
female pastor, so that she could work more equitably with Max. After weighing the pros
and cons, Max and Sandra abandoned their Near Peer Marriage and began the pursuit of a
Peer Marriage model, mutually deciding to operate as co-pastors and co-parents. They
both had desired the value of equally contributing to the marriage and family, but neither
had the strategy to develop it until a Peer Marriage was proposed to them.
In an interview with Dr. Pepper Schwartz, she readily identified hierarchies as the
principle barrier for men and women to work collaboratively together, whether at work,
home, or in the church. Where there is a hierarchy, she views this to be detrimental to
Peer Marriages, forcing them to operate at a Near Peer marital status. With marriages and
organizations, she warns against these factors: the absence of consensus, absence of equal
power to propose or veto, and absence of a forum for all responses and ideas to surface.
Her recommendation for organizations and marriages is that to shift to collaborative
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partnerships, “everyone has to be brought along, for it is in the best interest of each
other.”56 Near Peer Marriages desire partnership but lack the ability or skills to operate
collaboratively. There is cognitive egalitarianism but not behavioral egalitarianism as the
behavior conflicts with their beliefs.57
The Relationship of Marriage and the Church
In contemporary culture, the secular influence on gender roles and families has
become much more significant than religion in influencing and guiding families.58 The
church often resists relating to and supporting contemporary marriages and instead offers
patriarchal ideology for marital support. Not only is this counter-cultural, but also
counter-scriptural when one gender is favored over another, as the Bible clearly states:
“There is neither Jew nor Gentile, neither slave nor free, nor is there male and female, for
you are all one in Christ Jesus.”59 Similarly, Christians are called to “make every effort to
keep the unity of the Spirit through the bond of peace,” and to operate as one body.60
Patriarchy does little to achieve these acclaimed Christian characteristics, or to
reflect the egalitarian values in the US culture. Similar to acclaimed Peer Marriages,
these counter-cultural churches fostering masked patriarchal cultures are operating as
Near Peer Marriages or Near Peer Churches who promote egalitarian beliefs yet operate
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with patriarchal principles. In spreading the gospel, Paul reminds Christians to "become
all things to all people" in order to bring people to Christ.61 Developing Peer Churches for
the majority of Peer Couples in the US culture is a way to become culturally relevant so
as to bring people to God.

Culturally Delayed Church Practices for Contemporary Women and Marriages
Many Christian churches advocate patriarchal concepts in church leadership and
in the family, identifying the male as the divine head of the home and the woman
underneath him, due to their fundamental differences.62 Even though some churches will
allow female pastors, they are placed under male supervision or leadership. “Men’s
authority over women, at least in church and home, is a prominent theme in many
evangelical and Pentecostal churches.”63 To understand how the church operates
consistently in conflict with current egalitarian cultural values, one must look to the
historical origins of marriage and church.
Historical Views on Women, Marriage and the Church
Historical church views on women have influenced US Protestant churches and
marriages today. One of the foundational church teaching was that women were blamed
for the origin of sin because she took the forbidden fruit in the garden, and in contrast,
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men were considered the embodiment of health and divinity.64 Divinity or God was and is
often displayed as a male with patriarchal characteristics and women have been
associated with sin: arousing lust, soliciting evil, and suffering. These beliefs have led to
the conclusion that women are second to men in creation and value, and has been
reinforced and taught in religious communities throughout the ages.65 Leading early
church philosopher and theologian, Augustine, described “women as the most dangerous
of all serpents” stating their main purpose was to procreate.66 Society and religious
communities have been influenced to consider women under the following lens: “Women
are defective physically, morally and mentally and the male represents the wholeness of
human nature both in himself and as a head of the woman.”67
These misguided beliefs of women have reinforced the religious ideology and
foundation for men to take a divine position over women, with minimal protest from
women, in marriage and the church. They have tainted the collective sub-conscious of the
US Protestant church culture and have influenced practices in churches such as
prohibiting women from working alone with men lest they arouse sexual lust.68 This
belief prevents women church leaders from advancing professionally as individual
mentoring are offered exclusively to men but not to women on the grounds of it being
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morally compromising for male leaders. One male Christian leader only mentored his
male ministry leaders and refused to mentor his female leader because he reasoned it
would compromise the values of his marriage. This inequity still reflects the
marginalization of women for past eras.
In the early medieval church “anti-sex, anti-marriage, and anti-women ideas"
were rigidly upheld as celibacy was idealized. and intercourse was considered unclean
and for procreation only.69 Theologians began to shift in their ideology and teachings on
marriage and intimacy as Calvin taught sexual intercourse “as a pure honorable and holy
act and institution of God,” and described “companionship as the primary purpose for
marriages.”70 Today, contemporary churches assign great value to marriage and marriage
sexuality, and advocate that both are sacred acts. Similarly, despite the negative beliefs
on women, women's position in Western society has vastly improved from their historical
status as they are provided with more rights and valued in societal and family positions.
This evolution process for increasing the value and status of marriage and women
demonstrates the churches ability to adapt and reinterpret theological beliefs and
practices to become more supportive of women, and egalitarian marriages.
Cultural Clash for Contemporary Couples
Contemporary couples experience a significant cultural clash when nominally
egalitarian churches operate with patriarchal practices. Although some marriages can
navigate and negotiate these complexities and dissonance, some become confused or
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experience marital regression as patriarchal concepts are reinforced and advocated. To
navigate the unspoken tensions, marriages struggling to negotiate egalitarian principles
often comply, challenge, or leave the church in search for communities or services
offering values of equality.71 In these cases, churches lose valuable members and the
combined strength of both genders, and marriages lose a potentially supportive
environment where equity can be modeled effectively in leadership and community.72 If
the US Protestant church can evolve in its beliefs on marriage and the value of women, it
can also evolve in the leadership of men and women leading cohesively within the
church, even if it requires innovative methodology.

Church Culture
Contemporary churches have made significant strides in embracing egalitarian
views for the genders since 1960-1970, as egalitarianism has had a growing influence
throughout religious denominations and movements. 73 Supporting evidence for
egalitarianism is revealed in the increase of female church leadership from 5 percent in
the 1990’s to 10 percent in 2009,74 and more current research indicates growth at around
12 percent for female church leadership.75 Granting the gains, the church is still a far cry
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from embodying the equity for the genders it claims to hold, providing mixed messages
and double-binds for women and couples.76
In the following section, permission was granted from Dr. Pepper Schwartz for
this author to borrow terms from her book, Peer Marriages, and apply the terms Peer
Churches and Near Peer Churches to this dissertation. Peer Churches, as defined by this
author, are those churches that claim egalitarian values and operate with principles of
mutuality. Near Peer Churches, as defined by this author, are those churches that claim
egalitarian principles but operate with patriarchal or hierarchical values.
Peer Churches
In Peer Churches, similar to Peer Marriages, “Men and women are learning to
negotiate, to share, to cooperate with each other in the apportionment of the tasks that
they each have to do, in the home, or church, or workplace.”77 In Peer Churches, genderbalanced leadership functions according to giftedness and ability, rather than gender.
Like Peer Marriages, with the marriage being the top priority of both partners, in Peer
Churches the church is the top priority, as both men and women are active, contributing
members in building a flourishing community. Marriage education reflects egalitarian
values of current culture, as well as those of contemporary evangelical theological
beliefs. Instead of teaching fundamentalist theology, these churches reflect the works of
contemporary marriage experts, popular psychology concepts, personal stories, and
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contemporary writers to positively influence marriages, while gender inclusive
theology.78
The power required to motivate and foster change is a “power-with” which
beckons partnerships, versus a “power-over” that solicits patriarchal hierarchies, as power
is negotiated and shared.79 This appears to be a challenging concept for many churches to
grasp as the entitlement to power is often associated with scriptural mandates that place
the man as the primary authority figure in churches and marriages. One author echoes
this power dilemma with Christians: “Yet as Christians seek to fulfill the creation
mandate, perhaps the central factor determining the effectiveness in the outcome of their
engagement with the world is the dynamic of power.”80 In Peer Churches, power is not
given up by either gender but rather redistributed as they emulate the ministry of Jesus.
Men affirm and empower women as they recognize that “men do not need to lose power:
they need to share power, and in this they can be helped by the observation of Jesus that
‘whoever wants to save his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life for me and for the
gospel will save it’ (Mark 8:35).”81
Leadership positions are not selected according to gender, but according to
giftedness and ability. In an interview with Steve Carter, current Lead Teaching Pastor at
Willow Creek Church, also defined as a Peer Church, he described how the church
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developed a gender-balanced staff by “selecting leaders according to spiritual gifts,
discovering how they were wired, and how to unleash them” into their church, and the
value of “seeing the Imago Dei (image of God) in every person.”82 Peer Churches value
leaders based on ability and giftedness instead of expressing value according to gender.
Near Peer Churches
Near Peer Churches, similar to Near Peer Marriages, are defined as churches that
promote egalitarian views but do not operate from the principles of mutuality. They may
advertise they value women in leadership, promote it in their by-laws, but hold
patriarchal values that restrict women from gaining power, or from being seen or heard.
Some of the following restrictions may be covertly or overtly enforced: women have no
leadership positions, are only appointed to stereotypical gender roles, can preach on
inconsequential evenings but never on Sunday morning, can never take the pulpit but can
stand on the floor, can be active missionaries but be silent and submission when at home,
and are inferior to male ministers who are more respected and readily promoted.8 3
Near Peer Churches give mixed messages and create confusion as they teach
theology specifically packaged for a historical era and apply it for contemporary
marriages. When scripture is taught out of context it can be culturally delayed and
offensive. God, Sex, and Gender author Adrian Thatcher says, “If, and only if, the
theology of marriage in Ephesians 5 is understood as a theology of marriage for all time,
and not just for the time in which it was written, then, yes, it will be undoubtedly found to
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be hierarchical, sexist, and insulting to contemporary women.”8 4 Near Peer Churches who
teach theology out of context implement gendering strategies, oblivious to the marital
shifts in society and the damage it does to marriages. Thatcher reinforces this paradox
with: “The exclusion of women from Christian priesthood is the outstanding example of
gendering and genderedness to be found in the churches, and one of the arguments
supporting female exclusion appears to be based on bad theology.” 85 Like Near Peer
Marriages, Near Peer Churches cultivate cultures of confusion, perpetual conflict, and
design a belief system developed from misinterpreted theology that prohibits growth and
healthy partnerships within marriages and churches.
An example of a Near Peer Church was illustrated by Lead Pastor, Tara Beth
Leach and her experience when she was hired at Pasadena Nazarene Church in Pasadena
California.86 As one of the main speakers of a MissioAlliance Conference,87 she described
the double-binds she encountered in pastoring at PazNaz Church. Although her Nazarene
denomination supported women pastors as based on their theological doctrine,88 and she
was ordained by the Nazarene denomination, she experienced strong opposition as lead
pastor due to her gender as long-time members left the church. She was conflicted, angry
and confused at the inconsistencies as she noted the theology teachings, and praxis had
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"shifted" from their original and stated theological doctrine. The Nazarene doctrine and
theology on the role of women states, "the right of women to use their God-given
spiritual gifts within the church and affirms the historic right of women to be elected and
appointed to places of leadership" and that, "no human being is to be regarded as inferior
on the basis of social status, race, or gender."89
Despite these clearly stated beliefs, women were not supported in operating in
positions of leadership as evidenced by the struggles Leach experienced. Through a
personal interview with Leach, she expressed the intense challenges of helping the church
transition to a female lead pastor, and is still currently experiencing the hardships of
leadership due to her gender as well as the joys of leading a church transformation that
cultivates more diversity.90 Through the support of her leaders, she was able to attract
younger crowds who resonated with the gender-balanced staff and provide opportunities
for women leaders, as she created a more culturally relevant environment for modern
relationships holding egalitarian values.91 As a result, this is a good example of
transforming a Near Peer Church back to its Peer Church values.
Near Peer Churches are facing corresponding issues with embodying principles of
equity in their churches to mirror their egalitarian beliefs in leadership, marital therapy,
marriage classes, and relationship enhancement classes. This cognitive dissonance in
church culture is creating a confusion and instability for the church ethos and leadership
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as well as eliminating culturally relevant support for the contemporary marriages. A
longitudinal study of private university students who held gender equality values for the
workplace yet recognized inequality and gender biases at the churches and faith-based
campuses experienced a cognitive dissonance.92 Similarly, it can be reasoned when
egalitarian couples attend Near Peer Churches they experience a cognitive dissonance as
the church says one thing and does another, creating instability for both marriage and
church.

The Symbiotic Relationship of Marriages and Churches
Peer Marriages and Peer Churches and Their Impact: Benefits of Peer Marriages
When marriages are thriving, they contribute to producing a healthy church
culture, as both partners harmoniously develop an ethos of equity. Peer Marriages offer a
hopeful prospect for improving church culture and validate the statement “healthy
marriages are the best way to build a healthy society.”93 The Peer Marriage model echoes
the values of the original marriage of Adam and Eve as well as the spirit of the Acts
church: “All the believers were together and had everything in common.”94 There was no
discrimination between the genders as equity, love, and generosity created unity among
the believers.
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Whether in the home or in the church, when men and women partner
harmoniously with Christian principles of service, love, and honor, it is the “Blessed
Alliance.”95 Peer Marriages attending Peer Churches experience another blessed alliance,
as they operate by shared values, developing an ethos of mutuality within their marriages
and churches, thus creating a symmetrical culture that empowers both to live
harmoniously.
Benefits of Peer Churches
Today, the majority of evangelical men help with parenting and household duties,
and more married evangelical women are employed outside of the home.96 Therefore,
Peer Churches appear to be a more culturally relevant ethos for contemporary marriages.
In Peer Churches, traditional roles are discarded as participants operate according to their
ability, expertise, training, and giftedness regardless of gender. This provides a congruent
support for modern marriages, and aligns with theological principles to work as
efficiently and cohesively as possible as exhorted in scripture: “From whom the whole
body, joined and held together by every joint with which it is equipped, when each part is
working properly, makes the body grow so that it builds itself up in love.”97 Peer
Churches have a greater ability to operate in unity, peace, and love since hierarchical
principles and practices are removed, freeing each member to focus on doing what each
does best.
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Near Peer Churches and their Impact: Effects of Hierarchical Leadership in Near Peer
Churches
As in Near Peer Marriages, when Near Peer Churches apply patriarchal principles
in a society built on principles of equity and freedom it is counter-cultural and
inappropriate for our Western societies, marriages, and churches.
Culturally, hierarchical leadership exhibited in Near Peer Churches has its place
in some societal systems, such as military and politics, but appears to be an out of sync
leadership model when compared to Christian principles of servant leadership.
Hierarchical leadership has been described as being an “outdated system,” for it prohibits
people from working compatibly and creatively together, as it isolates and segregates
people into those who can and cannot lead, furthering the gender gap in leadership.98
Tension and conflict ensue as individuals vie for leadership, because the leaders' voices
are amplified and acknowledged, while those under them are muted and dismissed.99
As a result of hierarchies, bureaucracies are formed as systems become rigid,
bureaucratic, unjust, and frustrating.100 A growing number of individuals in hierarchical
organizations feel like the “neglected child” as their complaints and concerns are
invalidated and unaddressed, leaving a graveyard of undeveloped inventions, ideas, and
creations.101 Simply stated, “The dominant hierarchical system of leadership does not
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encourage collaboration and a focus on social justice for greater humanity.”102 When
creativity is prevented, and collaboration stifled, justice becomes unachievable, thus
impoverishing systems and individuals spiritually, mentally, and emotionally. If God's
calling to Christians is to "administer true justice; show mercy and compassion to one
another"103 hierarchical practices sound in conflict with this scriptural mandate. Near Peer
Churches need to reconsider their leadership practices and align them to their egalitarian
values to make for a properly working body.
Theological Implications of Hierarchical Practices
Theologically, hierarchical practices in Near Peer Church cultures show preference
to one gender and a misrepresentation of God, “since Christ as God is not sexed, Christ,
actually requires male and female representation in the Church to avoid idolatry.”104
Scripture says, “God is spirit, and his worshipers must worship in the Spirit and in truth.”105
Again scripture provides the truth that both genders embody the spirit of God when it says,
“So God created human beings in his own image. In the image of God he created them;
male and female he created them.”106 Therefore, both genders must be represented in church
leadership to fully reflect the image of God. Theology becomes skewed as the masculine
lens is used exclusively to teach theology and interpret scripture, creating a confusing and
crippling church ethos. This culture is in direct opposition to who God is, and the spirit of
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unity, love, and peace that Jesus consistently modeled to His disciples and the prescribed
directives for the church to be founded upon.
As masculinity is heralded covertly in Near Peer churches, women and men are
continually put in double-binds as they attempt to live up to unrealistic expectations for
both. Women struggle with not being demonized for being ambitious, or wanting to
“break the glass ceiling,” or causing men to feel insecure about their success.107
Additionally, they abandon their authentic feminine leadership and don male
characteristics in order to achieve cultural acceptance.108 This veiled femininity
compromises the quality of marriages and of churches in leadership and culture.
Furthermore, the church community loses out on experiencing the authentic, true nature
of God.
Double-Bind Effect on Marriages
Unrealistic expectations are set for marriage as roles are based on gender rather
than giftedness. When “their actual marriages do not meet their religious and
psychological needs” cognitive dissonance further dysregulates both partners in the
marriages.109 These idealistic expectations confuse and dysregulate marriages and require
each partner to operate according to gender roles instead of acquiescing to personality
styles and ability.
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Jim and Karen believed what their church taught about men being the spiritual
leaders in the church and at home. The church counselor reinforced these beliefs as they
attended counseling for their troubled marriage. Unfortunately, James would have to
make some profound and extreme personality changes if he was going to fit the divine
role of being the “head of the home.” Sadly, Karen expressed continual disappointment
that James fell short of the ideal complementarian model and their marriage lived in a
constant state of unresolved shame, disappointment, and despair.110 When unrealistic
ideals are placed on marriages and the relational companionship is replaced with a
hierarchical leadership, it diminishes the authenticity of the relationship. This cognitive
dissonance for the marriage partners provokes instability, unresolved shame, and
perpetual conflict for the marriages, thus producing a theologically and psychologically
unstable foundation for both institutions of marriage and church.

The Relationship of Church and Marriages
Churches and marriages are interdependent with one another and benefit from
having an interrelated value system that supports one another’s development.
Furthermore, because a majority of contemporary marriages are egalitarian or desiring
Peer Marriages, one must not underestimate the significance of the symbiotic relationship
of church and marriage as both take responsibility for enhancing the quality of life for the
other. Quite possibly “just as the Protestant tradition influenced the formation of
companionate love, love and marriage may now be reshaping evangelicalism in an era of
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relationally oriented religion.” 1 11 Regardless of which institution is the major influencer
of the other, it stands to reason that both would do well to establish a mutually benefitting
culture that empowers each to operate with stability and unity.
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SECTION 2:
OTHER PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

Introduction
To remedy the issue of culturally delayed leadership and support for
contemporary marriages, the evangelical church has had varied responses. The male
voice accentuated through Patriarchalism was and still is a popular leadership
methodology to offer for Christian marriages and church leadership. This leadership style
has been altered or contemporized throughout the ages to provide a more relevant support
for contemporary marriages. Feminism was developed as a counter response to
Patriarchalism, offering more principles of equity in leadership, and in some cases,
amplifying the women's voice loudest. Egalitarianism has formed to fight for equity
between the genders and to level the playing field for both genders to work cohesively
and collaboratively together. Complementarianism originated to advocate for an ordered
hierarchical partnership that integrates more contemporary mutuality concepts while
adhering to hierarchical principles.
These are just four of the responses developed in an attempt to absolve the
leadership conflict between the genders in church leadership and provide a culturally
relevant model and support for marriages. The common ground shared by all is that each
leadership methodology is frantically grappling with and evolving to best remedy the
dynamic cultural shift of genders from their contextual framework to better fit the needs
of contemporary marriages. Patriarchalism, Feminism, Complementarianism, and
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Egalitarianism will be explored as past and current solutions for leadership within the
marriage and church, and the impact they have each had on both institutions.

Patriarchalism As a Solution for Leadership in the Church and Marriages
Historical Views on the Value of Patriarchalism
The origins of patriarchalism in marriage started in a variety of ways. The
demands of childbearing made it difficult for women to work the land equally with their
partners. In a podcast describing the history of men and patriarchalism, the agricultural
society was identified as planting the “seeds of patriarchy.”112 Patriarchalism was a good
cultural fit for an agricultural society and served its citizens well in getting the critical
societal tasks accomplished, like farming and childbearing, but became an obsolete
leadership style for industrial societies.113
One agricultural society provided a dramatic social experiment with their ideal
attempts to achieve a society of equality but only proved to have disastrous results. At the
turn of the 20th century, the Israeli Kibbutzim society attempted to create a utopia culture
where both genders were treated equally. In an attempt to escape gender roles from under
the curse, women were encouraged to dress simply, similar to men's dress style, and work
at hard labor equally alongside the men. Unfortunately, this equality also increased the
incidents of miscarriages and prevented women from breastfeeding. Consequently,
women resumed gender-specific roles like gardening, housework, child raising, and
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dressed to accentuate their femininity and their gender roles. Men took up the heavy labor
of farming, as women concentrated on childbearing, thus inducing a necessary patriarchal
society to preserve their offspring.114
Through the centuries, trauma and poverty due to war and natural disasters have
exacerbated the tension among the genders by robbing couples of the ability to comfort
each other as both are bent on survival.115 With the increased tension and lack of
connection, a hierarchical approach dominated as both partners became focused on
survival, versus having the emotional energy to develop a mutual partnership. Aggressive
behavior was necessary for survival, elevating the male to the dominant role in family
relationships.
Society's influences juxtaposed with religious teachings influenced many areas of
study and induced patriarchalism to be heralded as the natural and divine order in
families and in Protestant churches as will be explored in the next section.

The Effects of Patriarchalism and the Implications for Marriages and the Church
The Effects of Patriarchalism on Men and Women
Patriarchalism has been gravely misunderstood to benefit men when in reality
both genders are emotionally and psychologically crippled when they act in the
constraints of rigid stereotypes.116 The genders are divided from operating together in a
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powerful, divine partnership, and society mourns the loss. Understanding the limitations
of the patriarchy culture means, “...that everyone is implicated, ... [all] are freed from the
misperception that men are the enemy,”117 and are released to pursue solutions instead of
blame. Some of the major effects of patriarchalism to be explored in this paper are how
relationships suffer, sexism flourishes, and separateness emerges. Theologically, the
impact of patriarchalism will be explored, including how counter-cultural gospel values
and a misrepresented image of God are promoted. These effects will be presented
interchangeably from marriages to church leadership and the impact it has on both
institutions.
The Effects of Patriarchalism on the Church
Relationships suffer when women are viewed as subordinate to men. For women
to mediate the psychological tension of discrimination and sexism they use self-silencing
behaviors.118 They silence their own voices and resist the relationship, and the relational
strengths of connection, nurturance, and intimacy are withdrawn, thus leading to
oppression or burn-out of the relationships.119 Similarly, women's unique ability to be
guardians of relationships and attuned to emotional or physical distress and needs is
diminished, thus exposing relationships to hardships.120 Men lose in their marriages and
families as well, because relational and emotional health is compromised when women
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are minimized and invalidated. When the health of marriages is compromised, church
health is also negatively affected as both institutions miss out on the powerful female
nurturing influence on relationships.
When moral failings happen in church leadership, church communities experience
the relational loss as the moral errors are minimized121 and wives are encouraged to
overlook or have compassion for their husband's infidelity as their behavior is excused
due to their male biological make-up.122 While women are called to reconcile through
forgiveness, grace, and love, men are called to be accountable to God exclusively, rather
than their wives as well.123 This creates a lack of accountability and balance in the
marriage and church community.124 When women are minimized and their main expected
role is to complement their husbands in marriage or male leadership in the church, both
institutions are deprived of women's relational giftedness, and all suffer.
With the dismissal and silencing of women, this creates a gaping hole in the
infrastructure of the church, provoking a sorrowful loss filled with sadness. Described by
psychologists as the psychodynamics of sadness, this has a profound effect in every
aspect of church culture as relationships are stifled and undeveloped.125 “Relationship loss
is the ending of opportunities to relate with, share experiences with, settle issues with,
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even fight with, and otherwise be in the emotional and/or physical presence of a
particular human being.”126 Furthermore, one author describes four types of losses
negatively impacting the church with the relational loss of women in leadership: 1)
Intrapsychic loss, where one loses what could have been as dreams are dashed; 2)
Functional loss, when a body part loses its functions; 3) Role loss, where a specific role is
lost within a system, and 4) System loss, where one is no longer a part of the bigger
system.127 With the loss of women church leaders, there is an undeniable aching sadness
in many churches today. “Loss is pervasive in the church and one can argue that the
Protestant church in North America is a sad church, filled with loss and mourning.”128
The church is missing the relational wealth women leaders offer as they are silenced and
marginalized, and sadness fills the aching gap as men become the coveted and pursued
leaders.
Male leadership in churches respond to this loss by increasing ministry
excellence, changing system formats and denominational staffing, and adopting a new
language to offset the underlying grief and sadness felt by the loss of the women.129 When
Dr. Cho, pastor of the largest church in the world in Seoul, Korea, was weary and
struggling to build his church, he discovered a solution that he readily offers to those
seeking his advice: “Release your women.”130 Whether in marriage or church, the loss of
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the relational skills that women provide is having a grievous relational and emotional
impact on the ethos of the church.
President, Mark Labberton of Fuller Theological seminary speaks to this sadness
of the loss of women leaders in the church as the “groaning beauty” and questions how
the church can deal with this gender abuse that is a “huge sorrow and groaning” for the
church.131He expresses how “women with freedom” have significantly influenced his life,
and sees the gender inequality in the church as “theological and religious abuse.”1 32 He
calls for “exemplers” -a person or thing serving as a typical example or excellent modelto be a key ingredient for fostering change, and challenges men to “allow women to
manifest their groaning beauty."133 If this sadness is to be soothed, it appears more
programs are not the need but rather the presence and influence of a women leaders.
Sexism flourishes in patriarchalism when women are devalued for their gender
and coerced to function in rigid gender roles against their will. When men are exalted at
the cost of women, this creates a breeding ground for gender inequality, grounds for
infidelity or moral failings, abuse, and objectification of women.134 Abuse and violence
are more common in patriarchal marriages, as women are expected to meet the needs and
desires of their husbands without expressing resistance.135 According to research, religion
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was a significant predictor of benevolent sexism, where the woman is rewarded or
promoted for following specific gender roles or for possessing more femininity and
beauty.136 Victims of benevolent sexism suffer more from “self-objectification, selfsurveillance, and body shame as compared to the hostile and no-sexism conditions.”137
This unspoken reward system covertly controls women to act and lead, often in a
subordinate manner, to receive the coveted attention and affirmation offered by the
church. Therefore, marriages and the church fail to experience the authenticity of women
leaders.
The separateness that emerges among the genders, in churches, marriages, and
families, is a glaring outcome of patriarchalism, as women are placed under men instead
of being partners with men, thus driving a wedge between the genders.138 As hierarchical
behavior is influenced by biblical beliefs, gender roles gravitate to more traditional roles,
creating further separateness.139 Rather than moving toward an egalitarian relationship,
which brings the couple together towards shared goals and experiences, patriarchalism
continually divides the couple, assigning specific gender roles to each.140 This separation
creates isolation and oppression for both genders as men suffer alone in charge and
women fall victim to lower positions and status.141 Churches suffer as couples are dealing
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with the tension from this relational separation, unable to be adequately present or
psychologically stable in church leadership and participation.
Separation is reinforced in churches as “muscular Christianity” defines rigid roles
for masculinity with hunting, meat-eating, and aggressive behavior and women are
reinforced to subordinate roles doing gender appropriate activities that complement the
male's needs or activities.142 This expression of Christianity for men has also been defined
as "soft patriarchy."143 Men also suffer in church communities when they do not fit the
typical male stereotypes.144 The hierarchies restricting women also restrict men as they
find themselves causalities to the hierarchical culture if they do not fit the criteria for the
defined masculinity.145 Defenses and guarded behavior cover their true identity as they
develop a cognitive dissonance that emotionally cripples and relationally isolates, as men
seek to meet the masculinity criteria and develop pseudo-community with each other.
There is division in the ranks as men are divided suspiciously against each other versus
being in authentic community with one another.
Patriarchalism as utilized for a solution in church leadership has produced less
than effective results echoing the laments of Thatcher: “A sweeping survey of marriage
and family throughout the world concludes that ‘Patriarchy, the law of the father, was the
big loser of the twentieth century. Probably no other social institution has been forced to
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retreat as much’.” 1 46 Imposing values and cultural norms of yesteryears to current society
while claiming principles of equity, offers a culturally delayed and confusing system,
thus confusing and frustrating both marriages and churches.
Theology and Patriarchalism
Misrepresents the Gospel
The gospel, or “good news,” is minimized and misrepresented as men pursue
dominance over women instead of a collaborative connection with women.147 This
hierarchical interaction between the genders exalts the oppressive hierarchy relationship
inherited from the fall, versus the good news, and authentic “one-in-Christ gospel”
inherited from the work of the cross through Jesus Christ. It was the prayer and heart cry
of Jesus, “Holy Father, protect them by the power of your name, the name you gave me,
so that they may be one as we are one.”148 When we are separated according to gender,
we are not emulating the heart and ethos of the gospel.
Similarly, half the church suffers as only half of the church is empowered to fully
participate.149 Men and women are called to merge equitably to offer an accurate image of
God, and complement one another dynamically, as they “help each other to flourish and
finish strong.”150 Men lose their strong equal of women who are here to partner and
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empower them to finish this race well, together. For when patriarchalism reigns, women's
voices are silenced as the male voice and presence take precedence, and men diminish
their own power and potential as they lose the unique partnership women offer.
The hierarchical organization of human relations that has influenced the church
has been linked to an underlying worldview referred to as the "Great Chain of Being."151
It was developed from Greek philosophy of viewing the doctrine of the Trinity as the
Father being over or superior to the Son.152 This was a cultural perspective embodied in
the caste system of medieval Christianity where the church held descending leadership
positions within the church from the pope down to the priests, and the state, king and
nobility rested beneath the church. This hierarchical ideology further influenced families
in descending leadership roles, husband, wife, children, and lastly the servants, and to
leave one's designated role would be rebellious to God and society. The Great Chain of
Being is pagan, non-Christian, and "is a non-Christian solution to a philosophical
problem that arises out of the denial of a biblical worldview."153 The gospel came to bring
freedom, equity, and freedom from restrictive, discriminatory, and shaming ideology.
Patriarchalism is Counter-Cultural to Christianity
Patriarchalism is counter-culture to Christianity as evidenced through scripture
and the ministry of Jesus. In Genesis, a marriage command is given: “For this reason a
man will leave his father and mother and be united to his wife and they will become one
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flesh.”154 When God gave this command, He was introducing a new way of relating, for
patriarchalism defines the woman as property, demanding she become a part of the man's
family.155 But God counters this belief system by commanding the man to leave his
family and unite harmoniously with his wife, thus defying the spirit of patriarchalism. In
addition, God repeatedly breaks patriarchal culture in the Old Testament by passing over
the eldest son for a blessing in favor of the youngest, time and again. David was the
youngest, yet he was anointed as king. Jacob received the blessing instead of his elder
brother Esau. Joseph’s youngest son Ephraim was blessed instead of Manasseh, and so
on.156 In this way, God repeatedly opposes the patriarchal culture of biblical days, thereby
releasing women from the bonds of patriarchalism.
In the New Testament, Jesus' association with women dramatically denounces the
patriarchal culture when he acknowledges women as ministry partners, and converses,
heals, and eats with them in an era where this was culturally taboo. The early Acts church
repelled patriarchal culture when women worshiped together with men and became
teachers, apostles, and evangelists of the faith. Founder of Salvation Army, Catherine
Booth advocated for female ministers by acknowledging a consequence to sin was a
hierarchical positioning of women under men, but she argued, leaving them positioned
there would be to a rejection of the gospel where Jesus Christ came to redeem and restore
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the effects of sin.157 To disregard women as equal partners in marriage or church in favor
of a hierarchical culture, as introduced through the fall, is to disregard the culture of
Christ and the freedom He died to bring.
Profanes the Image of God
Since men and women were both created in the image of God, to exalt one over
the other is to misrepresent and profane the very image of God.158 Each gender is
uniquely created and necessary in the institutions of marriage and the church, to better
understand the intricate nature and character of God. When women are silenced through
patriarchalism, men are impoverished from experiencing the nurturing, mothering part of
God offering an incomplete representation of God. The Nazarene Church presents their
theology of women in ministry and the controversial scriptures and patriarchal beliefs
restricting women's voices as related to the image of God: "...it violates the spirit and
practice of the Wesleyan-holiness tradition (and) it is incompatible with the character of
God presented throughout Scripture, especially as revealed in the person of Jesus
Christ."159 In the words of Carolyn Custis James, we are to partner together so as “to
beam back to heaven the clearest and fullest images of (God) himself.”160 According to
the Nazarene doctrine and theologians similar to James, gender-imbalanced leadership is
incompatible and incongruent to the image of God.
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Implications of Invalidating Women's Voices
When women’s voices are invalidated through Patriarchalism, the effects can be
long reaching. The three areas explored are the increased aggression on women, treating
the trauma, and the lack of female leadership characteristics.
Aggression on Women
An increased aggression on women is prevalent where women are considered the
inferior citizens in any system or culture.161 Women are the primary targets of sexual
abuse and mistreatment.162 Rape culture is promoted throughout universities in the United
States by students and often overlooked or unaddressed by authorities.163 It is considered
the most severe form of violence on university campuses and is on the rise. Only 2% of
rapes bring convictions, despite it being against the law.164 One in three girls under 18 are
sexually abused and those are just the cases reported. It is estimated the actual number is
higher.165 Eating disorders are the psychiatric disorder with the highest mortality rate, yet
drastically underserviced or even recognized.166
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Girls and women are under attack in many areas, and their voices are stifled,
muffled, and ignored as they cry inwardly from the injustices they endure. A woman’s
voice is her power and when her voice is dismissed, so is her power. When she loses her
power, she loses her ability to protect, nurture, and advocate for herself and others.
Zaninab Salbi, founder of Women for Women International, believes giving women their
voice is one of the most valuable ways to empower women. She is passionate about
providing support for women affected by war worldwide through education, selfsustainability skills, and increasing economic stability. She says, “We believe strong
women build strong nations.”167 Women retain and recover their strength when their voice
is validated and respected.
Women and Trauma
Treating the trauma is a necessary process if women are to be considered equals.
When a woman experiences trauma it is imperative she breaks the silence, thus liberating
her from the destructive thoughts and negativity that lingers from the trauma. Not
addressing trauma, mistreatment, or abuse in secular or sacred settings gives the
appearance that violence against women holds no significance.168 “When working with
women victimized by trauma, we must be cognizant of the patriarchal influence reflected
in our theology. If we do anything less, we will perpetuate a culture of silence.”169 The
power of speaking out was dramatically displayed in the USA by the current #metoo
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movement, which was followed up with the #chuchtoo movement.170 These movements,
instigated by women through social media, gave a space for the women's voice to be
heard and acknowledged for the abuse they endured. Trauma ministries in churches
provide the opportunity for the woman to heal and increase in her self-awareness so she
could view life from an alternate lens.171 If the church is to support the woman’s voice, it
must provide value to her suffering by giving space and validation for her voice to be
shared.
Invalidating the women’s voice through ignoring, critiquing, interrupting,
countering, belittling, dismissing, and offering unsolicited “helpful” suggestions are all
considered covert abuse, and further oppresses the woman’s power by minimizing her
voice.172 When women leader's voices are rejected they determine to develop a public
voice or an outer voice that gets accepted, while their authentic self and their inner voice
remains stagnant or undeveloped, thus compromising their strength and clarity.173
Fragmented, she is limited from leading authentically with men in marriage or church.
Recovering a true identity in Christ and receiving healing from faulty thinking, causes
women to lead from their true self or wholeness versus their woundedness.174 Churches
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can be influential in providing healing ministries for women so as to foster healthy
women leaders in church leadership and marriage.
Lack of Feminine Leadership Traits
There is a lack of female leadership traits as mothering traits are dimmed when
the female voice is stifled. Mothering can be defined as “a relationship and an activity; it
brings together being and doing. It is about having responsibility for another.” 175 The
elements of mothering are entirely unique to a woman and few can replicate the pure
maternal instincts as effectively as a mother. The care a woman gives is special and
unique, and is evidenced in how she talks, shares, listens and nurtures.176 Social theorist
Julia Kristeva remarks on the impact of mothering on society through her theories of
maternal ethics and attributes maternal instincts as influencing significant thoughts of
social development in social theory and feminism.177 When the woman’s voice is
dismissed from leadership, the maternal instincts and nurturance unique to women is also
dismissed and the institutions of marriage and church experience a significant loss of
care.
Similarly, the mothering traits attributed to God are diminished and ignored
offering an insufficient and inaccurate image of the character of God. A beautiful divine
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feminine image describes God as a mother hen gathering her chicks under her wings.178
Throughout scripture, God is described as a nursing mother, mother bear, comforting
mother, and a mother in labor when describing deep maternal love for people.179 The
tender relationship between the Psalmist and God is depicted as such: “But I have calmed
and quieted my soul, like a weaned child with its mother; my soul is like the weaned
child that is with me.”180 Undeniably, the Triune God values the maternal characteristics
of divinity.
When society seeks to actively extend leadership and authority to women, abuse
and mistreatment of women are reduced and economic stability is experienced in families
and communities.181 Stability and success are so concretely evidenced by societies around
the world that it has been dubbed “the girl effect.”182 Former President Jimmy Carter
stresses the value of the female voice with: “When half of the world’s population is not
consulted on important decisions and policies, it is no wonder that so many problems
persist.”183 Unfortunately, where the church or faith fell short, psychology and society
have attempted to pick up the gauntlet in mending the female spirit. According to biblical
principles, the church needs to be leading in creating a culture of equity for all people and
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operating in true religion by advocating for those less fortunate, like “widows and
orphans.”184 Operating in a lack of oneness or ignoring the plights of the oppressed is
counter-cultural to the religious principles of Christianity.

Feminism
The Opposing Response to Patriarchalism
To counter the oppression and inequity of patriarchalism, feminism was
developed and continues to be a dynamic movement that has come in waves throughout
the centuries but consistently advocates for the rights of women in society.185 There are a
variety of definitions to feminism that can identify negative and positive attributes and
some have considered interpreting women as being superior to men.186 Yet, for feminism
to be defined as a movement designed to make women superior to men would be counterintuitive to the Feminist Movement since they are advocates for equity of women or the
equity of humankind. Tragically, the church has been identified as a hostile institution for
many feminists, so it has not been an uncommon response for many of them to leave the
church throughout the centuries in search for a more accommodating and validating
religious experience that is supportive of the female gender.187
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Feminists attempted to correct gender discrimination and oppression for females
by eliminating the gender rules they believed were contributing to the oppression. In the
process, they ended up creating more freedom and rights for women such as women's
rights to vote, own property, hold leadership positions in society, play sports in school,
securing better health benefits, among other significant improvements for women in
societies around the world. Their contribution has improved the quality of lives of women
and continue to advocate for the oppression of women to retain equal status in societies.
An unavoidable by-product of feminism was how it provoked confusion for both
gender roles as to what was acceptable or unacceptable behavior. Chivalry, such as
opening doors for women, giving them their coats or hankies, paying for meals etc.
communicated that women were helpless and needed caretaking. What was a gesture of
good-will and respect became identified as oppressive behavior toward women.
Exasperated men resolved this conflict by simply taking an indifferent approach of
allowing women to care for themselves. They defined equality as “I look after myself,
she looks after herself.”188 Instead of working within the system to make the changes
needed to create equality for the genders, feminists attempted countercultural techniques
by eliminating the current system and dubbing it “oppressive,” thus actually increasing
the burden on women to do it all exclusively without the help of men.
Ironically, the attempt to abolish culturally unacceptable systems by creating
countercultural systems also resulted in creating a new system with its own new set of
problems and issues to oppose. Not only has this created confusion for women and the
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roles they are to play in society to gain equal treatment and respect, the men are also
equally confused as to what is respectful and oppressive. Scripture overrides all of this
awkwardness by proposing affirming societal rules to exhort one another and build each
other up,189 to bond with humility and kindness, and to speak the truth in love.190 The
church is a valuable space where the Christian community can model and exemplify
equality and mutual respect for both genders.

Complementarianism and Egalitarianism
Two Primary Movements
Although it is not popularly articulated in contemporary evangelical churches,
implied messages of men being superior leaders and divinely placed over women due to
women’s inferiority are still covertly influencing the values of our churches by
preventing women from leading with men.191 This has a negative impact on contemporary
marriages as it is counter-cultural to the ethos of the marriages. Two primary movements,
Complementarianism and Egalitarianism, have emerged to promote the status of women
in the church and to offer a peaceful proposition for the perpetual gender leadership
conflict in church and marriages. “Complementarianism and egalitarianism are both
trying to improve the views of women in the church. Complementarians are trying to
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prove their worth is equal to men while egalitarians are trying to prove their rights are
equal to men.”192 This paper will briefly explore the position of both movements.

Complementarianism
A Brief Definition of Complementarianism
Complementarianism promotes that “male headship is servant leadership as
characterized by the husband loving the wife as Christ loved the church and died for her
as stated in Ephesians 5:25, “Husbands, love your wives, just as Christ also loved the
church and gave Himself for her.”193 Patriarchal leadership is heralded as divine and
“contends that men and women are designed to complement one another in a male-led
order.”194 Complementarianism promotes men and women as being created equal but not
allowed equity in leadership, claiming they are destined for gender-specific roles in
church and marriage. “Complementarians believe that while both men and women are
created in God’s image and therefore have equal standing before God, men are created to
lead and women to follow, men to wield authority and women to submit.”195 This offers a
conflicting, mixed message for leaders, favoring male leadership over female leadership,
thus not creating a culture of equity in the institutions of marriage and church.
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Theological Principles
One complementarian speaker and author excludes women from teaching and
pastoring as un-scriptural, “in seeking to justify women teacher-mentors for aspiring
pastors, one will be hard put to stress that they’re not in the same category as pastors, and
thus, as we believe, out of step with the Scriptures.”196 This belief system is theologically
affirmed through their scriptural interpretations, “Just as God the Father and God the Son
are equal in deity, equal in attributes, but different in role, so a husband and wife are
equal in personhood, equal in value, but different in the roles God gave them. Just as the
Son is eternally subject to the authority of the Father, so wives are to be subject to the
authority of their husbands. This is God’s design. Thus in church, while men and women
are both free to receive God's saving grace, governing and teaching roles are reserved for
men.”197 This lack of acceptance and appreciation for the women's voice and leadership is
not only counter-cultural but counter-scriptural, offering a confusing and fractured
cultural and spiritual experience for marriages.
Implications of Complementarianism in Church and Marriage
The designated hierarchical, patriarchal approach in complementarianism skews
the promoted desire for it to be a model of equality and leadership. When church
leadership subscribes to the complementarian model in leadership, they offer a culturally
delayed leadership for contemporary Western society and its marriages. It places
marriages in double-binds, creating confusion and frustration as seen in the earlier
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example of Jim and Karen. For the majority of contemporary marriages, offering a
patriarchal model, when most marriages claim principles of equity, provokes a culture
clash for churches and marriages.
Shifts from Complementarianism to Egalitarianism
Sam Storms authored an article called Women in Ministry in the Vineyard for The
Council on Biblical Manhood and Womanhood (CBMW), a complementation
organization, in which he identified the cultural preference of leadership style in
contemporary protestant movements. “The Pentecostal and Charismatic movements have
witnessed a progressive move during the course of the last century toward embracing and
empowering women at all levels of spiritual authority and ministry. Today,
complementarianism is decidedly a minority view among those who believe in the
continuation of all spiritual gifts in the life of the church.”198
The Vineyard movement is an example of how they have evolved from a
complementarian position to an egalitarian stance on women in leadership as evidenced
by a 2006 statement removing any restrictions on women in ministry in all positions and
levels of leadership within the Vineyard movement.199 Yet, although they have altered
their leadership perspective, there is still an evolutionary process taking place within the
movement, nationally and at each church level.200 They could be defined as a Near Peer
Church as they strive towards operating in the Peer Church status values they overtly
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claim. Scripture has defined the ultimate model of men and women leading together, and
it is inspiring to see churches evolving to mirror ancient scriptural principles that offer
culturally relevant support to contemporary marriages.

Egalitarianism
A Brief Definition of Egalitarianism
Egalitarians “believe that men and woman are equal before God in all regards and
both serve and lead according to their gifting.”201 Theologically and scripturally they
promote “that the Bible does not teach different roles for men and women in marriage or
the church that are based on gender alone, and that there is no unique leadership role that
belongs to the husband in a marriage, and that all governing and teaching roles in the
church should be open to both men and women alike. There is a mutuality in submission
as stated in Ephesians 5:21, 'submitting to one another in the fear of God', and an equality
in personhood, role, and function.”202 Within marriages, Egalitarian speaker and author
Bill Bilezikian promotes marriage as one of mutuality where the “husband and wife are to
enjoy a relationship of mutuality and equality within the home.”203 In church leadership,
“men and women have equal access to positions of leadership in the church, provided
they are properly qualified.”204 Within the Trinity, egalitarians argue for “mutual
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submission within the Trinity and within marriage.”205 Mutuality and principles of equity
are the primary values for leadership within both institutions of marriage and church
leadership.
Theological Principles
Scripturally, biblical passages are taught that embody the spirit of the gospel, such
as: “There is neither Jew nor Gentile, neither slave nor free, nor is there male and female,
for you are all one in Christ Jesus,”206 which promotes the spirit of unity and inclusivity.
Egalitarianism reinforces how both genders were created in the image of God, neither
more valued than the other, but both a reflection of God and a completion of one another.
The two greatest commandments – to love God and love one another207 – are promoted
as the focus in leadership in which there is mutual love and submission to another.
When it comes to controversial passages, such as the man being the head of the
woman,208 a perspective is taught that shows value to both genders. The head described as
being the equivalent to “beginning” and “origin” and how they need to be the one laying
down their life and leading in love.209 Space and room are allowed for discussion and
dialogue instead of shutting women down or exercising control over them in an
authoritative and patriarchal interpretation of scripture. Egalitarians recognize there are
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no gains from literal interpretations taken out of context, and the patriarchal message is
not within the context of Western culture or the spirit of the New Testament. Culturally,
they show insight that this teaching is offensive and marginalizing of women,
inconsistent to the work of Jesus Christ, and intolerable to many women.210
Egalitarianism offers a culturally relevant environment for contemporary marriages
subscribing to principles of equity.
Implications of Egalitarianism on Church and Marriages
Mutuality of leadership in the church shows the value of the woman’s voice.
Where there is mutuality, or an egalitarian model of leadership, sexism and mistreatment
of women are significantly decreased, and women’s issues are adequately addressed.211
Egalitarianism closes the gender gap in church leadership by allowing flexibility for men
or women to work part-time, so as to parent and work; mentoring women to be leaders;
and represent both genders on committees, boards, and leadership teams. In an interview
with speaker and author Nancy Ortberg, she expressed one of the biggest barriers for men
and women working together lies in the division of labor, which is often subconsciously
reinforced by society, and believes “a value is a value until it inflicts pain.”212 Ortberg
further explained the importance of developing a culture of diversity and putting
individuals into leadership according to their giftedness rather than assigning positions
according to gender.
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Cultivating an egalitarian environment for women and men to work with
mutuality and equality creates a healing space for both genders to emulate the works of
Jesus Christ, reflect an accurate image of God, and expresses honor by valuing each
gender according to giftedness, rather than gender. This culture of mutuality echoes the
following cry for change: “The time is long overdue to encourage more women to dream
the possible dream and encourage more men to support women in the workforce and in
the home.”213 Egalitarianism promotes equity and diversity, therefore, permeating this
value system and attitudes into marriages attending egalitarian churches.

Role of the Church
Ultimately, empowering the woman’s voice and freeing her to work in her
giftedness and passion will be beneficial to her relationships and church community.
Egalitarianism and feminism offer some plausible solutions with corresponding values to
promoting scriptural principles of equity that better support contemporary marriages.
Although patriarchal, hierarchical leadership has had its place in history, when
portrayed in the industrialized society of Western evangelical churches, it is a culturally
delayed leadership model and provokes disunity, competition, and striving for
dominance. This ethos is misaligned with the values of contemporary marriages and
Christian values as stated in scripture. “Be devoted to one another in love. Honor one
another above yourselves.”214 When Christians are not honoring or loving one another
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above themselves, fear hijacks the church and marital ethos and prevents love from
flourishing.
The early Acts church offered an exceptional space where men and women could
worship together instead of operating exclusively through a gender-segregated society as
promoted by their patriarchal, agricultural society. In the spirit of the early church, the
current evangelical church can also lead in offering a more culturally relevant ethos and
exceptional model for gender-balanced leadership in churches and marriages.
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SECTION 3:
THESIS

Therapeutic Marriage Modalities Integrated with Theological Principles to Foster
Equity Within Church Leadership
The Symbiotic Relationship of Marriage and Church
The marriage and family unit offer minute representations of greater systems, yet,
are not readily recognized by organizations as being a viable influencer for change in
larger systems. Livermore, author of Cultural Intelligence, emphasizes the value of the
family system: “Of all the cultural systems, the family system is widely regarded as the
single most important system to understand, but this information often feels irrelevant to
many organizational leaders.”215 If organizational leaders would observe what a family or
marriage uses to transform their relationships towards greater health and connection, such
as therapeutic models and principles, then they can also apply these principles to the
larger communities.
Author, Edwin Friedman of Failure of Nerve, describes how the family systems
therapy model “turns out to be about more than families” as he applies its principles to
larger cultural systems like churches and organizations.216 His rationale is that they “focus
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on the network principles that were universal rather than specific to culture.”217
Organizations identify with the family attributes by using the familiar phrase, “we are
like a family,”218 inferring their bonded connection thus suggesting they can learn much
from the familial dynamics in how to make improvements. Similarly, a church, operates
as a larger family, as evidenced by references to one another as "brother" or "sister," and
sharing in one father as instructed by Jesus in the Lord's Prayer which begins with "Our
Father."219 Therefore, a church family can benefit from observing the marriage dynamics
and borrow solutions utilized to equip couples to work together with more love, equity,
and respect.
Evolving a Near Peer Marriage to a Peer Marriage demands time, skill,
commitment, and desire. Marriage therapists are constantly confronted with the challenge
of helping contemporary couples develop the desired egalitarian concepts they are sorely
lacking but desperately desiring. With the constant dynamic evolution of contemporary
marriages, marital therapies struggle to fit the evolving needs of couples. Therefore,
marriage therapists have had to be innovative with therapeutic concepts and techniques to
meet the unique needs of modern couples. Popular therapy techniques primarily used for
individual therapy, such as solution-focused, attachment theory, and Emotion-Focused
Therapy (EFT), are also being adapted to be used for couples.220 If marriage therapists
need to shift in their therapeutic modalities and techniques to better assist contemporary
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couples, churches may also want to consider implementing new strategies such as
therapeutic techniques in order to create a positive shift.
As in Near Peer Marriages striving to be Peer Marriages, so too Near Peer
Churches desiring to be Peer Churches can also utilize psychological therapeutic
techniques and egalitarian principles to establish equity in church leadership. Culture
change expert, James Hunter, writes, “If we want to transform culture, what we actually
have to do is get into the midst of the human cultural project and create some new
cultural goods that reshape the way people imagine and experience their world…”221 The
new “cultural goods” are psychological, marital therapeutic techniques used to bring
equity to struggling Near Peer couples integrated with faith principles and applied to
struggling Near Peer Churches in order to transform culture.
The integration of theology fused with psychological therapeutic techniques can
assist Near Peer Churches in developing a culture of desired structural integrity as they
evolve to a Peer Church. Integrating theology with psychology to transform relationships
and culture is often emphasized in the praxis of Christian psychology programs as
evidenced by Rosemead School of Biola University. Along with educating students and
impacting their local community, Rosemead values serving the church by “educating the
Christian community about the interface between faith and psychology” and considers
this to be responsible stewardship of their psychological resources.222 Inserting
psychology models and theories in a faith community offers a hopeful blend and
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promising method to transform Near Peer Church cultures. This will be further explored
in the next section.

Integrating Theology and Psychology to Foster Transformation
To demonstrate the interconnected relationship of theology and psychology, one
author has illustrated theology as the queen and psychology as its handmaid.223
Psychology is an assistant to theology in helping theologians and ministers understand
the deeper nature of humans. Theology and psychology share more in common than one
might expect as both fields deal with a greater understanding of life, love, meaning, and
deeper spiritual concepts. As psychology complements the religious experience, they
both are on a similar quest, for where religion seeks to connect humans with their
Creator, psychology suggests “there is a natural striving towards unity with something
greater than itself.”224 When intertwined strategically the two fields of study can provide a
positive transforming force for individuals and community cultures. Fuller Theological
Seminary illustrates this with their TheoPsych educational program, which integrates
theology and psychology to provide new insights on human behavior for their students.225
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Transformation is not just a spiritual experience but an intellectual experience as
well, making the insertion of psychology into religious cultures a compelling
combination for implementing change.226 Understanding Christian beliefs and their
relationship to humans demands the knowledge psychology brings in order to foster
change. Author Steven Simpson validates this when describing the Fuller Theological
Seminary Psychology program: “Biblical counseling models rest heavily on Christian
principles, but they lack fully developed concepts of psychopathology, human
development, and treatment.”227 Integrating psychological theories with principles to faith
models offers a more competent instrument for facilitating transformation.
Christian doctrine and theology can be challenging to comprehend and apply
accurately to current culture, and psychology can assist with this task. Author Matthew
Elliot discussed the importance of cross-pollinating the two studies for a fuller
understanding of the meaning of love, a core Christian belief, and deemed it unnecessary
to separate theology and psychology.228 He emphasizes the integration of the two
disciplines, so the goals of Christianity can be better achieved, and both would benefit
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from the partnership. “If we find common ground in defining love, it may pave the way
for biblical scholars, theologians, and psychological researchers to come together and
significantly increase our understanding of love and the role it plays in Christian growth,
evangelism, and building a faith community.”229 Blending psychological and theological
principles offers a comprehensive and culturally relevant message in defining love.
The benefits of the cohabitation of psychology and the religious community is
evidenced by the field of Community Psychology. It is defined as: “the process through
which an individual's context and community shape their development in positive and
negative ways at the same time that it examines how individuals shape the systems
around them.”230 This psychological methodology is especially effective in transforming
and improving the health of the community, or church as it “shares a common
acknowledgement of the trauma, shares the experience of loss, helps reorganize the
community, and assist in the recovery of meaning.”231 As the psychological modalities are
cross-culturally integrated with theology a deeper sense of connection and understanding
takes place for the community and the individual to heal and transform. Author Richard
Cox describes the integration of psychology and theology as transformative energy,
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“when we have a combination of reality-based behavior and energy available for
adaptation, growth, and change…”232 Religion and psychotherapy call for change and
growth, and the combination of the two offer a valuable power for implementing change.
The next section will explore some barriers and arguments to integrating
psychology with theology to produce change.

Arguments for Integrating Psychology with Theology
Conflicting Beliefs
Competing doctrines of psychologists on the integration of psychology with
theology has developed skepticism and understandable confusion among the religious
community. Some theorists, such as popular theorist Sigmund Freud, have attempted to
reconstruct religious ideology to fit psychological beliefs, exalting psychology as a
superior change agent over religion.233 His lack of integration of theology and psychology
and exclusion of God in his theories and writings has understandably caused concern and
mistrust for the religious community in regard to the field of psychology. Sigmund Freud
often viewed as the modern father of psychology, saw no future in religion234 and viewed
it as an “illusion,” and labeled religious followers as being “neurotic.”235 Freud attempted
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to explain away religion and replaced the Divine Trinity with the humanistic trinity of Id,
Ego, and Super-Ego, eliminating the existence or need of God.236 Rather than integrating
psychological theories and theology, Freud attempted to replace religion with
psychological theories, thus birthing some of the conflict between the modern worlds of
psychology and theology.
In contrast, Jung remained open and appreciative of religion and its value with
human consciousness and the relationship with the divine.237 Psychotherapy focuses on
the personality and emotions of the individual and in juxtaposition with theology,
provides deeper insight for the minister.238 Both disciplines have an intricate dance as
seen throughout history. Theorist and psychologist Carl Jung was heavily influenced by
preacher Meister Eckhart, who focused on the individual relationship with God instead of
the rigid doctrine and rituals of his day.239 Although Jung was born three centuries later,
he identified with Eckhart’s unique psychological perspective of God.240 Jung’s popular
and respected work reflects the integration of theology and psychology as he holds the
integrity of each while heralding the contribution from one to the other. The lack of
universal value for psychologists and psychotherapists to appreciate and value religion
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has undermined itself as a trusted contribution and companion for theologians to integrate
safely into religious communities.
Origin of Change
Another significant point of contention for combining psychology and theology is
the basis of how human behavior changes. The Christian community promotes that
change comes through God drawing people to Him as the person repents to Jesus Christ
as their savior, thus opening one up to the influence of the Holy Spirit to be
transformed.241 Some religious communities view psychotherapy as a failure of the
church to meet the needs of their parishioners, thus forcing them to seek out inferior
assistance through therapy.242 Psychotherapy is viewed as a substitute for what the church
should be doing to befriend and support its congregants, thus heaping more shame and
burden on the church.
Individual transformation in psychology is done through utilizing therapies such
as Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, Solution-Focused Therapy, Emotionally Focused
Therapy, Reality Therapy, and many other researched modalities. Insight and knowledge
are major components to stimulating change, and treatment goals with strategies are
developed with the client in order to measure growth and produce measurable results.243
Psychologists promote that change comes from “within the human rather than from a
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supreme source-God,” whereas religious followers promote change originating from
God.244 Defining the origin of change with a singular approach has complicated the merge
of psychology and theology in churches.
The Celebrate Recovery Program from Saddleback Church is an example of
blending both approaches, a self-focused curriculum based on the 12 Step program while
modifying it to integrate theological principles to facilitate positive transformation.245 The
program promotes self-reflection in a community setting for stimulating everything from
relief of addictions to addressing “habits, hurts, and hang-ups.”246 It has global popularity
and is facilitated in churches worldwide, claiming numbers of over 5 million people who
have completed the curriculum.247 This faith-based program illustrates integrating a selfreflective approach as promoted through psychotherapy while integrating theological
concepts to develop personal transformation, and mental and spiritual health.
The binary approach to psychology and religion eliminates a needed force to
balance out the complexity of humans, as psychologists look to religion to understand the
existential and theologians look to psychologists to understand humanity.248 Operating
exclusively of one another both disciplines are viewed as competing religions instead of
adapting to a partnering relationship to implement change in individuals and
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communities.249 Utilizing the strengths of both requires a shared value and better
understanding of each field, and a desire to build on the similarities that both desire to
foster positive growth and change. Christian therapists and faith-based psychology
programs resolve this tension by combining theological and psychological principles to
cultivate transformation in an individual, family, or organizational system.
The next section will provide therapeutic interventions used to assist pseudomutual or Near Peer couples in developing authentic mutuality, then describe how this
can be applied to a Near Peer Church desiring change.

Therapeutic Interventions Briefly Defined and Applied to Church Cultures
Healthy Communication
Communication techniques that help develop mutuality, respect, and equity need
to be explored in relationships lacking equity. Simply learning to dialogue establishes
equity in communication250 and “transforms a relationship from that of shouting out oneway messages to a dialog between equals.”251 Similarly, staying out of emotional triangles
reinforces partnership, as open communication and dialoguing gets established between
two parties.252 Resolution becomes more attainable when the conflict or communication is
contained between the two parties desiring partnership, giving space for both to send and
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receive messages. A third party solicited outside of the knowledge or presence of the
other, creates chaos, and conflict resolution becomes unattainable. Negative emotional
triangles are dramatically illustrated when one partner secretly engages in an affair,
eroding the trust and love in the relationship. Scripture reinforces a private confrontation
regarding conflict, “If your brother sins against you, go and tell him his fault, between
you and him alone. If he listens to you, you have gained your brother.”253 Conflict has a
greater chance of resolution with a dialogue exclusively between the two conflicting
parties.

Emotional Intelligence (EQ)
A strong EQ is fundamental in developing self-differentiated partners, and a key
ingredient for success in personal and professional life.254 Increasing EQ by
understanding emotions and needs empowers the couple to develop a shared language
that further promotes togetherness and unity. When a couple can express what they feel
and need, as evidenced by a high EQ, then they establish fair fighting rules to cultivate a
culture of healthy conflict resolution. When both partners commit to fighting respectfully,
they can avoid the Four Horsemen: criticism, contempt, defensiveness, and stonewalling,
and a mutual understanding becomes possible.255 Churches can utilize healthy
communication techniques of dialoguing, offer trainings to increase the EQ of leaders,
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and learn productive conflict resolution skills that support a shared language of equity
and inclusion. In addition, trainings can instruct how to avoid destructive communication
such as emotionally manipulative communication that cripples the desired ethos of
equity.
Attachment Therapy
Attachment therapy teaches couples how to bond appropriately, avoid miscuing
one another for their needs, and understand how to love courageously as they soothe and
emotionally organize one another.256 Church leaders can utilize and understand principles
of attachment that help leaders have safe, loving, and responsible relationships thus
cultivating an environment of relational equity, spiritual support, and psychological
safety. By learning how to bond in a healthy way the church is learning how to “love one
another”257 as scripture commands, and to “care for each other.”258 Learning how to love
and exhort one another comes through understanding attachment principles, which
teaches individuals how to comfort and celebrate with one another as biblically
instructed: “rejoice with those who rejoice and mourn with those who mourn.”259 Yet this
can be a challenging mandate to implement when church leaders are encouraging people
to “thank God in all things” when there has been a trauma, delivering an unattuned
response to the hurting.
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Healthy Boundaries
Developing healthy boundaries in marriages is a common challenge. Deciding
where one life stops and another life starts can be especially challenging when a couple
has been together for many years. When the lines become blurred about what each person
values, desires, and enjoys, conflict ensues as unrealistic expectations and assumptions
deliver an enmeshed ethos, threatening to stifle the individuality of each partner.
Learning how to state needs, feelings, and say “no” to unwelcomed behavior is a
challenging quest for most couples, thus boundaries are necessary to implement in
marriages. Church leaders can often lack healthy boundaries, leading to a myriad of
inappropriate behaviors that do not keep them above reproach. Learning and
implementing boundaries with one another and the opposite sex will build a healthy, safe
culture, as well as provide healing and hope for those recovering from poor attachment
and the trauma of abuse.
Reality Therapy
In Reality Therapy, built on the ideology of control theory and the 4 primary
needs of love, power, freedom, and fun, each need is explored, identified, and met by the
individual or partner to establish good mental health.260 In a marriage, friendship is
considered paramount as each pursues their own core needs as well as those of their
partner, developing a symbiotic relationship of mutuality.261 When applying Reality
Therapy to churches, they would do well to understand the four primary needs of every
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human from the perspective of Reality Therapy. They can work as a cohesive body by
encouraging people to cultivate positive friendships, establish more control in their lives
by meeting their own personal needs, provide equity of power for both genders, cultivate
an ethos of freedom for each to pursue leadership according to giftedness, and foster a
playful, joyful culture. This echoes the primary purposes of the church to exhort one
another, build each other up in love, use their gifts, and be joyful.262 Seeing the uniformity
of needs in every human, regardless of gender, builds a culture of compassion and
understanding fueled by love and grace, instead one of judgment and condemnation,
fueled by fear and shame.
Narrative Therapy
Narrative therapy is a powerful therapeutic technique to get the couple to tell a
new story, create connection, increase empathy, form meaning from their past, and give
hope for a new reality.263 It can also help a couple recover from trauma as it separates the
couple from the hurt, allows for story revisions, thus providing space for healing.264
Churches can create connectedness in helping people know their personal story, and their
church story to create vision, connectedness, increased empathy, and direction. By giving
people the power to revise the story and make necessary changes to complement a
dynamic church culture allows them to recover from a traumatic church past. Positive
psychology techniques can complement the new narrative process by focusing on what is
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working, affirming individuals and their contribution to the whole, and reframing change
as being a necessary and positive sign of progress and growth, versus a crisis to be
endured and feared.
The Sound Relationship House Model
The Sound Relationship House Model, by John Gottman, is an exemplary,
scientifically researched therapeutic tool designed to assist couples in developing a
shared culture of equity and fulfillment.265 Of the seven stages that a couple needs to go
through to reach equity, the first four stages are: building knowledge, appreciation,
friendship, and a positive perspective of your partner. This is the powerful foundation
needed before a couple can engage successfully in the fifth stage: conflict, allowing them
to further develop to the final two stages: advancing one another, and ending with a
shared partnership full of love and friendship. 266 This model was adapted for
organizations, entitled the Sound Relationship Workplace model, and churches can
implement this in order to develop a shared culture of mutuality.267 Teaching the seven
stages of the model to church leadership can empower them to build a healthy, shared
culture, and foster this ethos within the church body. The artifact attached to this
dissertation utilizes these therapeutic models, and the previous mentioned therapeutic
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techniques to build a revolutionary, yet concrete program designed to empower culture
changes within churches.268
The next section is an example of a Pacific Northwest church plant that used the
Sound Relationship Workplace model to create a Peer Church.
Developing a Peer Church Using the Sound Relationship Workplace Model
The Vine Church, located in Tri-Cities, Washington, started with Near Peer
principles and values but was able to develop a Peer Church ethos when therapeutic
principles and models influenced the leadership.
The Vine Church desired to create a culturally relevant ethos for contemporary
marriages by developing gender-balanced leadership teams and an accepting culture. The
married co-pastors, Micah and Sara, share the responsibilities for pastoring the church,
and parenting their two young daughters, otherwise defined as a Peer Marriage Model.269
Micah described how he became demoted from full-time pastor so his wife could be
promoted to co-pastor. This significant leadership model could not have transpired if one
of the team members had not had an open dialogue with Micah and Sara, which set the
stage for continued dialogues to openly discuss the gender struggles.
With the head leadership in place, the leadership team was able to focus on
leadership and culture development that coincided with the vision and mission statement.
To foster a shared culture, the Sound Relationship Workplace model was used for
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leadership training.270 This influenced every leadership area of the church: in leadership
development, teaching, greeting, marketing, and culture development. Therapeutic
egalitarian principles and modalities designed to produce equality and mutuality in
marriages, such as the Sound Relationship Workplace model271 were applied to church
leadership and culture development. Practically, The Vine Church became intentional
about representing equity among the genders and minorities in the worship services. They
discovered when therapeutic egalitarian principles and modalities designed to produce
equality in marriages were applied to church leadership and culture development, equity
among the genders was developed. Secondary gains of equality, inclusivity, and unity
were achieved across denominations, classes, races, and minority groups.
Heterarchy Leadership Model and Principles of Equity in the Church
Leadership was designated according to giftedness rather than gender, and The
Vine Church leadership team was organized according to their strengths as identified
through the Strengths Finder Test.272 After assessing the team’s strengths, a Heterarchy
leadership model (instead of a Hierarchical model) was implemented. “Heterarchy may
be defined as the relation of elements to one another when they are unranked or when
they possess the potential for being ranked in a number of different ways.”273 It is also
“both a structure and a condition.”274 The head leaders operate as facilitators as they guide
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and organize the leadership vision and abilities of the leadership team and parishioners
and interchange as leaders. A culture or system must undergo “depatriarchalization”275 if
a heterarchical system is to thrive, otherwise there are competing values vying for
leadership. Equity, healthy attachment, unified vision, compassionate connections, and
trust are all key elements to embracing the Heterarchy model and creating a shift from
hierarchical to heterarchical. In an interview with Dr. Pepper Schwartz, author of Peer
Marriage, she heralded the Heterarchy form of leadership by her statements: “consensus
is a more powerful tool”, and “all responses and ideas have the right to surface.”276 By
implementing the Heterarchy model, and utilizing therapeutic principles and modalities,
The Vine Church is creating a space where everyone can have a place at the table,
regardless of their ethnicity, class, and gender.
The next section is some final thoughts and strategies on how to shift from a Near
Peer Church ethos to an authentic Peer Church culture.

Strategies to Shift from a Near Peer Church to a Peer Church
When one considers shaping church culture, it is advantageous to view it as an
emergent system, created as the result or outcome of all the parts coming together.
Author David Brooks of Social Animal says, “Emergent systems exist when different
elements come together and produce something that is greater than the sum of their
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parts.”277 For instance, “a marriage is an emergent system … [a result of two people
partnering together.] When a couple comes in for marriage therapy, there are three
patients in the room—the husband, the wife, and the marriage itself.”2 78 If one considers
the church to be the emergent system evolved from the individuals, marriages, and
families who create it, then we are all responsible for what emerges. The following
suggestions are for Near Peer churches shifting to a Peer Church ethos: commit to
change, value mutuality, develop a new language, mentor, be inclusive, provide healing
for men, and develop a collaborative culture of love.
Commit to Change
Shifting from patriarchalism to mutuality in the church demands a commitment
by both genders to embrace new alternatives to patriarchalism and to develop an
increased awareness to the patriarchal culture embedded in societal and religious
teachings. In order to change culture, new culture needs to be created.279 Developing a
new culture requires imagination and creativity so new ideas can influence and inspire
the existing culture to evolve.280 With new changes, resistance can be expected281 but
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“profound changes in culture typically take place over the course of multiple
generations.”282 A commitment to change requires insight, patience, creativity, and time.
Value Mutuality
In developing mutuality, we need to value and listen to each gender’s opinions
and ask God to inspire solutions for equitable relationships.283 Knowledge gained is
ineffective and unsubstantial if we do not utilize the input of all participants. At a
question and answer technology event in Saudi Arabia, Bill Gates was asked how they
could be in the top 10 countries of technology, to which Gates replied, “Well, if you’re
not fully utilizing half the talent in the country, you’re not going to get too close to the
top ten.”284 Similarly, in the church, the integrity structure of the institution is
compromised and solutions suppressed when only half of the voices are represented.
Develop a New Language
In every culture, a new language is needed to communicate the vision for
imagined changes.285 A study on theory development stated, “leadership development
programs for men and women should emphasize fluidity of androgyny so that this
relatively new leadership language becomes more fully normalized in research and
practice.”286 Ineffective, outdated teachings can be replaced with the new language of
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egalitarian teachings for marriages and church leadership. With leadership development,
“Hybrid Leaders,” defined as having both female and male characteristics, can be taught
and encouraged, expressing value of both genders and countering gender-bias.287
Learning how to speak a language that fosters unity and mutuality rather than division
and competition among the genders requires creativity and unconventional thinking.
Mentor
Statistically, girls stay home more and only give back to their communities as
they develop relationships and foster healthy changes, so a viable answer to changing our
culture is to educate girls.288 Mentoring and trainings for the girls and women is needed to
ignite these changes. A Harvard study researched why men are getting promoted over
woman and they discovered a lack of female mentoring to be a main contributor.289 In
addition, male pastors can benefit from female mentors if they are intent on utilizing
more women leaders and closing the gender gap in their churches.290 Mentoring is
essential if a system is to influence the next generation to grow in a healthy and
progressive manner without repeating the mistakes of the past.
Be Inclusive
Inviting one another to develop a gender inclusive environment and conversation
encourages progressiveness. Those in power need to invite women to be a part of
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leadership teams and discussions to implement healthy changes.291 When including
women, invite women into discussions by asking them their thoughts and opinions.
Women are more apt to participate when invited, and unlike men, they are less likely to
self-promote or include themselves.292 Male leaders influence men best, so when they are
intentional about mentoring or inviting women, other male leaders are more likely to
emulate them.293 Male church leaders can have a powerful impact in creating genderbalanced leadership and cultivating an environment of equity, but they must be
intentional and understand the different leadership styles of women.
Healing for Men
Men also need healing from the psychological patriarchy that has limited and
defined them unfairly as men. They need to recover all their emotions as they
unabashedly discover and deliver their authentic selves.294 Building up shame resilience
will empower them to take this recovery journey, as they share their vulnerable emotions
in a compassionate environment. Both genders require compassionate healing from the
negative effects of patriarchalism as the wounds run deep in masking the authenticity of
each gender. Offering ministry programs or groups addressing this historically
controversial issue of patriarchalism in the church would be revolutionary.
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Collaborative Culture of Love
Establish collaborative connections by eliminating hierarchies and fear, as
proposed by author Andrew Marin. “No relationship can be built on fear, and true
relationships do not have a hierarchy; so don't create one.”295 Scripture confirms the
polarization of love and fear: “Perfect love casts out all fear.”296 Fear shuts down
communication making collaboration impossible, but love opens up communication and
stimulates collaboration. Providing open forums to discuss thoughts, ideas, and doubts,
and pose difficult questions, would be a step forward in developing authentic community.
Scripture speaks to the early church’s defining characteristic believers by describing how
“… they were known for their love,”297 which was displayed through a collaborative
culture as they “shared all they had.”298 Conflict, discrimination, church splits, or spiritual
abuse is not to be the identifying factor of Christianity. But rather a culture of love as
evidenced through compassion, grace, truth, generosity, and the fruits of the Holy
Spirit.299 Collaborative connections in church is essential in fostering a culture of equity.
Brooks offers a chilling reminder of the impact we leave for those to follow,
"emergent systems are really good at passing down customs across hundreds or thousands
of generations."300 This statement can cause one to quake with fear at the legacy one
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leaves, or energize one to passionately create a loving, safe, and inclusive culture today
that exists for generations to come. The communities created today will influence
humanity for eternity.

Summary
In summary, Peer Marriages and Peer Churches develop an interdependent
relationship where each depends on the other to thrive harmoniously. To offer a Near
Peer Church ethos for a Peer Marriage is counter-cultural for the marriage, culturally
delayed, and a scriptural misrepresentation thus provoking instability and confusion for
both institutions of church and marriage. Notwithstanding, “women leaders clearly
navigate a different societal and organizational terrain than their male counterparts, a
terrain deeply rooted in cultural ambivalence.”301 This is culturally delayed and countercultural to the New Testament church where equality was actively promoted “so that
there should be no division in the body, but that its parts should have equal concern for
each other.”302 Similarly, another passage states: “Certainly, our goal is not that others
take it easy while you are burdened, but that there may be equality.”303 When one gender
is valued over another or discriminated against, this does not represent the heart and work
of Jesus Christ and the calling for His church. Exhibiting a culture of inequality mirrors
worldly values and undermines the essential roots of love, unity, and equity unique to
Christianity.
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The parallel drawn between contemporary marriages and churches both struggling
to implement egalitarian principles within their systems is uncannily similar. It is a
modern issue for both. There is hope for a brighter future for the relationship of marriages
and churches if churches take the time to develop an environment better suited for
contemporary marriages that benefits both institutions. Perceiving a symbiotic
relationship between marriages and churches and the interdependency of one to the other
would be valuable for both institutions to acknowledge. Churches need healthy,
functioning marriages to complement their community, and marriages need supportive
communities to support their family system. The juxtaposition of Peer Churches and Peer
Marriages appear to be the ideal marriage of a mutually benefitting system for both.
In contrast, Near Peer Churches for Peer Marriages suggests a confusing and
incongruent experience that undermines the stability and peace of the marriage and
church. If churches believe in egalitarian principles, it is critical for foundational health
that they live out these principles with consistency and truth. To believe one way but then
behave in the opposite way will compromise the structural integrity of any system. When
Near Peer Churches do not coincide their beliefs with practices this creates complications
for both institutions of marriage and church. The juxtaposition of historical religious
ideology of women and the lack of female representation in current church leadership
reinforces the low value for women leadership and compromises the integrity of
representing God accurately. Near Peer Churches have a responsibility to create
congruency between beliefs and practices if they want to become a Peer Church that can
offer a stabilizing support to contemporary marriages.
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Moving from a Near Peer Church to a Peer Church appears to be in the best
interest of both egalitarian marriages and churches, yet requires an evolutionary process
of insight, creativity, and sensitivity. Change takes time, open-mindedness, commitment,
strategy, and the power of the Holy Spirit to transform leaders and provide wisdom in
how to develop a Christ-like community of equity and mutuality. Open-mindedness for
the Christian community can be a difficult challenge, as the fear of compromising
doctrinal beliefs, being seduced by secularism and humanistic thinking, and retaining
moral high-ground can often become the primary focus. Yet love is a transforming power
and can override any fear or the most tragically designed systems. Introducing change
with truth delivered in love to open-minded communities can have a resounding impact
felt for generations to come.
The impressive partnership of theology and psychology to implement change,
connection, and a deeper faith experience is admirable and an under-utilized, modern
strategy to foster change in faith-based communities. Yet, when the two can express
appreciation and need for the other as revealed in the Celebrate Recovery Program,
transformation is undeniable. Future development of faith-based programs infused with
psychological beliefs that complement the religious doctrine of churches instead of
competing with it would be a welcome strategy for change. The integration of
psychological modalities to faith communities to achieve a culture of unity and equity is
the basis for this paper's artifact and will be explored in greater detail in the next two
sections.
The American church is mourning the deep loss of women in church leadership
and starved for the harmonizing voices of men and women mingled together in
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leadership. Marriages are hungry for experienced and qualified men and women
modeling leading successfully together to inspire and support their union fraught with the
dynamics of love and conflict. The perpetual conflict appears to exhaust and drain
valuable emotional and system resources and the integrity of church and marriage
becomes structurally compromised. Sharing the gospel appears to become a secondary
goal of many churches as the gender wars, covertly or overtly, take precedence.
Gratefully, the church can and has become a model and leading change agent in
developing a culturally relevant environment for contemporary couples to thrive in.
The church was given the vision and the keys to create a Peer Church: a
harmonious community echoing the soothing melody of mutuality to a confused, chaotic
world deeply desiring peace, love, and unity. Author John Keyser echoes the cries of
marriages, churches, and organizations around the world with, “We do not need
exclusively male or female leadership. We need leadership that combines the best
qualities, skills, and competencies of women and men. It’s time to open the doors … and
build the strongest, most effective leadership teams to drive results, build morale and
keep good people.”304 Men and women were divinely created to lead courageously and
lovingly together so as to achieve great accomplishments as peers. As was demonstrated
in the early Acts church, it is a divine outcome when the church fosters a contagious,
unified, community of love that enthralls and captivates the world to pursue a God who
inspires the harmonious melody of mutuality.
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SECTION 4:
ARTIFACT DESCRIPTION
The artifact is a book articulating a cultural problem with churches and marriages
and providing strategies to move from a Near Peer Church, cognitive egalitarian beliefs
with incongruent behavior, to a Peer Church, where the church practices it's proclaimed
egalitarian beliefs. It is entitled: PEER CHURCH: Developing Gender Parity in
Churches to Better Support Peer Marriages.
The book is organized into thirteen chapters and has 2 main parts: PART 1:
Defining the Problem and PART 2: Developing New Solutions. In Part 1, it will
provide a description of Peer and Near Peer Marriages, and their need for a Peer Church
to provide culturally relevant support, then expand to define and provide assessments for
Peer and Near Peer Churches. In Part 2, the new solutions will be introduced and
implemented in a 3 Step Change Cycle - Clean, Create, and Complete, as designed by the
author, in order to facilitate a remodel or improvement for any system desiring change.305
The Step 1 CLEAN section, is the analytical part of the change process as it critiques,
diagnoses, and clearly articulates what is exasperating the problem and what needs to be
"cleaned out" to improve culture and leadership performance. The Step 2 CREATE
section is the heart of the book and will describe a program integrating psychological and
theological principles to be utilized for shifting a Near Peer Church to a Peer Church, as
modeled by Near Peer and Peer Marriages. To develop the desired unified community
with diversity with a church, theology and psychology will be integrated and developed
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into a character development model, The CommUNiTY Model,306 as designed by the
author. It will be introduced for a concrete way in which to visual the abstract process of
facilitating change for gender parity by developing better character. The CommUNiTY
Model is unique and revolutionary as it integrates theological and psychological concepts
to develop a unified community.
Theologically, six primary spiritual virtues for creating one body in Ephesians
4:1-6 will be coordinated with the six positive psychology virtues, as developed by
positive psychologist, Dr. Martin Seligman.307 Additionally, it will include the Unity
Paradigm in identifying four primary relationships requiring connection in order for the
process of collective unity- God, self, others, and earth.308 This is structured into a
hexagon model for easy comprehension and a visual aide for developing the change
process. The COMPLETE section is the legs of the book, helping what was created to
stand and progress forward by providing strategies in how to enjoy the transformation
and provide on-going growth. The 3 Step Change Cycle - Clean, Create, Complete - can
also be modified for the church's own personal use as a methodology and model to
further cultivate change and facilitate growth in their church culture. The metaphor of the
marriage and the body will be used throughout the book to provide a visual picture of the
various points. The PEER CHURCH book can also be modified to fit corporate systems
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as well in developing a "Peer Culture," and can be the sequel to PEER CHURCH. Below
is an outline of the PEER CHURCH book:
TABLE OF CONTENTS
Chapter 1: The WHO, WHY, and WHAT
WHO: Who is this target audience for this book?
• Who am I? Christian therapist, social worker, and community strategist
• Who is this book for? Church leaders desiring a culture of gender parity
WHAT: What is in the book?
• Identifying the Problem: culturally delayed ethos for modern marriages
• Diagnosing the Problem: provide Peer Church assessments
• Offering a 3 step Change Process to facilitate change: Clean, Create,
Complete
• Implementing the Revolutionary Model: CommUNiTY Model
• Experiencing completion Marriages and Churches are Strengthened
WHY: Why did I write this book?
• My Marriage Story
• Vision for Gender Parity
• Strengthening the Church Body
• Strengthening Marriages
PART 1: Defining the Problem
Chapter 2 - Current Cultural Trends and Church
• Society and Church Clash
• Church and Culture Dance
Chapter 3 - Church and Marriages: the symbiotic relationship they each have to one
another.
Chapter 4 - Peer and Near Peer Marriages: Defining characteristics are explored with
both types of marriages, setting the stage for scripting similar issues with churches.
Chapter 5 - Peer and Near Peer Churches: Defining characteristics and how they support
and impact marriages.
Chapter 6: Patriarchalism Hurts Peer Churches
Chapter 7: The Effects of Stifling Femininity
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PART 2: Developing New Solutions
Step 1 - CLEAN
Describe: What do we want to change?
Purpose: Why do we want this change?
Introducing the 3 Step Change Process
Step 2 - CREATE
Describe: What do we want to create?
Strategy: How will we do this?
Chapter 8 - Evolving Near Peer Churches to Peer Churches
Apply Marriage Therapy Concepts
Other Change Strategies
Chapter 9 - Create CommUNiTY: Introduce a revolutionary model integrating theology
and psychology ("TheoPsych") principles of equity to create a culture of unity and
oneness.
A New Story
Heterarchy
CommUNiTY Model
Chapter 10 - Six Keys to CommUNiTY with 5 descriptors of each spiritual characteristic
taken from Ephesians 4 and combined with 6 main virtues from Positive Psychology.
Humility:
Invites Wisdom, Is Self-Aware, Is Open-Minded, Is Unity-Minded, Is
Honoring
Gentleness:
Improves Humanity, Promotes Gentle Teaching, With Conflict, Requires
Empathy, Is Nurturing
Patience:
Demands Courage, With Loneliness, For Change, With Pain, Needs Hope
Love:
Transends Reality, Listens, Is Relational, Creates Security, Plays
Unity:
Pursues Diversity, Requires Justice, Enhances Culture, Needs
Relationships, Divides with-Greed, Patriarchalism, Fear,
Confusion
Peace:
Inspires Temperance, Needs Forgiveness, Requires Wisdom to Walk
Away, Gives Peaceful Messages, Demands Self-Control
Chapter 11 - Four Primary Relationships for Unity
The Unity Paradigm - Staying connected with these 4 relationships is essential to
building healthy community: God, Self, Others, Earth
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Step 3 - COMPLETE
Describe: What is the completion or the final outcome?
Analysis: How do we enjoy and measure growth?
Chapter 12 - Identify Results
Gender Synergy
Healthier Marriages
Amplified Femininity
Diversity with Unity
Better Together
Chapter 13 - Growth Rhythms
Siesta & Fiesta: Rest and play
Rinse & Repeat the Change Cycle
Repentance is the Forerunner to Change -Repentance Stages - 3 R's
Closing Thoughts - I Have a Dream
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SECTION 5:
ARTIFACT SPECIFICATION
Goals and Strategies
The main goal of the artifact is to offer concrete support for church leaders
desiring to develop or transition a church culture to a Peer Church that operates with
principles of mutuality and equity, specifically between the genders. In so doing, offering
adequate support to egalitarian marriages and church leadership, and improving the
symbiotic relationship of both. It can be tested by offering it to churches and leaders who
have assisted in the help of this paper. The success of it will be measured by increased
gender-balanced leadership in the church, and invitations for consulting, trainings or
presentations. To further test the success of the artifact, an assessment can be given as a
pre-test and post-test to establish notable growth areas. Similarly, a questionnaire can be
developed for married couples to complete that assesses the health and relevance of the
church for their marriage. To maintain the growth of the artifact, an on-line webinar can
be developed, as well as consultations, presentation, and trainings for leaders to develop a
Peer Church. The artifact can also be scripted and modified to meet needs of secular
organizations striving to create a gender-balanced ethos but lacking the skill or
knowledge.

Audience
The target group for the book is egalitarian churches struggling to practice
principles of equity. This would include churches dealing with but not limited to: lack of
diversity and inclusivity, boundary and morality issues, gender bias in leadership,
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complaints of sexual inappropriateness of staff, a fearful environment, low morale, lack
of growth, conflictive ethos, low community impact, and poor leadership. In addition, it
would be valuable for egalitarian, contemporary marriages desiring a church ethos of
equity and to refer this to churches desiring to be a Peer Church. Ultimately, it would be
valuable for the audience to visualize the hope and need to develop a Peer Church to
better compliment Peer Marriages, and to comprehend the interdependence for success
each has on the other. In so doing, each institution of marriage and church can take
responsibility for developing a Peer Church that provides cultural relevance and support
for modern Peer Marriages and develops a thriving church culture.

Scope and Content
The breakdown of each chapter will contain an inspirational quote, a concise and
brief writing section, a review or summary section, and a tips section to apply what was
learned. As the book moves through the two main sections, of defining the problem and
developing new solutions, the reader will be prompted to experience an emotional
journey of comprehending the gravity of the issue to experiencing hopeful, positive,
concrete information for implementing effective change. It is written in an informative,
positive, personal, concrete format that will make it easy for the reader to retain and
comprehend, ideally on a short airplane flight. Personal stories, research data, narratives
of others, and statistics litter each chapter. The entire book will be around 67,000-70,000
words. It can also be edited to fit publisher's formats.
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Budget
To produce the artifact, an editor will be hired to edit content and material,
costing around $2,000 or $50 per hour. In order to sell it on-line, a web-designer will
need to be hired to add an order option on the author's websites, costing around $200.
The writing program, Scrivener, can be used to write the book and get it publisher ready,
which has a one-time purchase fee of $50. Contracting with a publisher can have some
up-front costs, but it varies according to the publisher. There are grants and scholarships
that can be pursued to offset costs.

Promotion
Hiring a publicist, book agent, or marketer would be a consideration for
promoting the book. Marketing through Google ads, social media, email, and brochures
are all options for promotion. For the book cover, hiring an artist to reflect and brand the
book for promotion will be valuable, or that will be included in the publishing team. A
cartoon, created through Fiverr,309 explaining the content and purpose of the artifact can
also be created for promotional purposes.

Standards of Publication
Different standards of publication can be explored, whether self-publishing or
publishing with a publisher. Here are several publishers that might be a good fit for the
artifact:
•
•

Xulon Press
Hay House
309
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•
•
•

Christians for Biblical Equality
Missio Alliance
Simon & Schuster

For self-publishing, there are a variety of options:
•
•
•
•

Friesenpress
Zondervan
Kindle Direct Publishing
Author House
Choosing to self-publish is more affordable and has the benefit of not having to

wait on publishers or distributors to market and produce the book and provides more
royalties for the author. It also gives the author more control of the product without
having to yield to the demands of the publisher. Yet, self-publishing lacks the support
team, marketing, editing, and distributing that traditional publishers offer. Therefore, if
self-publishing, one has to develop their own team of professionals to make up a
publishing team.

Action Plan
Here is the action plan for artifact completion:
Step 1: Get book outline and set time aside weekly to work on book; complete
one section per week.
Step 2: Attend a writer's workshop in March 2019 in Portland through Hay House
Step 3: Apply for Hay House scholarship
Step 4: Identify method of publishing
Step 5: Submit proposals to publishers
Step 6: Post e-book on website
Step 7: Design Promotional Video
Step 8: Do book tour, workshops, and trainings
Step 9: Develop webinar based off of book
Step 10: Invest in marketing
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SECTION 6:
POSTSCRIPT
The Melody of Mutuality: Integrating Theological and Psychological Principles
for Egalitarian Churches to Better Support Marriages addresses the issue of the
incongruent egalitarian church cultures and the confusing, masked patriarchal support it
offers for contemporary marriages. It articulates a covert issue that is difficult to define in
gender-biased church leadership of churches claiming egalitarian beliefs but struggling to
operate with practices of mutuality.
Based on research and readings, the book artifact, PEER CHURCH: Developing
Gender Parity in Churches to Better Support Peer Marriages offers an innovative,
concrete, and easy to implement model to develop a unified church culture so as to better
support relationships in our Western culture. The book has approximately 60,000 words
written, with the goal being around 70,000 words. Although it is clearly organized and
outlined, it is written in a rough draft format. After completing the book, I will begin to
edit it with a professional editor. Currently, I am hoping to practice the model on a local
church to measure its effectiveness and contribute to the book's content.
Initially, I never wavered from the research problem as it was the reason I
enrolled in the DMin program, but I was unsure of the hypothesis. Ironically, I was also
involved in a church plant as Culture Director before I started the DMin program, and
had a strong desire to create a safe, inclusive environment for women, classes and other
minority groups. A year after being involved in the church plant I joined the DMin
program and discovered how what I was developing at the church- applying
psychological models for developing a healthy culture -was having a positive effect in
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creating an inclusive, diverse culture. By experiencing the positive results, it became
apparent to me that the hypothesis needed to be what I was trained in, therapeutic
principles applied to church leadership. Since I was able to develop the culture according
to therapeutic modalities, I knew this was a plausible solution that just needed more
refining and development.
At one point, I considered shifting my work to creating an emotionally and
psychologically safe church culture and developing an on-line curriculum for church
leaders. But then I remembered why I chose to get my doctorate - to help churches align
their values and behaviors so as to provide a culturally relevant and supportive
environments for my therapy couples. Growing up in the church, I have a love for the
misguided but well-intentioned church community desiring to support marriages but
grieve for the segregation and damage the hierarchal culture is doing to struggling
marriages. My hope is the PEER CHURCH book will embody my discoveries about this
covert issue and offer concrete strategies to developing unity with diversity.
My research included interviewing ministry leaders and gaining their perspectives
on how to have an inclusive church culture for both genders. I interviewed Nancy
Ortberg, Dr. Les Parrot, and Steve Carter, previously with Willow Creek Church who
ironically was discovering the mistreatment of women and the inappropriate use of power
by Bill Hybels during the time of the interview. He has since resigned from his pastoral
position. I interviewed my colleague, Katie Lines Drage, who spoke to the equity of
women leaders in her church. Dr. Cynthia Preszler, my advisor, former church planter,
therapist, and minister who specializes in team-based leadership was extremely
influential. Lead pastor, Tara Beth Leach, from PazNaz Church, brought me to tears with
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her inspiring yet tumultuous leadership story. The interview with Dr. Pepper Schwartz
also had a profound impact in developing the tone of my studies. All interviewees
reminded me how the strength of character supersedes any issue, and to allow the
transforming power of love in our work to be our greatest message.
The gains made by this dissertation is a greater understanding of the damaging
effects of patriarchalism to marriages, men, women, and the church, as it is countercultural to Christianity. I also recovered my love and admiration for the church as it was
originally designed to be the hope for the wounded relationships in our world. Possible
future avenues of research are: develop a new field called "Theopsych" which integrates
theology and psychology to implement change, how to create a collaborative and unified
culture among women, the development of women leaders, the gender synergy of men
and women leaders, as well as how to create a unified, diverse culture or "Peer Culture"
in corporate settings.
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PEER CHURCH:
Developing Gender Parity in Churches to Better Support Peer Marriages
TABLE OF CONTENTS
Chapter 1: The WHO, WHY, and WHAT
WHO: Who is this target audience for this book?
• Who am I? Christian therapist, social worker, and community strategist
• Who is this book for? Church leaders desiring a culture of gender parity
WHAT: What is in the book?
• Identifying the Problem: culturally delayed ethos for modern marriages
• Diagnosing the Problem: provide Peer Church assessments
• Offering a 3 step Change Process to facilitate change: Clean, Create,
Complete
• Implementing the Revolutionary Model: CommUNiTY Model
• Experiencing completion Marriages and Churches are Strengthened
WHY: Why did I write this book?
• My Marriage Story
• Vision for Gender Parity
• Strengthening the Church Body
• Strengthening Marriages
PART 1: Defining the Problem
Chapter 2 - Current Cultural Trends and Church
• Society and Church Clash
• Church and Culture Dance
Chapter 3 - Church and Marriages: the symbiotic relationship they each have to one
another.
Chapter 4 - Peer and Near Peer Marriages: Defining characteristics are explored with
both types of marriages, setting the stage for scripting similar issues with churches.
Chapter 5 - Peer and Near Peer Churches: Defining characteristics and how they support
and impact marriages.
Chapter 6: Patriarchalism Hurts Peer Churches
Chapter 7: The Effects of Stifling Femininity
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PART 2: Developing New Solutions
Step 1 - CLEAN
Describe: What do we want to change?
Purpose: Why do we want this change?
Introducing the 3 Step Change Process
Step 2 - CREATE
Describe: What do we want to create?
Strategy: How will we do this?
Chapter 8 - Evolving Near Peer Churches to Peer Churches
Apply Marriage Therapy Concepts
Other Change Strategies
Chapter 9 - Create CommUNiTY: Introduce a revolutionary model integrating theology
and psychology ("TheoPsych") principles of equity to create a culture of unity and
oneness.
A New Story
Heterarchy
CommUNiTY Model
Chapter 10 - Six Keys to CommUNiTY with 5 descriptors of each spiritual characteristic
taken from Ephesians 4 and combined with 6 main virtues from Positive
Psychology.
Humility:
Invites Wisdom, Is Self-Aware, Is Open-Minded, Is Unity-Minded, Is
Honoring
Gentleness:
Improves Humanity, Promotes Gentle Teaching, With Conflict, Requires
Empathy, Is Nurturing
Patience:
Demands Courage, With Loneliness, For Change, With Pain, Needs Hope
Love:
Transends Reality, Listens, Is Relational, Creates Security, Plays
Unity:
Pursues Diversity, Requires Justice, Enhances Culture, Needs
Relationships, Divides with-Greed, Patriarchalism, Fear,
Confusion
Peace:
Inspires Temperance, Needs Forgiveness, Requires Wisdom to Walk
Away, Gives Peaceful Messages, Demands Self-Control
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Chapter 11 - Four Primary Relationships for Unity
The Unity Paradigm - Staying connected with these 4 relationships is essential to
building healthy community: God, Self, Others, Earth
Step 3 - COMPLETE
Describe: What is the completion or the final outcome?
Analysis: How do we enjoy and measure growth?
Chapter 12 - Identify Results
Gender Synergy
Healthier Marriages
Amplified Femininity
Diversity with Unity
Better Together
Chapter 13 - Growth Rhythms
Siesta & Fiesta: Rest and play
Rinse & Repeat the Change Cycle
Repentance is the Forerunner to Change -Repentance Stages - 3 R's
Closing Thoughts - I Have a Dream
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CHAPTER 1: THE WHO, WHAT, AND WHY
WHO is this book written for? WHAT is in the book? WHY did I write this book?

WHO wrote this book?
Hello! I am a…marriage and family therapist with a private therapy practice,
social worker, former educator, and lay minister. I am about improving and teaching
connections and collaboration so systems can operate with more effectiveness and
harmony. I believe in connecting the spiritual world with the psychological and social
world to achieve healthy, happy, and whole individuals and cultures. I applaud those
using creative techniques and hopeful modalities for people to reconcile with God, and I
wonder if we as the church and Christians couldn't learn something from our modern-day
spiritual leaders outside of church ministry. In counseling others, I am continually faced
with hopeless people who are looking for love and unity and are struggling to find
healthy communities, in their homes and churches. They long for peaceful, loving
cultures where they can feel accepted and wanted. Courageously, many are recovering
from the spiritual, physical, and emotional abuse they received from their religious
upbringing or unhealthy communities, and they are timid to approach the doors of a
church. I am pleased when they find a Christian leader, therapist, pastor, or entertainer
giving them hope to look beyond their circumstances to something better, and bring them
to a peaceful reconciliation with God, themselves and others. My greatest life
achievements are raising two great kids and being in a Peer Marriage to a wonderful
husband for over 25 years.
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As a marriage therapist, I saw religion to be an often-unintentional negative force
to modern marriages when the patriarchal system is promoted with theological concepts
to reinforce a hierarchical approach to Western marriages. When I saw it discouraging
and frustrating marriages, it drove me to get my Doctorate in Ministry and see what I
could do to address this problem in American churches. Religion has been a powerful
force in advocating for social justice, as we see in the social work movement,
underground railroads, sex trafficking, caring for the homeless, etc. but as a society, we
are still recovering from a patriarchal belief system that frustrates and confuses both
genders.
Unfortunately, religion has also often been a powerful force in reinforcing
patriarchalism and has built a theological foundation and doctrine that has created a caste
system for the genders. This conflict took me to seminary to learn theological principles
so I can integrate them with my psychological and education background, and extensive
Christian church and education experiences. I have enjoyed studying this subject for 3
years in the Leadership Global Perspective program at Portland Seminary with George
Fox University. Through international travel experiences, class times, research, and
meeting exceptional world leaders, I was exposed to a variety of global perspectives
regarding the church and genders in leadership. This book holds my research conclusions
along with creative solutions to address the issue of developing more gender parity in
churches desiring gender unity. My desire is to clearly identify a poorly addressed,
ambiguous issue and present a positive, hopeful perspective that can inspire churches to
be the world leaders in modeling gender parity for our communities.
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WHO is this book for?
This book is for the churches that want to better utilize the unique leadership
combination of men and women, develop gender parity, empower our marriages, and
create a relevant culture for the next generation of marriages. This is not designed for
churches content with their patriarchal church structure and are adhering to their
complementarian practices. The target audience is egalitarian churches and marriages
struggling to operate with practices of equity within their homes and churches and are
desiring some assistance in achieving a "peer culture." This book offers new,
revolutionary concepts and models to build better character so we can be better together,
in marriage and in the church.
Although the very definition of marriage is evolving and controversial in church
and society today, this book does not eliminate or discriminate against any marriage
union or minority group. The gender parity is most experienced and felt among
heterosexual marriages due to the mixed gender union, and therefore is requiring special
attention in achieving equity in marriage therapy and leadership. Although same-sex
couples have their own unique marital issues, they do not navigate the tensions of two
different genders. For the sake of confusion, this book is focusing on heterosexual
marriages, to illustrate gender parity in home and church. A beautiful by-product of
creating a unified culture of diversity with inclusivity is it benefits every individual,
marriage, and minority group as will be revealed in this book.
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WHAT is in this book?
Brief Summary:
Developing gender parity in church leadership produces a dynamic force that
empower churches and support marriages to be collaborative world-changers. Churches
struggling to offer a culture of equity, confuse modern marriages and create instability in
both institutions of marriage and church. Theological and psychological concepts of
equity can be integrated to create unity and stability for churches thus offering a
culturally relevant ethos for marriages.

Theme:
Building good character builds great community, develops gender parity, and makes us
better together so we can operate in unity to be effective world changers.
Definitions of Terms:
•

Peer Marriage - a marriage that operates with equity and partners with parenting
and providing for the household and holds a strong friendship as equals.

•

Near Peer Marriage - a marriage that believes in an equitable partnership but is
struggling to live with equity and operates with hierarchical or patriarchal values.

•

Peer Church - a church that holds values of equity and embodies this in its
leadership, doctrine, by-laws, values, and church culture, and values diversity
with unity.

•

Near Peer Church - a church that has egalitarian values and beliefs but does not
embody them and subscribes to masked patriarchalism in the church culture.

Introduction:
Peer Marriages, also known as egalitarian relationships, comprise a majority of
the US marriages. This is in stark contrast to the traditional marriages primarily modeled
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in the US less than half a century ago. These new and evolving Peer Marriages need
spiritually and culturally relevant environments or "Peer Churches" to model genderbalanced leadership, reflect their values of gender parity and operate with principles of
equity throughout church culture. Most Peer Marriages struggle to embody their desired
principles of equity in their marriage, due to the lack of models, gender-role confusion,
and societal shifts, making them Near Peer Marriages. They need spiritual, relational, and
emotional support for their unique partnership challenges they face on a daily basis and
often seek out marriage therapy to achieve some relational stability. When churches
claim to hold values of equity but operate with hierarchical or patriarchal practices in
church culture and leadership, these are identified as "Near Peer Churches."
When struggling Near Peer marriages attend these well-meaning but misguided
churches, it further perpetuates the marital issues and creates instability for both the
marriage and church ethos. Just like Near Peer Marriages can evolve to better-functioning
Peer Marriages through a theological and therapeutic process, so too can Near Peer
Churches evolve to their desired Peer Church status thus offering a more stable and
relevant support for Peer Marriages. Stable marriages contribute to the success and health
of the church, as both institutions work together in a symbiotic relationship to be
effective world-changers. The health of one depends on the other, and growth is
necessary for church cultures desiring to support modern Peer Marriages.
Structure:
PEER CHURCH is divided up into 2 parts: Part 1-Defining the Problem with new
terminology, and Part 2-Providing New Solutions for an ancient problem. The 3 step
Change Cycle, Clean, Create, Complete, is used in the second part of the book to
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facilitate change and remodel church culture. Through the eyes of a family therapist,
educator, and theologian, I have designed a revolutionary model as theological and
psychological perspectives are integrated to CLEAN out the gender bias plaguing the
church today, CREATE a program of change, and celebrate the COMPLETE process of
transformation. The metaphor of the body and marriage are used throughout the book as I
utilize the therapeutic tools developed to reconcile couples and apply it to church cultures
desiring but lacking in egalitarian leadership practices.
Part 1 of the book defines and identifies the problem in many US churches today
with the lack of gender parity and the negative impact this has on marriages. Part 2 of the
book provides solutions to address the identified problem and offers a concrete model to
build a unified community. Both parts are more clearly defined below:
Part 1- The Problem: Churches claiming egalitarian beliefs are not offering an
environment of equity for the genders and are often subscribing to hierarchical and
patriarchal practices. This creates a culturally delayed environment for modern,
egalitarian marriages, and confuses both institutions of church and marriage. Poor
theology and misguided doctrine continue to reinforce a negative ethos and church
operating system that divides the genders, making it challenging for Peer Marriages to
thrive. This creates instability for both the marriages and the churches. The following is a
brief outline of Part 1:
PART 1- Defining the Problem: How did we get here?
•

Brief historical background of marriages and church relationship.

•

Understanding the culture of current modern marriages and church culture.
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•

Define, label, and complete an assessment of the church type to be a Peer
Church, Near Peer Church or Non-Peer ChurchPart 2 - The Solution:
Assess and address leadership character and church culture by offering
principles of equity acquired from theology and psychology to create a
Peer Church culture. The CommUNiTY model was uniquely created to
develop a Peer Church ethos that produces gender parity and harmonious
community. The following is a brief outline of Part 2:

PART 2: Developing New Solutions: How can we be better together?
•

Introduce the 3 Step Change Cycle to implement a church remodel and
inspire change: CLEAN out what is outdated, CREATE new culture,
COMPLETE the changes.

•

Offer therapeutic techniques and theories used in marital therapy to
establish equity in church leadership as they are modified and applied to
churches to create oneness.

•

Introduce and apply the CommUNiTY model to teach healthy character
needed for community living, create one body, and develop a Peer Church
embodying gender parity so as to better support Peer Marriages.

WHY did I write this book?
I wrote this because of: my marriage story, my vision of gender parity, and to
strengthen the church so they can better support modern marriages.
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My Marriage Story
In my marriage, the church has often been a stumbling block to creating equity,
respect, unity, and security. At times, it has been the proverbial mistress in our
relationship, breaking apart the love and trust necessary to create oneness. I don't believe
this should ever be the role of a church in a marriage.
Jake and I met in college 18 years old at Azusa Pacific University in Southern
California. We were good friends through most of our college experience, until our senior
year when we started a dating relationship. Through most of Jake’s college, he was
undecided about what he wanted to pursue, and at the last minute, true to form, he finally
declared a ministry degree and pursued youth ministry. For one of his internships, he took
a position at a local church, and being his friend, I offered to work with the girls. I was
curious if this was the age group I would want to work with as I was not satisfied with
my elementary education experience. He was and still is one of the best youth pastors I
have ever worked with. His charisma, charm, enthusiastic, uninhibited personality,
combined with his deep faith, great administrative abilities, and leadership skills made
him a natural for the position. Kids, adults, and staff loved him.
We worked together and had a great time using our strengths and abilities to
complement one another, partner collaboratively and find our stride individually as we
worked together as a unit. Being ordained in the Church of God, there were no gender
restrictions, and I led, preached, started a youth band, and serving in whatever capacity I
felt passionate and gifted in. This was a very freeing and wonderful experience for me as
we worked collaboratively together, unrestricted by gender, and supported by the pastoral
leadership. We had no idea how usual this was, and years later would often look back
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longingly at these special days as being the marriage ideal. Jake, moved by my
contribution and partnership, paid me half of his monthly internship stipend.
Ceremoniously, he would make out a “Payday” card with some of my favorite treats and
leave it on my desk at work with half of his paycheck. He reasoned, “Why should I be
getting all the pay when Jenn is doing half of the work?” Our ministry in Southern Ca
went so well, we decided to make a future together and be co-ministers for life. The Jake
and Jenn partnership was born, as we married a year and a half later, and pursued a new
life in Cottage Grove, Oregon. Jake employed as the youth pastor and I took a teaching
job in Eugene, Oregon. Marriage and ministry became a big game-changer.
When my husband received his education, unbeknownst to me, he was chided on
the importance of honoring his calling to ministry above all else and to consider his
calling to full-time ministry his true vocation. It was the sacred chalice in which only
those “called” could drink from, deeming them above all others as they pursued their
sacred vocation as a minister. Not being in these ministry classes, I never understood this
philosophy or became aware of this exclusive ministry teaching. For me, being one with
God is not synonymous with being one with your calling, yet there was no differentiation
between the two in Jake's education. According to Jake, creating oneness with your
marriage partner was never discussed, taught, or emphasized, as your ministry calling
trumped all else.
I fell in love and married a man who put his calling above all else at the direct
teaching of his ministry program. This was a dreaded stage for any marriage to start on.
Although I didn’t understand this, I did clearly understand the gender discrimination and
the two-for-one mentality many pastors’ wives experienced and I wanted no part of this. I
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expressed this to my then fiancé who reinforced his calling over me, and for a short
period of time, we broke off our engagement. This should have been explored more, but
regrettably, we thought love was enough and decided God who had clearly brought us
together would work this all out in the future. As marriage therapists, we look back at our
younger selves and yell, "WHAT WERE WE THINKING??" Gratefully, God did and is
still working it out, but we have had to experience much pain in the process. Having
some wise mentors and counseling would have been a smart and easier choice. But we
were young, naive, and in love.
After a few years, we moved to Tri-Cities, Washington where Jake assumed
another youth pastor position with his former youth pastor, then later advanced into an
administrative pastor position. I got a middle school teaching position at a private school,
and we both went back to graduate school for our master’s in social work for clinical
counseling. This was one of our best moves that later proved to be a real life-saver for us.
Working with Jake's former youth pastor was considered the “Dream Team,” and where
we felt split before, we really felt divided now as both the church, staff, and his calling
were in an intense competition for Jake’s time, attention and partnership. Although Jake
valued my personal calling as an educator, and later as a therapist, he struggled to affirm
it if it interfered with his work. Remember, I did not drink from the sacred chalice of
being "called." Since I did not believe this or was taught this, we fought frequently on
creating unity together, never really being aware of the underlying theme our marriage
was constantly attempting to navigate.
We both felt the change from our dating years, as the church covertly placed more
importance on the male, his profession, thus placing me at a distant second. Jake grieved
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this loss of partnership and equity and to compensate, he supported me well in my teacher
role, grading papers, helping in the classroom, and even subbing for me. He also deeply
honored my desire to not be treated as an addition to his pastoral position and advocated
for me with others when gender stereotypes were placed on me. In so doing, he never
assumed my partnership, and intentionally pursued other volunteer help to reinforce to
the church I had my own vocation. I was to be viewed as a volunteer and treated with the
same respect and honor as them. To prove this point, when Jake honored the volunteers
with gifts and accolades, he always included me to the chagrin of the staff spouses who
were naturally assuming the roles of their pastoral partners.
In our efforts to create boundaries, and some individuation with the church, we
lost the magic of us in partnership and unity. We missed us. We missed the freedom of
operating in our giftedness, oblivious to gender roles, and pastoral stereotypes. We
missed the dynamics of working with our best friend. We missed the shared passion,
purpose, and unity of mind. But most of all, we missed the power and control to be who
we wanted and being treated with respect and equity.
After having our two kids, McKenna and Dawson, we entered an even more
confusing and conflicted state. We both wanted to parent, do ministry, and work as we
provided and parented the kids. I initially thought I wanted to be a stay-at-home mom,
and I completed my schooling for counseling just in time to stay home and mother. This
lasted for 2 years before I started becoming restless and desired to build my counseling
profession. Jake was progressing in his ministry position and was also on a national team
traveling the country, while I was "stuck" at home. Ironically, he missed the home life
and raising the kids, and although I loved mothering, I missed the professional world.
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The psychological sadness of missing "us," and being trapped in a world that didn't suit
us was hijacking our love and partnership together, as fear and confusion took forerunner.
The church was giving us mixed messages with gender parity and equity. It was a
Church of God out of Anderson Indiana and the network was started by a woman, and
many prominent positions within the network were held by women. Yet, female pastoring
seemed unwanted, irrelevant, and devalued and traditional gender roles were reinforced.
One Sunday morning when they were short ushers for the offering, I saw their dilemma
and cheerfully volunteered to do it. The men present stared at me shocked then chuckled,
looked over my head at one another and said snidely, "The day a woman does the
offering is the day I stop." I was shocked at the blatant disrespect. Another time when I
politely requested in a church meeting to considering hiring a female pastor since all our
staff was male so as to offer support for the youth and women congregants, a male usher
elbowed my husband telling him to "get me back in line." In the 7 years of attending the
church, I only heard a woman speak twice, and she was the female music minister who
was on staff before the new lead pastor and we came. She eventually got driven out and
no female pastor has ever replaced her since. That was over 20 years ago, and the church
is currently over 3,000 members with all male ministers.
Jake attempted to get female leaders voices in the main service and asked any
woman willing to participate. Most would not even consider speaking, so he found other
ways to involve them by asking them to pray or do announcements. He once asked a
prominent, deeply respected woman theologian to pray in the main service. With much
hesitation, she agreed, but Jake feared she would break an ankle at how hard she was
shaking in her heels as she prayed. She later explained she did not feel women should
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take the stage in the Sunday service even though she taught the weekly women's bible
study on the same stage. This was the overt gender discrimination, but the covert
messages were constant and undermining of females and their leadership. Women were
intimidated and blocked from leading, directing, preaching, and in any area outside of the
traditional gender roles.
My physical and emotional health started to spiral downward, as depression,
frustration, and despair spun me in circles. Unbeknownst to me, a doctor I visited later
recounted to me that when she saw me, she thought I was physically dying and had
secretly prayed for me for three months! I felt miserable, as I was constantly warding off
the invalidating, undermining messages that were covertly and overtly placed on
marginalizing me and keeping me confined to the gender expectations in my church
community. Women were seen but not heard from in the main service, and I craved the
spiritual wisdom of my kind. Roles were assigned by gender too often and benevolent
sexism, where only certain types of women were advanced, was evident. The mixed
messages of ordaining women yet not advancing or mentoring women created instability
and frustration in me. I hated to disappoint people and I was constantly torn between
pleasing others and pursuing myself. I knew what I wanted and needed, but I felt lost in
how to create it as my lifeforce seemed to be slipping quickly away. I wanted to partner
collaboratively with Jake in providing and parenting, and I wanted to be respected and
treated as an equal in my church. Jake wanted to pursue the pastoral position he loved
and do more parenting with the kids he adored.
After much "discussion" (tears, anger, conflicts...) we again attempted to go back
to our original goal of working and doing life together. Jake attempted to go part-time at
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the church so he could pastor and parent. Meanwhile, I opened up my therapy business
and was experiencing rapid growth. After 8 months of deliberating, the church refused
his part-time request. The bold ones chided me for "taking him away from his calling,"
and for "not respecting his position," and my favorite, "not being a team player." The
more subdued members mumbled behind my back, shooting me disapproving looks, and
politely distancing from me. I struggled with guilt and hurt and vowed if I ever got an
opportunity to address this injustice, I would so I can help create a more accepting church
space for couples like us. We get it. We never did fit the ideal pastor and pastor's wife
role. We love God, people, and helping the hurting, but we just love doing it in
partnership and in an equitable culture. What a refreshing disappointment we must have
been. Empowering to some, and frustrating to others as we tried to break the stained-glass
ceiling for both genders in church ministry.
We tried applying for co-ministry positions around the U.S., but they kept trying
to put me under his leadership, using words and phrases like “headship,” "pursuing his
calling," "under his covering," and “final authority.” And here's the kicker: these were
egalitarian churches who believed in the equity of men and women ministers. With our
BA degrees, years of Christian education, and masters we knew we were more qualified
and educated than many denominational pastors, but we knew we were offering a
different way of doing ministry the church did not want. Jake was in high demand and
had to repeatedly turn down respectable church offers due to their discriminating stance
on women leaders.
Tragically, the church became a demeaning, demanding, and divisive voice that
was threatening to tear us apart, and it could not offer us a viable work model that
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showed professional courtesy and respect to us both. It became a culturally delayed and
irrelevant ethos for our hurting marriage. After several attempts of trying to find copastoring positions, we gave up. Jake's "ministry calling" could not trump my calling and
we saw no room for us in the ministry profession. With two small kids, a new house
mortgage, Jake wept as he walked away from his beloved pastoral position. In 7 years,
the church had grown from 150 to over 700 members, and it was all the friends and
family we had in the area. We were shell-shocked, devasted, and heart-broken. We had
both dumped so much of ourselves into the lives and families of the congregation, and we
knew many were confused and felt abandoned at our misrepresented and misunderstood
departure. In our desperation of feeling entirely alone, alienated, and gasping for the air
to emotionally thrive, we did a few things: we finally went to counseling (better late than
never), we educated ourselves, and we stayed away from damaging "Christian" cultures
and messages.
We discovered an amazing woman pastor and licensed therapist who helped dust
us off and put us back on our feet. We had prayer warriors pray over us. We cried and
went to a class to learn how to comfort each other. I went to anger management therapy
to deal with the effects of post-traumatic-stress and trauma. We worked more on bonding
in love instead of fear. We also educated ourselves on our issue as we read books about
spiritual abuse, self-help books, and spiritual healing books. Intentionally, we stayed
away from most Christian books for women, men, family, and marriage. Their messages
echoed the masked patriarchalism pains we were still recovering from.
My supportive sister recommended the book "Equal to the Task," by Ruth Haley
Barton. Her book came at the perfect time and Barton was the oxygen we needed to
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breathe deeply and confidently again. She promoted gender parity and partnership within
the home and church, revealing how it can be done with ease and clarity. It changed our
lives and gave us an ideal to emulate. We pursued a partnership in the home and work as
we started our own therapy business. Jake worked construction for a year as he joined my
therapy practice, running from the construction site to the office. We would exchange the
kids in the parking lot while one would go counsel, and the other would go home to
parent. We were living the dream! We now know we were pursuing the Peer Marriage
model where we both were providing and parenting. Years later we discovered the book
Peer Marriages by Dr. Pepper Schwartz that came to define our marriage and the
expertise in our marital therapy practice today.
Entering into the world of therapy, provided more opportunity, earning potential,
ministry, equitable treatment, and partnership for Jake and me. We are able to speak,
counsel, do workshops, advocate for justice, and write to issues plaguing our
communities, as equals. This topic is one near and dear to our hearts: the value of gender
parity and the lack of support churches provide for supporting the partnership in Peer
Marriages. We offer Near Peer Churches, church cultures who claim gender parity but
don't know how to practice it, to Peer Marriages and expect them to thrive. If they have to
leave the church and ministry to pursue other avenues of ministry, we have a problem as
a church in developing an authentic body of unity with diversity. It has been 20 years
since Jake has left church ministry, and we have raised our kids in a God-centered home
with a Peer Marriage in the best way we knew how. If there is one thing I have learned
through my journey, all members need to be considered equal, and justice must be
established in order to create unity in the body of Christ.
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Martin Luther King could not establish unity if there was not first a united vision
and a just system to support it. Too often we struggle to offer a just system in churches
with the genders to support gender parity and we are too hung up on reinforcing bygone
gender stereotypes meant for another era. We must take the gospel of equity into this
century and present a gospel that brings the good news to a world hungry for the melody
of mutuality among the genders. This is the good news: creating a community built on
love and the principles that bring a unified, peaceful community changes our marriages,
our world, and reflects the heart of God. Getting lost in a doctrine that does anything less
is reminiscent of the church of yesteryears that ended up crucifying the One who came to
bring the abundant life we all crave.
We are needed to be the rational voice of reason in a world that has become
unreasonable and irrational in how to treat the opposite gender. The church has the
answers for a viable solution to create unity and now is the time to come together to
create a just system so we can implement the scriptural principles of equity. My marriage
needed a just culture of equity then, and it needs it now. Marriage is hard enough without
having to navigate gender power struggles, discrimination, and mistreatment from wellmeaning church leaders. The church needs healthy marriages, and the church needs to be
about assisting marriages to live their best lives in love, unity, and a harmonious
partnership. My marriage story is my greatest reason for writing this book, and I would
love to assist churches in supporting marriages to live an easier story.
Marriage Is A Church
It is no coincidence that marriage and church are both called to oneness. If we are
not living a loving relationship in our marriages, we are not able to live a loving
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relationship in our churches. Since God calls both institutions between church and
marriage to operate in oneness, patriarchalism and hierarchical principles are countercultural for both. Breaking the bonds of patriarchalism in religion so the feminine spirit
can join collaboratively with the masculine spirit creates a dynamic, influential force. I
like to compare this to Wonder Woman and Superman joining forces as they combine
their superpowers to implement justice and look great doing it. When they team up, they
produce a dynamic force that inspires the weariest of souls to fight evil, save the
underdog, and make the world a safer place. What if we as men and women put our
differences aside, silence divisive beliefs, and work to create alliances that show support
and value to each individual? What could we accomplish as a church? In our marriages?
Communities? If the church is offering a divisive role for men and women, it is not
offering a relevant support to modern marriages. This confuses and compromises gender
relationships to be their best together so they can change our world for the best.
Responses to the patriarchal oppression throughout the years have been,
feminism, affirmative action, women’s march, #metoo, #churchtoo, and other movements
that have sparked national responses. Although these are responses that address the
symptoms of patriarchalism and a hierarchical system, we need to address the roots of
patriarchalism and the hierarchical values that have and continues to negatively influence
our Christian cultures. In a nutshell, patriarchalism has served it's time but is outdated for
modern Western societies. To change a culture, we must create a new culture, speak a
new language, and develop a new mindset that is inclusive and affirming of both genders
to lead and live with excellence, authenticity, and integrity. We must believe that we are
truly better together and that love transforms making all things new and improved.
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Establishing a culture of gender parity in marriage and the church is essential for meeting
the needs of modern marriages and to be culturally relevant to a society based on freedom
and equality for all. Gaining a vision for gender parity is essential in moving forward in
creating a better culture for marriages and churches to thrive in.
A Vision of Gender Parity
An inescapable experience in life for every single person on the planet is the
experience of relating to someone from the opposite sex. I am a mother to a son, a
daughter to a father, a sister to a brother, and a wife to a husband. Men influence and
shape every sphere of my existence. I want to honor them. To value them. To protect,
nurture, love, respect, and partner with them. I just want it returned. A relationship of
reciprocity. Where we stand by each other instead of in front or over each other, and
where equity becomes the mode of operation for all. A “power with” instead of a “power
over” as we lead collaboratively with healthy character and share a vision of developing a
culture of equity.
Men and women, personally and professionally, overlap each other in
relationships and we all have similar longings to be loved, appreciated, respected, and
accepted. Yet, I wonder how it has become tolerable for Christians to disrespect and
marginalize one another too often in the church. As Jesus followers, we are to be leaders
in creating healthy communities full of unity and diversity, instead of lagging
uncomfortably behind the Western cultural values of equity and freedom for all. Church
leadership is revealing a cultural delay, thus compromising the message Jesus came to
bring of equity, love, and community. In the US churches, it is time to write a new
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narrative for how the genders can work better together in unity with diversity so we can
be models and influencers for a hurting world desiring unity in a community.
A house divided against itself cannot stand. A person who is double-minded is
unstable in all his ways. People perish for lack of vision. Where there is no vision for
gender unity there is no direction forward in creating gender harmony, and there is no
stable ethos for us to be world changers and the people of peace we are called to be. Our
energies go into navigating double-binds and confusing mixed messages instead of
working better together to make a positive impact on our world. We need each other and
the world needs models of men and women working collaboratively together. Finally,
this book was written for the women in the church body and the men seeking to include
them.
The Church Body and Women
"Oneness among believers does not need to be organized. Loving one another in
one body is innate in each believer, based on the life of Jesus Christ in each one.”
Henry Hon, ONE: Unfolding God's Eternal Purpose from House to House
Ephesians 4:16 "From him the whole body, joined and held together by every
supporting ligament, grows and builds itself up in love, as each part does its work."
We were made to operate with diversity and unity and the church is the stage in
which we waltz, jitterbug, and tango a dance harmoniously and rhythmically together.
When we ignore, mistreat, or misuse our body, the dance becomes a painful, awkward
and uncomfortable experience for the viewer and the participants, as the dance competes
uncomfortably with the music. Individually and corporately, we have a responsibility to
keep our bodies healthy and in good working condition so we can dance the purposed life
we are passionate about living as a community. Just as our bodies become impaired or
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weakened when we overuse one part and underuse another, so too the community
becomes weakened. When we rely too heavily on one part and dismiss or misuse others,
it compromises the health of the whole body. We can become inflamed or swollen as a
heeded reminder to take care and show caution to the injured part, allowing a healing
process as we rely on other parts to compensate for the healing time. Developing healthy
character is a great strategy for ensuring a healthy community of diversity with unity.
Community cannot be spelled without unity making it a tangible reminder of the
necessary ingredient for establishing togetherness. Research reveals that women are
struggling to be treated with equity and professional respect within the church.
Hard Facts on Women and the Church
Research reports that the American church body is showing signs of impairment
and injury when it comes to establishing unity, specifically among the genders and with
men and women leading together. Patriarchal concepts and teachings have reinforced an
overuse of the male presence, leadership, and voice as the women’s presence often
becomes marginalized, ignored, and misrepresented in many churches. Masked
patriarchy is covertly eliminating the women’s influence in egalitarian church bodies as
women are relegated to gender-specific roles, neglected with mentoring and restricted
from preaching. Claiming patriarchal beliefs to reinforce a culture of exclusivity for
women leaders does not reflect the heart of God in scripture, the early church or the
ministry of Jesus. When we diminish our women leaders, we dull our communities as
relationships, nurturance, collaborative leadership, innovative programming, and creative
design become just a few of the elements the church fails to experience. As a body, we
are becoming swollen and agitated when we are not involving all the parts of our body,
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and infection is showing up in areas of abuse of women and children, moral failings, and
the break-up of the family.
Although women comprise over half of the church membership, more women
who were once active church participants are becoming “de-churched” than in times past.
Research states 85% of the de-churched are women who used to attend church but no
longer do. The Barna Group points to 5 reasons woman are excusing themselves from
church: lack of priority, busyness, lack of emotional support, changes in family structure
and beliefs. Only 17% of women say they feel very supported with church, 23% say
somewhat supported by church, and nearly half, 43% say they don’t feel any emotional
support from the church.1 There has been an increase of atheism among women and even
more so among millennial women.2
In Christian education, women comprise a majority of the undergraduates, yet
only 5-7% of the senior leaders are female.3 The prominent and reputable academic
society, Evangelical Theological Society (ETS) has approximately 4,500 members with
women comprising only 6% of the membership. Evangelicalism has not afforded equity
for women leadership positions as compared to secular circles, or mainline church
denominations. Restrictions on women to teach, preach, or lead in church or seminaries is
often promoted and reinforced among many evangelical churches.4 Because of this, it is
not uncommon for women to feel unwelcome, insecure, invisible, or unequal for
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churches or organizations promoting restrictive beliefs for women.5 ETS, among other
institutions, promote institutional complementarianism making it challenging for women
to be treated or considered an equal member of the community as their presence is
marginalized and invalidated.6 These concerning statistics would indicate the church is
struggling to incorporate the women’s presence and influence into the evangelical
churches and institutional communities and to cultivate a welcoming culture for women.
According to research experts, George Barna reports the overwhelming evidence
of gender bias in the church: 97% of all senior pastors in the USA are men, women get
$5,000 per year less than male colleagues, are hired later in life than men, are given less
prestigious churches, and are often overlooked in the hiring process of church leadership
positions.7 Based on these stats, this signifies there are many churches operating in
conflict of their prescribed egalitarian values by not elevating women to lead pastoral
positions, or offering them equal treatment. When an individual promotes one value but
acts in the opposite manner, this creates a cognitive dissonance and instability for the
individual. The same can be said for an organization. When an organization subscribes to
a set of principles and values but leads in a way that does not reflect those principles, this
creates confusion and instability for the organization and its participants.
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Psychological Sadness in the Body
With the dismissal and silencing of women, this creates a gaping hole in the
infrastructure of the church, provoking a sorrowful loss for the church body. Described
by psychologists as the psychodynamics of sadness, this has a profound effect in every
aspect of church culture as relationships are stifled and undeveloped.8 With the relational
loss, relationships suffer in sharing experiences together, conflict resolution, and learning
how to be in connection with one another.9 Four types of relational losses have been
identified that are negatively impacting the church with the absence of women leaders:
1) Intrapsychic loss, where one loses what could have been as dreams are dashed
2) Functional loss, when a body part loses its functions as it struggles to operate
with effectiveness and efficiency
3) Role loss, where a specific role is lost within a system
4) System loss, where one is no longer a part of the bigger system, as they are
eliminated or operating on the fringe.10
In the loss of women church leaders, there is an undeniable aching sadness in
many churches today. One church researcher states, “Loss is pervasive in the church and
one can argue that the Protestant church in North America is a sad church, filled with loss
and mourning.”11 With the significant gender gap in church leadership, the American
church is missing the relational wealth women leaders offer. When they are silenced,
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excluded, and marginalized, psychological sadness fills the aching gap as men become
the coveted, pursued leaders.
Male leadership in churches respond to this loss by increasing ministry
excellence, changing system formats and denominational staffing, and adopting a new
language to offset the underlying, undiagnosed grief and sadness felt from the loss of
women leaders.12 When Dr. Cho, pastor of the largest church in the world in Seoul,
Korea, was weary and struggling to build his church, he discovered a solution that he
readily offers to those seeking his advice: “Release your women.”1 3 Yet, he often finds
American pastors to be resistant to using this advice as a viable solution to building
church membership.14 Whether in marriage or church, the loss of the relational skills that
women provide is having a grievous relational and emotional impact on the ethos of the
church that few are identifying or problem-solving.
President, Mark Labberton of Fuller Theological seminary speaks to this sadness
of the loss of women leaders in the church as the “groaning beauty” and questions how
the church can deal with this gender abuse that is a “huge sorrow and groaning” for the
church.15 He expresses how “women with freedom” have significantly influenced his
life, and sees the gender inequality in the church as “theological and religious abuse.”16
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He calls for “exemplars” -a person or thing serving as a typical example or excellent
model- to be a key ingredient for fostering change, and challenges men to “allow women
to manifest their groaning beauty."17 If this sadness is to be soothed, it appears more
programs are not the solution but rather the presence and influence of a women leaders.
We can do better, and we must do better for this generation of marriages and the
marriages in the generations to come. With some repentance, remodeling, and
restructuring, I believe we can become whole and healthy and operate as we are designed
to be: one body, full of life, health, and unity with diversity. Women are life-givers,
created to give and nurture life, literally and symbolically, and their influence and
leadership are a critical piece to giving relational life to a community and aiding in its
transformation. We need each other, every part, to operate with health and wholeness.
Now let's get to fully understanding the problem so we know what we are dealing
with. In order to do this, we need to understand the cultural relationship of church and
marriage, and the clash of society and church, which will be explored in chapter 2.
Chapter 3 will explore in more detail the relationship of church and marriage, while
chapters 4 and 5 will discuss in more detail what a Peer Marriage and Near Peer Marriage
is. Chapters 6 and 7 use the marital terms Peer and Near Peer and apply it to church
contexts and further describes Peer and Near Peer churches and their impact on marriages
which concludes Part 1.
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PART 1: DEFINING THE PROBLEM
CHAPTER 2: CURRENT CULTURAL TRENDS
Church & Culture Dance
Culture and church appear to have a delicate dance, they move together and help
define the characteristics and qualities of each. Their symbiotic relationship requires both
to evolve so as to accommodate the development of the other. In evaluating the
evangelical church and the relationship it has with culture, the question is not, "who's
leading who?" but rather, "how do they work together so both may thrive?" As culture
and church move together, they make room for the other and develop a rhythm that both
find themselves dancing to whether they want to or not. When one tries to find complete
independence of the other, both suffer.
As society and Evangelicalism shifted through the various eras, each had an
influence on each other, pressuring one another to shift in its beliefs, values, and
behavior. For instance, the Romantic era had a significant influence on the church. Irving,
who was described as a romantic, gained celebrity status for his ability in "blending
Evangelical religion with the latest intellectual fashions.”18  Romanticism was attributed
to the "chief explanation" of transforming Evangelicalism in the 19th century.19 Similarly,
when recreational activities increased in the 1870's, churches recognized the "need to
provide recreational facilities.”20 Upon doing so, the religious community had a
significant partnership with the recreational community. Chorus vs hymns, pews vs
18
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chairs, sanctuaries vs gyms, seeker-friendly vs Bible teaching services, contemporary vs.
traditional worship, reveal the on-going updating that is happening in churches today as
influenced by culture. This speaks to the churches ability to thrive within society when
they can become culturally relevant and influenced by culture without compromising
doctrine.
Becoming culturally relevant and engaging is critical to the survival of the
church's existence, and society depends on the moral and religious beliefs offered by the
church, thus revealing the symbiotic relationship of church and culture once again. As a
child, I was reminded of a big church split we went through due to whether or not to keep
the pews. Many saw the pews to be culturally irrelevant and wanted a more
contemporary space, while others saw this as a sacrilegious act and disrespectful. Even as
a youngster, I found this fight to be ridiculous and could not understand how this would
warrant such conflict. When I studied church history, I realized how this belief was
passed down through the generations, providing more insight and compassion for the oldtimers holding on to their pews. Historically, people purchased pews, and the nicest ones
were afforded by the wealthy, giving people a status and place to sit each service. The
status was determined by the pew you purchased, and people were treated with greater
respect with the type of pew they had. Basically, their pew provided them the acceptance
and sense of belonging in a sacred community. Don't we all want that? To belong, be
accepted and have a place to sit during a long service.
In a dynamic, shifting culture, I admire Christians and churches who make
culturally relevant changes without sacrificing the integrity or doctrine of the church. I
am inspired to continue to develop a culturally relevant dance between church and
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society, making it easier and more inviting for people to belong, be accepted, and meet
the One who it is really all about. A sad but telling irony, my childhood church was
leveled and replaced with something very culturally relevant...condominiums.

Society & Church Clash
Today’s American couples prefer an egalitarian relationship: “90% of women and
87% of men agree that in relationships both partners should have “exactly equal say”
regarding decision making.”21 Due to the growing contribution of women in the
workforce, and as their “education, employment, income, and status have risen, so has
their overall share of decision making, leading to more egalitarian, less patriarchal
relationships.”22 One study out of the University of Texas and the University of California
involving 329 unmarried men and women between the ages of 18-32, revealed that 94
percent desired an egalitarian relationship.23 “Power Couples,” where both partners are
educated and have careers, is on the rise from two decades ago and couples have more
egalitarian views and have less stereotypical gender roles in the home.24
For the first time in American history, we have had a woman candidate for
president. We are seeing progressive movement with women’s movements and justice
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implemented for sexual abuse than ever before in history. In this Era of Women, it is
culturally blind that churches still operate in a detached cultural system that view
theology and church leadership through the voices of men and teach theology through a
patriarchal lens. The male bias is out of step with current cultural values offering a
delayed and offensive culture to many women and men holding egalitarian values.
Despite the stated egalitarian beliefs and ideology of many evangelical churches,
analysts indicate many churches are still consistently operating under patriarchal
practices. Research reveals that most Christian churches operate under patriarchal
structures and reinforce this due to their fundamental doctrine that men and women are
created different and designed for different roles.25 Studies reveal that women who belong
to religious groups are more likely to operate in traditional gender roles and less likely to
function in egalitarian roles than those in non-religious communities.26 While women are
allowed to lead in some evangelical churches, the opportunities for female leadership,
mentoring, and development is quite different from contemporary cultural values.27
Similar to the current practice in dynamic marriages, the contemporary church is facing
challenges in implementing principles of equity to mirror their egalitarian beliefs. This
tension creates a cultural delay and poor support for the evolving contemporary marriage.
Cultural Clash for Contemporary Couples
Contemporary couples experience a significant cultural clash when nominally
egalitarian churches operate with patriarchal practices. Although some marriages can
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navigate and negotiate these contradictions, some become confused or experience marital
regression as patriarchal concepts are reinforced and advocated. To navigate the
unspoken tensions, marriages struggling to negotiate egalitarian principles often comply,
challenge, or leave the church in search for communities or services offering values of
equality.28 In these cases, churches lose valuable members and the combined strength of
both genders, and marriages lose a potentially supportive environment where equity can
be modeled effectively in leadership and community.29 If the US Protestant church can
evolve in its beliefs on marriage and the value of women, it can also evolve in the
leadership of men and women leading cohesively within the church, even if it requires
innovative methodology.
In the next chapter, we will explore the interdependent relationship of marriages
and churches.
CHAPTER 3: THE RELATIONSHIP OF CHURCH AND MARRIAGES
Churches and marriages are interdependent with one another and benefit from
having an interrelated value system that supports one another’s development.
Furthermore, because a majority of contemporary marriages are egalitarian or desiring
Peer Marriages, one must not underestimate the significance of the symbiotic relationship
of church and marriage as both take responsibility for enhancing the quality of life for the
other. Researcher John Davy speaks to the suggested and anticipated influence marriage
is having on the church: “just as the Protestant tradition influenced the formation of
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companionate love, love and marriage may now be reshaping evangelicalism in an era of
relationally oriented religion.”30 Regardless of which institution is the major influencer of
the other, it stands to reason that both would do well to establish a mutually benefitting
culture that empowers each to operate with stability and unity.
Throughout the ages, Christianity has continually attempted to define marriage,
relationships, and God's role and expectations of both. Within each culture,
denomination, and era, what used to be acceptable at one time might not be acceptable
today. For instance, polygamy was widely practiced among many of the patriarchs in the
Bible but is now considered outside of Christian marital norms. Having concubines in
conjunction with several wives was also a common practice in Biblical days. Women
were considered property and something to be bought and traded or used as one desired.
Clearly, these are archaic practices of ancient eras. We are constantly redefining what is
acceptable Christian culture, but we get into trouble when we take Biblical instruction
written for the context of that era and apply it to current culture.
For instance, applying patriarchal principles as commonly practiced in Biblical
times to a society built on principles of equity and freedom is counter-cultural and
inappropriate for our Western societies, marriages, and churches. It has produced less
than effective as emphasized by one author: "A sweeping survey of marriage and family
throughout the world concludes that “Patriarchy, the law of the father, was the big loser
of the twentieth century. Probably no other social institution has been forced to retreat as
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much.”31 Imposing values and cultural norms of yesteryears to current society is like
dressing in 80's fashion and calling it fashionable and culturally relevant. As much as I
would love 80's fashion to regenerate, complete with the big hair, bright clothes, and
gaudy accessories, I wouldn't be caught dead going to the office with said attire. It is
culturally delayed, unfashionable, and just plain weird, not to mention uncomfortable for
people to experience.
So it is with cultural and societal norms. What worked for one era, culture and
generation are specific for that time, and when those cultural norms are applied to other
cultures and generations it is culturally inappropriate, weird, and sometimes, offensive.
Patriarchalism has served its time for its era and is not to be confused as being the model
or scriptural mandate for Christians in Western culture to embody just because it was
culturally relevant in the Bible. It is imperative we differentiate between uncompromising
doctrine and shifting culture in teaching scriptural mandates, and to not confuse one for
the other.
Similarly, marriage has experienced dramatic changes just in the last 50 years,
with "the most significant change is the achievement of much greater equality for
women."32 Traditional marriages are no longer the norm, but rather dual-income,
egalitarian marriages are the majority of marriages in the U.S. today. Blended families,
where both or one partner is divorced and has remarried is also a much more common
marriage model than it once was. Currently, we are seeing the definition of marriage
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shifting and evolving to include same-sex marriages alongside heterosexual marriages.
The evolution to marriage throughout the centuries does not mean marriage is getting
disregarded but rather reveals that "marriage has shown itself to be highly adaptable and
developmental, and is clearly capable of changing further."33
Culturally Delayed
Not only is it culturally delayed, blind and irrelevant to apply patriarchal concepts
to church cultures restricting women in leadership, but the church is missing out on the
beauty of women leaders. Ironically, since women have been more accustomed to being
submissive and servant leaders in marriages, families, and society, Thatcher indicates
they may be leading examples for the church in exemplifying how Christ loves and
serves the church. "Since women are more accustomed to the role of service, the
argument may be put forward that they may be more prepared than men for the servantleadership that the Church expects of its leaders."34 In addition, patriarchal principles
enforced in church culture show preference to one gender and provides a
misrepresentation of God, since both were made in His image. All the more reason for
women to be included in every area and role of the church. I believe we can make
culturally relevant churches for modern marriages without compromising the doctrine
and theology of the church. As a church, we've been doing this for centuries, so growth in
this is expected and necessary.
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B & B Buddies
It is very normal to want to believe one way but not behave in the way you desire
to be. We are all guilty of this as we want to live out our ideal, the picture we hold in our
hearts, but we struggle to actually fulfill this with our actions. Many times we deal with
blind-spots and perceive ourselves to be behaving differently than we actually are.
Sometimes this misrepresentation of ourselves is intentional, but often we are
unintentional in providing an incongruency in our beliefs and behavior. I call these B & B
Buddies, where your beliefs and behavior have to be congruent or be buddies because the
incongruency can create instability and insanity. Dr. Pepper Schwartz acknowledges this
issue with marriages she has studied and developed the term Near Peer to describe this
hypocritical syndrome with marriages.
I realized I lacked a term for churches, who wished to operate with equity for both
genders in their churches, void of hierarchies and patriarchalism, but like Near Peer
Marriages were struggling to accomplish their ideal. After reading Dr. Schwartz's work,
the lightbulb went on as she beautifully articulated the two types of marriages: Peer and
Near Peer Marriages. Permission was granted from Dr. Schwartz for the author to borrow
terms from her book, Peer Marriages, and apply the terms Peer and Near Peer to
Churches. Just like Near Peer Marriages need to learn to operate by their ideal values of
equity, so too do Near Peer Churches need tools and assistance in developing a culture
that matches their ideals. And as marriages become authentically Peer, they need Peer
Churches to support their courageous and inspiring journey. I believe there are many
churches, like marriages, who are unaware of the inconsistencies they are promoting and
when provided insight and paths forward, will make the courageous and inspiring journey
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like marriages to live out their ideal culture to create relevance and stability for Peer
Marriages.
The next two chapters will define Peer Marriages and show how they can be a
model for churches desiring gender parity. You will see how Peer Marriages need Peer
Churches to be supported and feel connected with. Near Peer Marriages will also be
defined and will introduce the label for churches having similar struggles. Near Peer
Churches will be introduced and defined as a negative and culturally incongruent ethos
for Peer Marriages.
CHAPTER 4: PEER and NEAR PEER MARRIAGES
Peer Marriages
Marriages that are egalitarian and embody equity values and practices are called
Peer Marriages, where “…couples have successfully reconstructed gender roles on a
genuinely equitable basis.”35 Another name for these emerging couples is Relational
Reciprocity marriages where they “…make continued efforts to demonstrate care in
terms of looking out for each other, communicating about each other’s thoughts and
opinions, and an overall commitment to the longevity of the relationship despite all
odds.”36 They reflect a connected companionship comprised of equality, value, and deep
friendship.37
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Author and professor at the University of Washington, Dr. Pepper Schwartz,
further developed the term “Peer Marriage,” to describe relationships where both partners
work collaboratively to provide for their family needs, financially, emotionally, and
physically.38 When the marriage is a top priority, both partners are active contributors to
nurturing the marriage. Relational reciprocity is built as tasks are shared and a
partnership, rather than a hierarchical relationship, is emphasized.39 Flexibility is a key
component to establishing equality in these relationships,40 as on-going negotiations are
necessary in order to navigate the needs and expectations of both partners.41
There is a shared balance of power as Peer Marriages experience a “power-with”
instead of a “power-over” as they partner and lead together to grow and stabilize their
marriage.42 In contrast, patriarchalism defines a “power-over” relationship, which is
historically common in marriages and societies.43 Peer Marriages recognize a decrease in
marital conflict, divisive issues, and lower likelihood of divorce.44 Women in peer
marriages claim greater happiness, more stability, health, open communication, and
greater sexual satisfaction.45 Men describe a value of being more relational and have a
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greater understanding of maintaining a healthy relational connection.46 Ironically, Peer
Marriages mirror the original design of marriage, because God designed men and women
to rule together: in Genesis, God commanded men and women to rule over all He had
created, together.47
Despite their obvious strengths, Peer Marriages do exhibit some challenges and
weaknesses. Partners in Peer Marriages struggle with not having a map or “blueprint” for
their contemporary marriage48 and often wonder if they are doing marriage correctly.49
Because they lack an understanding of the design for their egalitarian marriage, they
create it as they go along.50 There can be confusion and power struggles for control and
getting needs met if the couple’s negotiation skills are underdeveloped or undisclosed
gender stereotypes emotionally hijack the partnership.51
Many couples strive to design contemporary relational models, such as the Peer
Marriage model but wrestle with the implementation process.52 Where love in marriage
used to be enough, now contemporary couples long for equality.53 Unfortunately, gender
stereotypes often perpetuate poor marital partnerships, causing partners to adapt to
society’s values versus developing characteristics that help them connect fairly with the
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opposite gender.54 These struggling marriages have another term to describe their
perpetually conflictive and confused state, Near Peer.
Near Peer Marriages
Couples who hold egalitarian values and beliefs, but struggle to operate in these
behaviors in practice, are called Near Peer Marriages by author and professor, Dr. Pepper
Schwartz.55 Even though couples agree to egalitarian principles, studies show they have
challenges practicing equality, and that they hold conflicting beliefs regarding gender
roles.56 Instead of making the marriage partnership a top priority, they exhibit low
deference to each other, often make the man’s job the top priority, and follow gender
stereotypical roles in the home.57 A partnership is ideal, yet elusive as conflict resolution
often consists of passive aggressive and manipulative behaviors instead of negotiation
and compromising strategies which could establish mutuality in the marriage. Even
though they claim egalitarian beliefs, they become stuck in rigid gender roles, creating a
relationship of pseudo-mutuality.58 Because they lack the skills to foster a culture of
connection and equity independently, couples frequently seek assistance through
therapeutic interventions.59
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Max and Sandra60 were operating in a Near Peer Marriage. Even though they both
were called to pastor a church plant, Max was the designated Lead Pastor, and Sandra
continued her teaching position, parenting their children, and assisting Max. Both became
overwhelmed trying to pursue their ministry calling while also provide for their family,
and the strain of their double-bind became evident. A church leader who noticed their
predicament suggested a Peer Marriage model where they could both pursue their
pastoral calling, parent, and financially provide for their family. It would require Max to
co-pastor with Sandra, increase his parenting time, and overcome stereotypes of not being
the male solo lead. Sandra would have to quit her teaching job in order to pursue copastoring, share parenting time, and overcome stereotypes preventing her from being a
female pastor so that she could work more equitably with Max. After weighing the pros
and cons, Max and Sandra abandoned their Near Peer Marriage and began the pursuit of a
Peer Marriage model, mutually deciding to operate as co-pastors and co-parents. They
both had desired the value of equally contributing to the marriage and family, but neither
had the strategy to develop it until a Peer Marriage was proposed to them.
In an interview with Dr. Pepper Schwartz, she readily identified hierarchies as the
primary barrier for men and women to work collaboratively together, whether at work,
home, or in the church. Where there is a hierarchy, she views this to be detrimental to
Peer Marriages, forcing them to operate at a Near Peer marital status. With marriages and
organizations, she warns against these factors: the absence of consensus, an absence of
equal power to propose or veto, and the absence of a forum for all responses and ideas to
surface. Her recommendation for organizations and marriages is that to shift to
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collaborative partnerships, “everyone has to be brought along, for it is in the best interest
of each other.”61 Near Peer Marriages desire partnership but lack the ability or skills to
operate collaboratively. Struggling to operate in principles of equity and mutuality, these
Near Peer Marriages need assistance to achieve their ideal egalitarian values and beliefs.
So too do we as individuals and as communities need assistance in having another
perspective and tools to develop an authentic sense of self where our beliefs and behavior
match up. This creates stability and balanced living.
In contemporary culture, the secular influence on gender roles and families has
become much more significant than religion in influencing and guiding families.62 The
church often resists relating to and supporting contemporary marriages and instead offers
patriarchal ideology for marital support. Not only is this counter-cultural, but also
counter-scriptural when one gender is favored over another, as the Bible clearly states:
“There is neither Jew nor Gentile, neither slave nor free, nor is there male and female, for
you are all one in Christ Jesus.”63 Similarly, Christians are called to “make every effort to
keep the unity of the Spirit through the bond of peace,” and to operate as one body.64
Patriarchy does little to achieve these acclaimed Christian characteristics, or to reflect the
egalitarian values in the US culture. Similar to acclaimed Near Peer Marriages, these
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counter-cultural churches fostering masked patriarchal cultures are operating as Near
Peer Churches who promote egalitarian beliefs yet operate with patriarchal principles.
In spreading the gospel, Paul reminds Christians to "become all things to all
people" in order to bring people to Christ.65 Developing Peer Churches for the majority of
Peer Couples in the US is culturally relevant and can provide stability for both marriages
and churches so the body of Christ may operate with health and vitality. The major
conflict and instability come when Peer Marriages attend Near Peer Churches hoping for
the values and culture of a Peer Church that reflect their marriage.
CHAPTER 5: PEER and NEAR PEER CHURCHES
Peer Churches
I define Peer Churches, as those churches that claim egalitarian values and
operate with principles of mutuality. Near Peer Churches, are those churches that claim
egalitarian principles but operate with patriarchal or hierarchical values. In the following
section, we will explore the 2 types of these churches and how marriages relate to each,
In Peer Churches, similar to Peer Marriages, “Men and women are learning to
negotiate, to share, to cooperate with each other in the apportionment of the tasks that
they each have to do, in the home, or church, or workplace.”66 In Peer Churches, genderbalanced leadership functions according to giftedness and ability, rather than gender.
Like Peer Marriages, with the marriage being the top priority of both partners, in Peer
Churches the church is the top priority, as both men and women are active, contributing
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members in building a flourishing community. Marriage education reflects egalitarian
values of current culture, as well as those of contemporary evangelical theological
beliefs. Instead of teaching fundamentalist theology, these churches reflect the works of
contemporary marriage experts, popular psychology concepts, personal stories, and
contemporary writers to positively influence marriages, while integrating gender
inclusive theology.67
The power required to motivate and foster change is a “power-with” which
beckons partnerships, versus a “power-over” that solicits patriarchal hierarchies, as power
is negotiated and shared.68 This appears to be a challenging concept for many churches to
grasp as the entitlement to power is often associated with scriptural mandates that place
the man as the primary authority figure in churches and marriages. One author echoes
this power dilemma with Christians: “Yet as Christians seek to fulfill the creation
mandate, perhaps the central factor determining the effectiveness in the outcome of their
engagement with the world is the dynamic of power.”69 In Peer Churches, power is not
given up by either gender but rather redistributed as they emulate the ministry of Jesus.
Men affirm and empower women as they recognize that “men do not need to lose power:
they need to share power, and in this they can be helped by the observation of Jesus that
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‘whoever wants to save his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life for me and for the
gospel will save it’ (Mark 8:35).”70
Leadership positions are not selected according to gender, but according to
giftedness and ability. In an interview with Steve Carter, current Lead Teaching Pastor at
Willow Creek Church, also defined as a Peer Church, he described how the church
developed a gender-balanced staff by “selecting leaders according to spiritual gifts,
discovering how they were wired, and how to unleash them” into their church, and the
value of “seeing the Imago Dei (image of God) in every person.”71 Peer Churches value
leaders based on ability and giftedness instead of expressing value according to gender.
Church Culture
Contemporary churches have made significant strides in embracing egalitarian
views for the genders since 1960-1970, as egalitarianism has had a growing influence
throughout religious denominations and movements.72 Supporting evidence for
egalitarianism is revealed in the increase of female church leadership from 5 percent in
the 1990’s to 10 percent in 2009,73 and more current research indicates growth at around
12 percent for female church leadership.74 Granting the gains, the church is still a far cry
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from embodying the equity for the genders it claims to hold, providing mixed messages
and double-binds for women and couples.75
Benefits for Peer Marriages
When marriages are thriving, they contribute to producing a healthy church
culture, as both partners harmoniously develop an ethos of equity. Peer Marriages offer a
hopeful prospect for improving church culture and validate the statement “healthy
marriages are the best way to build a healthy society.”76 The Peer Marriage model echoes
the values of the original marriage of Adam and Eve as well as the spirit of the Acts
church: “All the believers were together and had everything in common.”77 There was no
discrimination between the genders as equity, love, and generosity created unity among
the believers.
Whether in the home or in the church, when men and women partner
harmoniously with Christian principles of service, love, and honor, it is the “Blessed
Alliance.”78 Peer Marriages attending Peer Churches experience another blessed alliance,
as they operate by shared values, developing an ethos of mutuality within their marriages
and churches, thus creating a symmetrical culture that empowers both to live
harmoniously.
Benefits of Peer Churches
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Today, the majority of evangelical men help with parenting and household duties,
and more married evangelical women are employed outside of the home.79 Therefore,
Peer Churches appear to be a more culturally relevant ethos for contemporary marriages.
In Peer Churches, traditional roles are discarded as participants operate according to their
ability, expertise, training, and giftedness regardless of gender. This provides a congruent
support for modern marriages, and aligns with theological principles to work as
efficiently and cohesively as possible as exhorted in scripture: “From whom the whole
body, joined and held together by every joint with which it is equipped, when each part is
working properly, makes the body grow so that it builds itself up in love.”80 Peer
Churches have a greater ability to operate in unity, peace, and love since hierarchical
principles and practices are removed, freeing each member to focus on doing what each
does best.
Near Peer Churches
Near Peer Churches, similar to Near Peer Marriages, are defined as churches that
promote egalitarian views but do not operate from the principles of mutuality. They may
advertise they value women in leadership, promote it in their by-laws, but hold
patriarchal values that restrict women from gaining power, or from being seen or heard.
Some of the following restrictions may be covertly or overtly enforced: women have no
leadership positions, are only appointed to stereotypical gender roles, can preach on
inconsequential evenings but never on Sunday morning, can never take the pulpit but can
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stand on the floor, can be active missionaries but be silent and submission when at home,
and are inferior to male ministers who are more respected and readily promoted.81
Near Peer Churches give mixed messages and continually place people in doublebinds as they teach theology specifically packaged for a historical era and apply it for
contemporary marriages. When scripture is taught out of context it can be culturally
delayed and offensive. Author Adrian Thatcher says, “If, and only if, the theology of
marriage in Ephesians 5 is understood as a theology of marriage for all time, and not just
for the time in which it was written, then, yes, it will be undoubtedly found to be
hierarchical, sexist, and insulting to contemporary women.”82 Near Peer Churches who
teach theology out of context implement gendering strategies, oblivious to the marital
shifts in society and the damage it does to marriages. Thatcher reinforces this paradox
with: “The exclusion of women from Christian priesthood is the outstanding example of
gendering and genderedness to be found in the churches, and one of the arguments
supporting female exclusion appears to be based on bad theology.”83 Like Near Peer
Marriages, Near Peer Churches cultivate cultures of confusion, perpetual conflict, and
design a belief system developed from misinterpreted theology that prohibits growth and
healthy partnerships within marriages and churches.
An example of a Near Peer Church was illustrated by Lead Pastor, Tara Beth
Leach, and her experience when she was hired at PazNaz Church in Pasadena
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California.84 As one of the main speakers of a MissioAlliance Conference,85 she described
the double-binds she encountered in pastoring at PazNaz Church. Although her Nazarene
denomination supported women pastors as based on their theological doctrine,86 and she
was ordained by the Nazarene denomination, she experienced strong opposition as lead
pastor due to her gender as long-time members left the church. She was conflicted, angry
and confused at the inconsistencies as she noted the theology teachings, and praxis had
"shifted" from their original and stated theological doctrine. The Nazarene doctrine and
theology on the role of women states, "the right of women to use their God-given
spiritual gifts within the church and affirms the historic right of women to be elected and
appointed to places of leadership" and that, "no human being is to be regarded as inferior
on the basis of social status, race, or gender."87
Despite these clearly stated beliefs, women were not supported in operating in
positions of leadership as evidenced by the struggles Leach experienced. Yet, through the
support of her leaders, she was able to attract younger crowds who resonated with the
gender-balanced staff and provide opportunities for women leaders, as she created a more
culturally relevant environment for modern relationships holding egalitarian values. As a
result, she was able to transform a Near Peer Church back to its Peer Church values.88
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Near Peer Churches are facing corresponding issues with embodying principles of
equity in their churches to mirror their egalitarian beliefs in leadership, marital therapy,
marriage classes, and relationship enhancement classes. This cognitive dissonance in
church culture is creating confusion and instability for the church ethos and leadership as
well as eliminating culturally relevant support for contemporary marriages. A
longitudinal study of private university students who held gender equality values for the
workplace yet recognized inequality and gender biases at the churches and faith-based
campuses experienced a cognitive dissonance.89 Similarly, it can be reasoned when
egalitarian couples attend Near Peer Churches they experience a cognitive dissonance as
the church says one thing and does another, creating instability for both marriage and
church.
Impact of Near Peer Churches
When Near Peer Churches apply patriarchal principles in a society built on
principles of equity and freedom it is counter-cultural and inappropriate for our Western
societies, marriages, and churches. Culturally, hierarchical leadership exhibited in Near
Peer Churches has its place in some societal systems, such as military and politics, but
appears to be an out of sync leadership model when compared to Christian principles of
oneness and servant leadership. Hierarchical leadership has been described as being an
“outdated system,” for it prohibits people from working compatibly and creatively
together, as it isolates and segregates people into those who can and cannot lead,
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furthering the gender gap in leadership.90 Tension and conflict ensue as individuals vie for
leadership because the leaders' voices are amplified and acknowledged, while those under
them are muted and dismissed.91
As a result of hierarchies, bureaucracies are formed as systems become rigid,
bureaucratic, unjust, and frustrating.92 A growing number of individuals in hierarchical
organizations feel like the “neglected child” as their complaints and concerns are
invalidated and unaddressed, leaving a graveyard of undeveloped inventions, ideas, and
creations.93 Simply stated, “The dominant hierarchical system of leadership does not
encourage collaboration and a focus on social justice for greater humanity.”94 When
creativity is prevented, and collaboration stifled, justice becomes unachievable, thus
impoverishing systems and individuals spiritually, mentally, and emotionally. If God's
calling to Christians is to "administer true justice; show mercy and compassion to one
another"95 hierarchical practices sound in conflict with this scriptural mandate. Near Peer
Churches need to reconsider their leadership practices and align them to their egalitarian
values to make for a properly working body.
Near Peer churches expressing values of equity but are not operating as such, are
complicating issues for men and women from Peer Marriages. They are perpetuating
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double-binds when they prevent or do not pursue mutuality and gender parity in
leadership. There is a lack of intellectual integrity when churches teach egalitarian values,
that women are equals and worthy contributing members of society, then do not allow
them to pastor or grant them the authority to lead with equity. These mixed messages
create further confusion when they covertly teach that men are superior leaders by not
pursuing or mentoring women leaders yet expect women to feel safe and confident in
leading. This culture clash of values, further perpetuates a confusing, unsafe cultural
experience for the woman and Peer Marriages.
Hierarchical Practice
Theologically, hierarchical practices in Near Peer Church cultures show
preference to one gender and a misrepresentation of God. Some theologians believe God
holds no distinct sex and therefore “requires male and female representation in the
Church to avoid idolatry.”96 Scripture defines God as both male and female and as a Spirit
saying, “God is spirit, and his worshipers must worship in the Spirit and in truth.”97 Again
scripture provides the truth that both genders embody the spirit of God when it says, “So
God created human beings in his own image. In the image of God he created them; male
and female he created them.”98 Therefore, both genders must be represented in church
leadership to fully reflect the image of God. Theology becomes skewed as the masculine
lens is used exclusively to teach theology and interpret scripture, creating a confusing and
crippling church ethos. This culture is in direct opposition to who God is, and the spirit of
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unity, love, and peace that Jesus consistently modeled to His disciples and the prescribed
directives for the church to be founded upon.
As masculinity is heralded covertly in Near Peer churches, women and men are
continually put in double-binds as they attempt to live up to unrealistic expectations for
both. Women struggle with not being demonized for being ambitious, or wanting to
“break the glass ceiling,” or causing men to feel insecure about their success.99
Additionally, they abandon their authentic feminine leadership and don male
characteristics in order to achieve cultural acceptance.100 This veiled femininity
compromises the quality of marriages and of churches in leadership and culture.
Furthermore, the church community loses out on experiencing the authentic, true nature
of God.
Double-Bind Effect on Marriages
Unrealistic expectations are set for marriage as roles are based on gender rather
than giftedness. When “their actual marriages do not meet their religious and
psychological needs” cognitive dissonance further dis-regulates both partners in the
marriages.101 These idealistic expectations confuse and dis-regulate marriages and require
each partner to operate according to gender roles instead of acquiescing to personality
styles and ability.
Jim and Karen believed what their church taught about men being the spiritual
leaders in the church and at home. The church counselor reinforced these beliefs as they
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attended counseling for their troubled marriage. Unfortunately, James would have to
make some profound and extreme personality changes if he was going to fit the divine
role of being the “head of the home.” Sadly, Karen expressed continual disappointment
that James fell short of the ideal complementarian model and their marriage lived in a
constant state of unresolved shame, disappointment, and despair.102 When unrealistic
ideals are placed on marriages and the relational companionship is replaced with a
hierarchical leadership, it diminishes the authenticity of the relationship. This cognitive
dissonance for the marriage partners provokes instability, unresolved shame, and
perpetual conflict for the marriages, thus producing a theologically and psychologically
unstable foundation for both institutions of marriage and church.
CHAPTER 6: PATRIARCHIALISM HURTS PEER CHURCHES
The next chapter will explore in greater detail how patriarchalism has created a
culture of inequity among the genders and how it is hurting our marriages and
communities.
PATRIARCHIALISM
Counter-Cultural to Christianity
Patriarchalism is counter-culture to Christianity as evidenced through scripture
and the ministry of Jesus. In Genesis, a marriage command is given: “For this reason a
man will leave his father and mother and be united to his wife and they will become one
flesh.”103 When God gave this command, He was introducing a new way of relating, for
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patriarchalism defines the woman as property, demanding she become a part of the man's
family.104 But God counters this belief system by commanding the man to leave his
family and unite harmoniously with his wife, thus defying the spirit of patriarchalism. In
addition, God repeatedly breaks patriarchal culture in the Old Testament by passing over
the eldest son for a blessing in favor of the youngest, time and again. Jacob received the
blessing instead of his elder brother Esau. Joseph’s youngest son Ephraim was blessed
instead of Manasseh. David was the youngest, yet he was anointed as king, and so on.105
In this way, God repeatedly opposes the patriarchal culture of biblical days, thereby
releasing women from the bonds of patriarchalism.
In the New Testament, Jesus' association with women dramatically denounces the
patriarchal culture when he acknowledges women as ministry partners, and converses,
heals, and eats with them in an era where this was culturally taboo. The early Acts church
repelled patriarchal culture when women worshiped together with men and became
teachers, apostles, and evangelists of the faith. To disregard women as equal partners in
marriage or church in favor of a hierarchical culture, as introduced through the fall, is to
disregard the culture of Christ and the freedom He died to bring.
Profanes the Image of God
Since men and women were both created in the image of God, to exalt one over
the other is to misrepresent and profane the very image of God.106 Both were created to
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represent His image, therefore, neither should be considered more valuable than the
other. Each gender is uniquely created and necessary in the institutions of marriage and
the church, to better understand the intricate nature and character of God. When women
are silenced through patriarchalism, men are impoverished from experiencing the
nurturing, mothering part of God offering an incomplete representation of God. In the
words of Carolyn Custis James, we are to partner together so as “to beam back to heaven
the clearest and fullest images of (God) himself.”107
Misuses Scripture
Misunderstandings of controversial scripture have supported patriarchalism in our
marriages and in the church. Scriptures such as "man is the head of the home, like Christ
is the head of the church"108 or "women should remain silent in church"109 and are
"forbidden to teach men"110 have been misused and misinterpreted. They are supporting
texts electing patriarchalism to be the divine order in marriages and in church, complete
with creative descriptions of what it culturally means to be the "head" of the home.
Instead of considering the spirit of the gospel, these disputed scriptures have divided
Christians worldwide, leading them to operate with the drive to dominate in a fallen state
of fear, shame, and separation, versus living in mutuality with love, grace and unity as
prescribed by God. "The redeemed desire is to love in mutuality."111 Patriarchalism
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appears to be in direct opposition to redemptive living and provokes conflict instead of
positive connection.
Impact on the Church
Similarly, half the church suffers as only half of the church is empowered to fully
participate.112 Men and women are called to merge equitably to offer an accurate image of
God, and complement one another dynamically, as they “help each other to flourish and
finish strong.”113 Men lose their strong equal of women who are here to partner and
empower them to finish this race well, together. For when patriarchalism reigns, women's
voices are silenced as the male voice and presence take precedence. Men diminish their
own power and potential as they lose the unique partnership women offer, and the magic
of a gender synergy is lost.
Relationships suffer when women are viewed as subordinate to men. For women
to mediate the psychological tension of discrimination and sexism they use self-silencing
behaviors.114 They silence their own voices and resist the relationship, and the relational
strengths of connection, nurturance, and intimacy are withdrawn, thus leading to
oppression or burn-out of the relationships.115 Similarly, women's unique ability to be
guardians of relationships and attuned to emotional or physical distress and needs is
diminished, thus exposing relationships to hardships.116 Men lose in their marriages and
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families as well, because relational and emotional health is compromised when women
are minimized and invalidated. When the health of marriages is compromised, church
health is also negatively affected as both institutions miss out on the powerful female
nurturing influence on relationships.
When moral failings happen in church leadership, church communities experience
the relational loss as the moral errors are minimized117 and wives are encouraged to
overlook or have compassion for their husband's infidelity as their behavior is excused
due to their male biological make-up.118 While women are called to reconcile through
forgiveness, grace, and love, men are called to be accountable to God exclusively, rather
than their wives as well.119 This creates a lack of accountability and balance in the
marriage and church community.120 When women are minimized and their main expected
role is to complement their husbands in marriage or male leadership in the church, both
institutions are deprived of women's relational giftedness, and all suffer.
Sexism flourishes in patriarchalism when women are devalued for their gender
and coerced to function in rigid gender roles against their will. When men are exalted at
the cost of women, this creates a breeding ground for gender inequality, grounds for
infidelity or moral failings, abuse, and objectification of women.121 Abuse and violence
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are more common in patriarchal marriages, as women are expected to meet the needs and
desires of their husbands without expressing resistance.122
According to research, religion was a significant predictor of benevolent sexism,
where the woman is rewarded or promoted for following specific gender roles or for
possessing more femininity and beauty.123 Victims of benevolent sexism suffer more from
“self-objectification, self-surveillance, and body shame as compared to the hostile and
no-sexism conditions.”124 This unspoken reward system covertly controls women to act
and lead, often in a subordinate manner, to receive the coveted attention and affirmation
offered by the church. Therefore, marriages and the church fail to experience the
authenticity of women leaders.
The separateness that emerges among the genders, in churches, marriages, and
families, is a glaring outcome of patriarchalism, as women are placed under men instead
of being partners with men, thus driving a wedge between the genders.125 Rather than
moving toward an egalitarian relationship, which brings the couple together towards
shared goals and experiences, patriarchalism continually divides the couple, assigning
specific gender roles to each.126 This separation creates isolation and oppression for both
genders as men suffer alone in charge and women fall victim to lower positions and
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status.127 Churches suffer as couples are dealing with the tension from this relational
separation, unable to be adequately present or psychologically stable in church leadership
and participation. Patriarchalism inaccurately persuades and brainwashes men to believe
they are benefiting from the male dominant culture when in truth men, along with
women, are victims of it.128 This misconception presents one of the greatest barriers in
encouraging men to abandon patriarchalism.
Gender Stereotypes
Patriarchalism has been gravely misunderstood to benefit men when in reality
both genders are emotionally and psychologically crippled when they act in the
constraints of rigid stereotypes.129 The genders are divided from operating together in a
powerful, divine partnership, and society mourns the loss. Throughout the ages, male
aggressiveness has been promoted as ultimate masculinity and is admired by both
genders. Ambitious, aggressive, driven men are heralded for being manly, strong warriors
for communities, and coveted partners for women who historically depended on these
traits for their survival.130 Socially acceptable emotions like arrogance, toughness, and
aggressiveness are expressed by boys, covering less socially acceptable feelings of
loneliness, powerlessness, and fear.131 Experts dubbed this the "Boy Code", allowing boys
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to remain safe behind a masked, tough exterior to avoid taunting and rejection from
society and peers for expressing vulnerable emotions.132 Tragically, their energy is robbed
from developing emotional intelligence and they become skilled at disconnecting instead
of connecting to all their emotions and others.133 While girls are accepted for expressing
vulnerable emotions, like fear, helplessness, and pain, boys are stifled. This gap is
dramatically displayed in marriage, ushering in grounds for a patriarchal relationship,
where the emotionally crippled man denies emotions in himself and his wife.134 As
aggressiveness is overused and vulnerability avoided, confusion and emotional
disconnection develop, and a lonely marriage ensues for both.
Hiding his true self, the man finds more security and comfort in relying on a
hierarchical system that will protect him from expressing his vulnerable emotions,
keeping him in control. Commonly, men become "shame-phobic"135 and will go to great
lengths to avoid shame by choosing defensiveness to cover their vulnerability. "Too
defensive to be open with others, many men today, as well as in the past, do not readily
take advice, counsel, comfort, or direction from anyone, be they wife, best friend, or
pastor."136 Shutting themselves off to others, men miss out on authentic relationships and
community with women and society. According to shame expert Brene Brown, "Shaming
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and blaming without accountability is toxic to couples, families, organizations, and
communities."137
Fear of women is a barrier causing men to hold defiantly to patriarchalism. In
working with women, men fear how women will respond to conflict when challenged or
criticized.138 Men fear the emotions they are avoiding in themselves and become
incompetent in handling women's emotions when they surface. To add to the discomfort,
men are seven times slower in processing their feelings than women,139 which provokes
powerlessness and shame as men cannot compete with women's unique ability to
communicate. The differences between men and women neurologically, emotionally, and
relationally creates fear, confusion, and frustration in collaboration.
Being undermined by women in leadership is a genuine fear of men. In one study,
leaders were judged and rated by their bosses, colleagues, and supervisors, in the areas of
inspiring workers, creating motivation, developing teammates, and taking initiative, and
in every area women out-performed and out-rated their male colleagues.140 Women's
relational success in leadership triggers shame and fear in men and threatens their
leadership. A fear from both genders of failing, being misunderstood, or dismissed by the
other complicates partnering together in work or marriage.141 Patriarchalism eliminates
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unnecessary gender conflicts and misunderstandings as men lead exclusively to his
emotional comfort level and ability. It also prevents growth in the ability for genders to
communicate and grow effectively together, thus promoting Near Peer Churches.

CHAPTER 7: THE EFFECTS OF STIFFLING FEMININITY
In this chapter we will explore and identify how stifling femininity as a result of
hierarchies and patriarchalism is preventing a Peer Church culture from developing.
Invalidating Women's Voices
When women’s voices are invalidated through Patriarchalism the effects can be
long reaching and impacting to both genders. As soon as a hierarchical or
complementarian view of men and women define the cultural environment and
leadership, the value for the woman and her voice decreases. “By making the husband the
default tie-breaker within the home, even in the best of marriages, there is still the subtle
message that the wisdom of a woman is less than that of a man.”142 Making the man
superior in leadership automatically demotes the woman and devalues her. Unfortunately,
“the marginalization and abuse of females is inseparable from their devaluation, and this
is often perpetuated by religious authorities and organizations that embrace maledominated leadership.”143 Misinterpreted scripture and bible passages taken out of context
create a huge barrier for women’s voices getting heard in church.
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Aggression on Women
Increased aggression on women is prevalent where women are considered inferior
citizens in any system or culture.144 Women are the primary targets of sexual abuse and
mistreatment.145 Rape culture is promoted throughout universities in the United States by
students and often overlooked or unaddressed by authorities.146 It is considered the most
severe form of violence on university campuses and is on the rise. Only 2% of rapes
bring convictions, despite it being against the law.147 Every 9 seconds women are beaten
or assaulted and each day 3 women die due to domestic violence.148 One in three girls
under 18 are sexually abused and those are just the cases reported. It is estimated the
actual number is higher.149 Eating disorders are the psychiatric disorder with the highest
mortality rate, yet drastically under-serviced or even recognized.150
Professionally, women make 77 cents to the dollar as compared to men, and 1 in
every 3 women are in financial and economic distress. Men earn 99.6% more than
women in every occupation, and the workforce is where women experience the most
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discrimination.151 “Only 2% of the Fortune 500 CEOs and only 8% of top leadership
positions are held by women.”152 The gender gap widens for minority women. In other
professions, females comprise the following percentages: state and federal judges 33%,
college presidents 26%, Congress 19.4%, military officers 16%, and pastors 12%.153 The
significant gender gap in leadership is seen in politics and corporate leadership positions,
and this gap is mirrored in organizational leadership around the world.
Girls and women are under attack in many areas, and their voices are stifled,
muffled, and ignored as they cry inwardly from the injustices they endure. A woman’s
voice is her power and when her voice is dismissed, so is her power. When she loses her
power, she loses her ability to protect, nurture, and advocate for herself and others.
Zaninab Salbi, founder of Women for Women International, believes giving women their
voice is one of the most valuable ways to empower women. She is passionate about
providing support for women affected by war worldwide through education, selfsustainability skills, and increasing economic stability. She says, “We believe strong
women build strong nations.”154 Women retain and recover their strength when their voice
is validated and respected.
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The power of speaking out was dramatically displayed in the USA by the current
#metoo movement, which was followed up with the #chuchtoo movement.155 These
movements, instigated by women through social media, gave a space for the women's
voice to be heard and acknowledged for the abuse they endured. Trauma ministries in
churches provide the opportunity for the woman to heal and increase in her selfawareness so she could view life from an alternate lens.156 If the church is to support the
woman’s voice, it must provide value to her suffering by giving space and validation for
her voice to be shared.
Invalidating the women’s voice through ignoring, critiquing, interrupting,
countering, belittling, dismissing, and offering unsolicited “helpful” suggestions are all
considered covert abuse, and further oppresses the woman’s power by minimizing her
voice.157 When women leader's voices are rejected they determine to develop a public
voice or an outer voice that gets accepted, while their authentic self and their inner voice
remains stagnant or undeveloped, thus compromising their strength and clarity.158
Fragmented, she is limited from leading authentically with men in marriage or church.
Recovering a true identity in Christ and receiving healing from faulty thinking, causes
women to lead from their true self or wholeness versus their woundedness.159 Churches
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can be influential in advocating for gender parity in churches and provide a space for
women's voices to be respected, so as to foster healthy women leaders in leadership and
marriage.
Lack of Feminine Leadership Traits
When female leadership is muted, there is a lack of female leadership traits such
as mothering which can benefit any organization. Mothering can be defined as “a
relationship and an activity; it brings together being and doing. It is about having
responsibility for another.”160 The elements of mothering are entirely unique to a woman
and few can replicate the pure maternal instincts as effectively as a mother. The care a
woman gives is special and unique, and is evidenced in how she talks, shares, listens and
nurtures.161 Social theorist Julia Kristeva remarks on the impact of mothering on society
through her theories of maternal ethics and attributes maternal instincts as influencing
significant thoughts of social development in social theory and feminism.162 When the
woman’s voice is dismissed from leadership, the maternal instincts and nurturance unique
to women is also dismissed and the institutions of marriage and church experience a
significant loss of care.
Similarly, the mothering traits attributed to God are diminished and ignored
offering an insufficient and inaccurate image of the character of God. A beautiful divine
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feminine image describes God as a mother hen gathering her chicks under her wings.163
Throughout scripture, God is described as a nursing mother, mother bear, comforting
mother, and a mother in labor when describing deep maternal love for people.164 The
tender relationship between the Psalmist and God is depicted as such: “But I have calmed
and quieted my soul, like a weaned child with its mother; my soul is like the weaned
child that is with me.”165 Undeniably, the Triune God values the maternal characteristics
of divinity.
When organizations undermine women leaders as being ill-suited for leadership
positions, they provide a gender bias in their culture. Other challenges include: breaking
into the good-ol’ boys club, excessive hours at the office away from family, limited time
for socialization, doing the majority of housework and childcare, lack of supportive
spouses, limited flexibility, and avoiding flex time for fear of jeopardizing their position.
To perpetuate the issues, there is a lack of female role models in leadership to inspire
younger women. Sadly, research reveals that women are held to higher work standards,
but their work competency is rated lower, and their pay is less. In summary, “women
leaders clearly navigate a different societal and organizational terrain than their male
counterparts, a terrain deeply rooted in cultural ambivalence.”166 The church culture is
called to be one of unity and equity, offering respect to all, regardless of their gender.
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Mirroring anything less is reflecting the worldly values Christians are called to separate
from.
Rest assured, our story does not end here as Part 2 describes new solutions to
these age-old problems. Let's get going on creating something better for our Peer
Marriages by developing Peer Churches. Join me in the best part of the book, where
barriers are identified, and revolutionary solutions are offered. But first, let me introduce
you to the simple 3 step Change Cycle in which we will be viewing transformation
through.

PART 2: DEVELOPING NEW SOLUTIONS
Introduction to the Change Cycle
Concentrating on Solutions
In the psychology field, there is an emerging field called Positive Psychology,
where optimism and hope are used to facilitate change. The therapist capitalizes on the
strengths of an individual in order to foster change, while the diagnosis plays a small role
in treating the individual. Viewing the person through their strengths versus their
diagnosis or inadequacies dramatically impacts the dynamics of the whole therapy
process, as the focus is on the solution versus the problem. Having practiced both
techniques, I have found it fulfilling and rewarding to diagnose the presenting problem
then move to the plausible solutions or technique to solve their problem. Otherwise, the
client can get stuck in this quagmire of guilt, hopelessness, defeat, hurt, and unresolved
shame, which only contributes more to the common presenting issues of anxiety and
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depression. I describe this as the FOG of dysfunction as they spin in their Fear,
Obligation, and Guilt.
The Change Cycle
“Create in me a clean heart O God and renew a right spirit within me.” Psalms
51:10
I developed an easy system for people to create order and remodel their personal,
interpersonal, and divine relationships. It’s called the Change Cycle involving a 3-step
process.
CLEAN negative, unwanted or outdated behavior and choices
CREATE positive or clean changes; express-connect-love-peace
COMPLETE peaceful, loving relationships and healthy cultures
For instance, if I want to change some communication issues, first I identify what
needs to be cleaned out.
CLEAN out by identifying negative, critical communication hurting my
relationships
Then I identify what I want to create:
CREATE positive, clear communication by stating what I feel and need without
criticizing.
Finally, I envision what my relationships will look like if I take the time to
remodel my communication.
COMPLETE the communication changes and experience peaceful, loving
relationships where we can have more positive feelings and pleasant interactions.
There are a few questions that are asked for each section in this 3-step process:
Clean Describe: What do we want to change?
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Purpose: Why do we want this changed?
Create Describe: What do we want to create?
Strategy: How will we do this?
CompleteDescribe: What is the final outcome or the results?
Analysis: When do we want to experience this?
In the next session, we will first explore what needs to be cleaned out in our
church cultures, and the pressing vision behind the desired changes.
STEP 1 - C L E A N
Describe: What do we want to change?
Gender bias and discrimination in churches deeming men the divine leaders, and
modeling culturally delayed gender leadership for marriages of our era. Identify Near
Peer Churches and support them positively in making a transformation to their desired
Peer Church status. The barriers preventing this are patriarchalism and its effects, out-ofcontext theology, lack of vision, lack of strategy, unresolved pain.
Purpose: Why do we want this changed?
To establish a peaceful, unified body that operates with gender parity so we can
better support our Peer Marriages. When our marriages are better aligned with and
supported by providing a culture of equity, then we create more stability for our
marriages and ultimately for our churches. Operating with equity, love, and peaceful
unity as everyone learns to works together in their skills and giftedness provides a fertile
soil where spiritual maturity can blossom. Thus providing an efficient and effective
community model where the body can reflect healthy partnerships to our communities so
we can change our world. Men and woman uniting equitably are how God designed us to
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operate in His Body of Christ. Ultimately, the hero and heroine are united instead of
divided so they can be a powerful force to change our world. With equity, passion, and
purpose, Superman and Wonder Woman are modeled in the home and at church to work
together as a power couple to eradicate evil and usher in greatness.
Removing the Barriers
The following are barriers to address and clean out that can help a Near Peer
Church develop into a Peer Church.
First, start by removing a hierarchical approach and introducing an egalitarian
form of leadership that amplifies the woman’s voice with the man's, giving her equity,
power, and authority. When society seeks to actively extend leadership and authority to
women, abuse and mistreatment of women are reduced and economic stability is
experienced in families and communities.167 Stability and success are so concretely
evidenced by societies around the world that it has been dubbed “the girl effect.”168
Former President Jimmy Carter stresses the value of the female voice with: “When half
of the world’s population is not consulted on important decisions and policies, it is no
wonder that so many problems persist.”169 Unfortunately, where the church or faith fell
short, psychology and society have attempted to pick up the gauntlet in mending the
female spirit. According to biblical principles, the church needs to be leading in creating
a culture of equity for all people and operating in true religion by advocating for those
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less fortunate, like “widows and orphans.”170 Operating in a lack of oneness or ignoring
the plights of the oppressed is counter-cultural to the religious principles of Christianity.
It is not uncommon to be culturally blind to these inconsistencies. To assess where
change is needed in this area for your church, take the Peer/Near Peer Church
Assessment in the back of the book.
Secondly, remove the barrier of sexism and like any good organization, address
this issue by offering trainings and resources. Sexism, whether hostile or benevolent, in
the workplace, is a critical barrier to address in creating a culture of mutuality for both
genders to thrive.171 Educating staff and employees of discrimination is not enough but
placing consequences for sexism is essential for change to happen. Rigid and controlling
belief systems promoting the male as superior will threaten to hi-jack the culture and
redefine it according to the patriarchal values, thus providing a permissive environment
for women to be mistreated. Additionally, leadership becomes based on gender versus
capabilities or giftedness, and the quality of the institution suffers. This inequality and
hostile environment are ineffective and unsafe for women to lead effectively. Therefore,
it is not uncommon for women to be leaving the church in search of supportive
environments.172 Be about creating a safe place for both genders to thrive in, and don't be
afraid to bring in an expert who can assist in developing gender parity. Pay attention to
who is leaving your church and why. What are their reasons, complaints? Is there any
value or redundancy to the excuses for leaving? Offer personality, leadership, and
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giftedness tests to determine ability and personality, so gender does not become the
deciding factor of leading.
Thirdly, remove the barrier of gender expectations and stereotypes by addressing
and challenging them. Don't be afraid to talk about this often "taboo" topic.
Professionally, women need to be encouraged to be assertive and directive, which are
successful leadership qualities generally assigned to men. Assertive behavior is admired
in men yet when manifested by women leaders, they are criticized for being unattractive
or bossy. When women are successful, they are less liked than their male counterparts,
but when they are nice, they are not respected.173 This is a double-bind women leader are
placed in, therefore, they have to decide to be liked or be competent, versus being able to
be both. Help relieve the double-bind for both genders in leadership by developing good
leadership character in both genders.

(This completes the writing requirement for this dissertation, and the remainder
of the book can be obtained through the author.)
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APPENDIX B: ILLUSTRATIONS
The Sound Relationship House Model

The Sound Relationship Workplace Model
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THE VINE Church Sound Relationship Workplace Model
In creating a new and vibrant community, here are a few principles to remember:
• The church will reflect the culture, ethos, vision and feelings of the leadership.
• We are each responsible for our own health, communicating our needs/boundaries, and
embodying the values we expect to have embodied in our church.
• Gratefully, perfection is never the goal, but rather living and leading with consistency
the core values of JAMES and 3 B's in our leadership and relationships (God, self, &
others) if we expect our church to.
• Clarity brings peace and safety, and safety produces the trust and security necessary for
growth to happen.
• Trust and commitment are needed to build peace and safety so growth can happen and
mission accomplished.
• If we are providing peace and safety, we can expect growth, commitment, and
accomplished mission/goals.
• We don't have to have this all figured out. We just need to have a basic framework that
provides clarity.
Through the Sound Relationship House model, here's how we can provide a safe,
trusting space for us to live out our mission, vision, and goals and attract others to live in
committed community:

Level 1: Develop Colleague Maps
Sound Relationship House: Build Love Maps
"This is how well you know your colleague’s current world – both professional (e.g.,
interests, technical expertise, stresses, victories) and personal (e.g., significant people in
their lives, where they live, hobbies)."
EX. Knowing each other's personal and professional worlds; ask open ended questions;
do retreats, outings, small groups, outreach events, coffee dates, personality/gifts tests,
worship greetings... all in the effort to get to know one another and build trust. Travel
pics when people are gone to reassure group they haven't be abandoned and to provide
connection (slides for worship, FB group for the Vine to post activities?)
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Level 2: Provide Positive Feedback
Sound Relationship House: Share Fondness and Admiration
"Exchanging genuine positive feedback with your colleagues is important, as is having
the presence of mind to regularly share positive impressions of performance."
EX. Affirmation, public and private; member spotlight, Thanksgiving recognition,
speaker introduction, greeting and closure of service, connect cards responses are
positive, any service by leaders and members, staff/board evaluations, affirming
meeting... Start/end meetings/gatherings with affirmation and gratitude. Practice the
Magic Ratio - 5:1.
Level 3: Respond and Engage
Sound Relationship House: Turn Towards Instead of Away
"Meeting bids to interact by regularly Turning Towards colleagues, both in person and by
email."
EX: Services hosts (family members, guests, hosts) giving good eye contact and
connection; have a timely response/follow-through with requests/connect cards,
concerns, requests, ideas, texts/emails, alter call, prayer requests, prayer responses
Level 4: Perception Becomes Reality
Sound Relationship House: The Positive Perspective
"Maintaining self and other awareness regarding being in positive or negative perspective
with colleagues; if in negative perspective, repairing relationships appropriately."
EX. Retaining a positive perspective of leaders, position, and tasks; repair perspectives
through conflict resolution skills, honest conversations, trainings (Vine 101) and
redundant expression of purpose and vision.
Level 5: Manage Conflict
Sound Relationship House: Manage Conflict
"Addressing both solvable and perpetual problems with colleagues in an open manner."
EX. Systematic approach to managing conflict and educating people on fair fighting
tools, give opportunities to express concerns and complaints with solutions, identify
solvable and perpetual problems; solve the solvable and give space/hope for continued
discussions/solutions for perpetual problems.Trainings on conflict resolution
Level 6: Facilitate Career Advancement
Sound Relationship House: Make Life Dreams Come True
"Supporting your colleagues’ professional goals by being mindful of opportunities that
consider the other person’s best interests and benefits them."
EX. Showing support for the careers of parishioners and staff; Steve R. Africa project,
Jenn NuShu Sisters/1K, Micah's Masters degree, hiring Sara & Micah.... encouraging
one another to achieve personal goals, yet not at the expense of the whole or one
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benefiting exclusively due to the contribution of the whole (multi-level companies...).
Spiritual advancement; Create healthy balance of meeting individual needs and needs of
whole
Level 7: Create a Shared Culture
Sound Relationship House: Create Shared Meaning
"Developing work processes and procedures that respect each other’s personal and
professional goals, while supporting the organization’s overall purpose."
EX. Move from Me to We, defining and building shared purpose "a key component of
culture" (Humor infused in activities and presentations); having a shared purpose
(diversity with equality), core values (JAMES, 3 B's) mission, and vision clearly stated;
reciprocal relationship between org culture and its people. What are our shared rituals
(communion, kickball Sunday, Friendsgiving, goals, symbols (vine branch, cross...
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER: Who are we and where are we going? What are we trying to
accomplish? Why would people want to join us? Strategize for growth and improvement.
Instead of being the best we need to ask ourselves what we do best? Loving
Relationships?(Belong to the community relationships, believe in a relationship with JC,
and become a friend of JC) Keep it simple. We need to not ask how to motivate people,
but how not to demotivate people? 4 aspects of church building: vision, relationships,
ministries, structure
quotes from https://www.gottman.com/blog/introduction-sound-relationship-workplace.
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Circle of Security
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The Change Cycle
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• What do
we want to
change?
• Why do we
want this
change?

Create
• What do
we want to
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• How will
we create
this?
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• What is the
completion
or the final
outcome?
• How do we
enjoy and
measure
growth?
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